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Book Binders.
WM. A. «|UINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

SHALL &

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Wanted.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, At FOGG ,No.9i Middle Street.

Street.____
Confectionery.
I, j. PERKINS manufacturer ol plain
and fancy Candle., 387 Confirm St,

MEANS, Pearl Street, op.

At

WHITNEY
poaile Park.

WALTER COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
P?,.pp Kfrppf.

s K

GEOBKE A. WHITNEY, No. 50
change St. UphoUtering of all Lmdi
done to order.

.Ex-

Horse Shoeing.
TIMOTHY SULLIVAN At 8. YOUNG,
Experienced Horae Rhoera, at 70 Federnl Wlreet.ma30J3m»

and Shippers of
Preawed Ha, and Ml raw, Flour, drain, Ac.
Always on band.
Dealers

No. 300 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

A. S. DA VIS At CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. II. I,AMMON, 153 Middle St.,cor. Croat.

DUNCAJSi, SHERMAN & CO.

Street.

d&wly

HOOPER,
UPHO LSTERER
j. H.

A- KEITH.

M5RB1L

SEcDonough Patent Bed Iiounge*, Enameled Chair*, Ac.
jy All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-’69TT&Stl
oxed and matted.

CLARK,

5 Doan East «f Temple St.,

WATER
t*

apkl

8. C. ANDREWS,
Ooxmsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,
(in Canal Back tsuilding,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford CountdeSeodtf

KEILER,

L.

W.

SQUARE,

Residence Cor. Congress & Vaughn St

Portland Me.

Jyl7

tr

BROKERS.

SHIP-

Commission & Porwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grniu and other Charter*,
Fieight Engagements made
for all part* of the world.
IVIarine Insurance effected in reliable

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

febg__«»y

BLOCK.

respectfully Inform tlie public t'.at I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Scbumacbor and will attend

I snail enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has bcid for so

the premises.
Portland, April 26, 1875.

CARD,
A.
Wm,
I take great pleasure In recommending Mr.
8chumacher at* one of the best house decorators ever
VV m. SchuMr.
that
no
doubt
have
and
n Portland,
duramacher will execute all work entrusted to him
bly, tastily and satistactarby. ^
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
n02ttf

CORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
Founders, Boiler
Blacksmiths.

MAKUFACTDBERB OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Water Wheel,
A Icon’s Turbine
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
INJBOTOB

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
40 horse
EUR SALE—One New Portable Engine,
built to order.

1

anU__

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

Counsellors at

Law,

family of three persons, a house, with easy
access to City Hall, having not less tban9 rooms,
and good yard or garden. Furconveniences
modem
nished or partially lurnished, shades and carpets.
and location, until Wednesterms
Address, stating
day 28th, at this offlco, KPH RA1M HUNT. apr26tf
a

FOR

Wanted.
SITUATION

(2nd

years old rather small
when ho left Black Jacket,

had
FOURTEEN
Vest, Soldier Cap

Marine Risks
—

ON

_my!3d3t

PACKAGE containing

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
hy the year

(Boyrl Block,)
POUTI.A!\D, MAIN®.
for every dePlans, Detail*, Superintendence, etc.,
rlption of building.dec28tf

Defaulted and Repudiated Securities.
RAILROAD Land
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC
AND NINRAPIDS
CEDAR

«AdG6,

SStt

or r

\ssago.

money Lost.

A

SOUTHERN RAIL-

€K0ADmW»m^
RAILROAD

1st

AND

Mortgage
Bonds

KAILROAD
L'MON TCLAIR AND
Mortage
OSWKGOMIDLAND
NEW YORK
1st

“^SffiffffoK^BAILBOAD
“pEORIA AND

1st

$16,003,584.74
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating; in 1874,

40 per cent
Policy holders In this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company.

I.OSSES

GORHAM

TILLAGE.
Apply to
DABBING, Gorham,

ti.

1st
ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD

LOUIS

ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAILROAD
1st Mortgage Bonds.
GEOKOIA STATE BONDS.
LOUISIANA STATE BONDS.
MINNESOTA STATE BONDS, REPUDIATED.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE BONDS.
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE BONDS.

VIRGINIA STATE BONDS.
WATERTOWN CITY (WIS,) BONDS, REPU-

“iLLINOIS TOWN
PIJ HI AXED.
IOWA TOWN

AND COUNTY

BONDS, RE-

AND COUNTY BONDS, REPC-

WMISSOURI TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS, REl’l DIA 1 I
hoi.®
I^OCGI1T ANO
Stock Brokers, and Deal-

G T BONNER & CO.,
No.
ms in Miscellaneous and Investment Securities,
aprVJdlawSlm
20 Proad Street. New York City.
Bv

<i7\.
74
a!6

( LAKK

FREE

M.

OB TO

—

OF1

unfurnished, to let with board at 203 Cumberland St.,
at
same
let
rooms
to
corner Franklin, also single

TWO

na2t*

place.

Stockholders of the Portland Company, are

JOHN

WTIUNGER,

CORRESPONDENT,!

suit of rooms

before the meeting,
EDWAKD H. DAVEIS, President.
dtd
myl3

Fisk & Co’s.
Boys’ Sheet

To Rent.
A genteel
a small family without children.
tenement on May, one door from Spring street.
M. G. PALMER.
my4deodtf

TO

23,977

$1,819,196

41

600,000

00

....

00
23

$351,504

National Bank Notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid. 1,110
Individual Deposits.380,151 39
Certified ^Checks. 6,771 63
367 80
Cashier Checks outstanding...
Due to other National Banks....

belief.

B. C.

At the close

$1,819,196

41

SOMERB Y, Cashier*

To Let.
TENEMENT of 7 rooms, situated 82 Franklin
Street. For particulars call at the house or at
WHITNEY & MEANS.
68 Pearl St.
Jtf
my6

A

PORTLAND,

myldtf

feet
ON 40 and

sworn

1875.
WM. T.

to

10,471
25,000

37
00
00
36
47
00
00
00
98
22
00
36
79
00

24,000 00

800.000 00
401,519
407,100
1,904
617,004

11,941

94
00
63
66
32

$2,242,500

55

before me, this twelfth

SMALL, Justice of the Peace.
Correct.... I. P. Farrington,
)

Spring,
J Directors.
Nathan Cummings, )

Cheapest

3t
_

Book Store in the World

1X9 EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Books without regard to cost.
Good Clocks, Watches and Jewelry cheap
Repairing nod Cleaning well done and
Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publisher* and Booksellers.

REMOVAL.
BO BERT*, dealer in liny and Straw,
• lias removed from 07 Center Street lo tf Coiou
fclrcet.
inylld2w

are

to the

public

on

Mon-

invited to call and

ex-

api6dtf

FOR

COAL CONSUMERS.

to be

now

Twenty-live Per Cent of the Fuel,
contrived to clean your lire, without opening the Furnace door..

and i.

.a

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

SARGENT,

Z.

MARKET STREET.

__dlm
TO LET I

Room in the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power ii
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

and Manufacturer.

Proprietor

CLOSING OUT.
.hall close ont within

1

LOW

VERY

A

EUREKA

THE

30 days,

a

J. B.

Jobbing House,

OVER

SHEPHERD & CO.,

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

NOS.

121-123 MIDDLE STREET,
Below the

aprl3

FLOUR AND GRAIN OF ALL KINDS.
small cargo of Cement, at the

COPIES

in

colors,

J. U. P. BURNHAM
eodly
decl5

OBAK’8 BtKINOPAN
Received the Diploma of tbo American InstiMakes even tough Meat and Poultry tender,
tute
injuiev ricaand tiavo'y; makes splendid bread,
creases (lie weight; saves cost in a month. Phices—
12
10x14
bakes
lbs,
8 in by 12 in., takes 8 lbs., $2;
S2 50-10x10 bakes IS lbs.. 32-75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs.,
Sent express paid
S3 25' l°x!G bakes 25 lbs., $3.50.
town east of the Missison receipt oi the cost, to any
sippi; full directions accompanying. Agents wanted
Send for t
ami State aud County rights tor sale.
tl» A. JuOOIvJK,
circular
New
York.
32
Cortland
St.,
aprlGdSw*

400
400

Grass.
Orchard Grass Seed.
Kentnckv Blue Grass

HAS

16 MARKET

REMOVED

SQUARE,

TO

Seed.

Also large assortment Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

Kendall & Whitney,

UNITED STATES

53T*Patient8 will walk in to the Ladies' entrance,
myl3dtf
one flight, to Dr.’s office, BOOM 13#

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

Reduction in lie Price

—AND—

STORE

SEED

—

PORTLAND,

dti

ME.

Painters and Housewives!
Vaii

Ant

/.on

White

Fodder

Corn

sale by

GEO. W. TRUE & CO.,
116 COMMERCIAL STREET,

—

AND

our

salesroom,

Wo. 8 Cross

DRAINAGE.
persons interested in
their advantage to call

ALL

drainage will find it
on

to

the

Scales of Prices for the Season.

jg^-Tce will be [delivered earlier than June 1st,
and later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate as during
the

of cement pipes. Also contractors for constructing
Pipe
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc.
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., Portland, Me.
J. L. SMITH.
Send all orders to
U. S. Hotel.
apr20dtf

letter

an

on
one

commencing as above, call on
and hear something to their advantage.

15
90

NOTICE.
adjourned business meetiDg of the stockholders ot Dirigo Slate Quarrv Company, will
be held at the office of J. B. Mathews & Co., No.
90 Commercial street, Portland, at 3 o’clock P. M„
on MONDAY, May 17, 1875.
Per order.
C. F. ROBERTS, Sec’y.

AN

mylldtd.

1875.

WHITE LEGHORNS.
for

from

fbwls which took first
sho t in Poitland,

one

Tuesday

the system,

marlsu
Southern Pine.

pieceB, various dimensions suitable for 6liip
Also three, three and a half,
or bridge work.
and four Inch plank long and wido, for sale low.
J S. ROBERTS,
9 Center Strcot.

LONG

api6dlw_A

Notice.
requiring work dore please appl“ to
W.O.
“Home1’ of
A., No. 10 Spring St., plain
.ml family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroid’'twtl
try aDd lancy-work in wools, Ac., Ac.

NATHAN WOOD.

909

cor.

Fore & Plum

Sin.,

myll

or

49 Oak Nt,
dlw»

FOR
SALE.
QUANTITY OF

ANY

Spruce Piliug, Spars aud Hackmatac

Knees, by

SIWO.VrON

A

«

ft

*•

LADD,

Couimcicinl St, H.lyoke’. Whml.
Ueodtt
Jal2

2 OO
4 30

••

ft

*t

Yearlv.cusStmers supplied at proportionate

rafes

v

my4

NEW _GrOOJDS.
M. & A. P. DARLING,
NO.

531

CONGRESS

STREET,

FOURTH ABOVE CASCibST.

addressed,
myl3d3t

91 30

IO lbs. daily, per month,
*<
tt

10th oI

the person who wrote
anonymous
Middle street,
WILL
dated May 12th, to
party
the

season.

If not taken the lull season the price will be.

Manufacturing Company

a

Street,

lO lb., per .lay, from June 1 loOcl. 1,9-1
•*
*>
•«
.1
I
,5 <•
tt
ft
«»
c%
9
90 («

hatching,
send your address to 87 Spring St„ and
EGGS
and
premiums at the great
have the agent of the Ladies* Easy Cuttiug
LADIES
dollar for thirteeu.
Prioo
the work
of
this
show
and
gem
call
Table
Work
tx> test

TnE

doesn’t seem to have been wil-

czar

Germany according to the London
Times was all ready to attack France, before
the Berliu meeting began, but now protests
that she never had anything but the most pacific intentions. Probably a full report of
this conference would furnish the solution o*
these contradictory statements. The official
assurance that peace is to be maintained,
however, makes the details of it of comparatively little importance.
Before the Beecher trial began everything
was

A fine

assortment of

Malta anil Thread Locri, Cheap Sib. in
nil .bode, (or Drr.. Trimming., Milk
Scarf., Ribbon.and Flower., Bonuet. and
lint., Hutton, nud Orunmrnl..
Bonnets Bleached and Pressed.
dlwdeod3w
apr29

COPPERAS.
Pillar Copperas Co.Yerinont Copperas Co.
Sold by dyesluft dealers throughout U. S.
HOIVfi & GOODWIN, Gcn’l AgeutH,

Indigo, Cochineal, Chemicals, Dyestuffs,
II, 11,13 Indin,53 Central SI., BOSTON.
N. B.—The above arc the best makes of Copperas
for DYEING, as well as best DISINFECTANTS
known: better than Chlo. Lime, cheaper and odorless. Use in solution.oc251y

NOTICE,

I

HEREBY notify my former patrons and the public in general, that I am prepared to furnish
Kitchen
made Tin Ware mitl

CuMtora
n

except

to have an end

supposed

space

and time. This trial seemed ikely to prove a
third exception but the telegraph has brought
the welcome intelligence tbat it is not so to
be. We can only wish that the conclusion of
the trial will be the grave of the scandal
oml

fViot

a

o 11

ffnri r»

nr

noon! o

u'lin

liovn

breathed nothing but a (oetid atmosphere for a
year will be permitted to purify their morals
by a breath ot pure air.
No

one

will defend Senator

Spencer

of Ala-

bama—no one except the editor of the Wash-

Long since observing

marked him but not for

canonization.

But it Isn’t worth while for the Tribune

shout

to

loud about Spencer’s corruption in
the senatorial election in Alabama, when exSenator Fenton, whom it has so faithfully
so

championed,

secured his last election to the

United States senate by a system ot bribery
and corruption of which the smaller sized and
smaller pursed Spencer has no conception.
Fenton is now a reformer out of business.

thing in “labor movements’’ is
the part ot the Western Union
Telegraph messengers in Boston. It’s altogether a question of clothes. The company
decreed that these mercuries should be
arrayed in uniform. They provided the uniforms and deducted its cost from the boys,
wages. The boys stood this but when came
forth the new decree that they should not
wear their winter clothes in the summer but
must have a new suit they rebelled, and of
course propose in Imitation of their elders, to
make unrelenting war on all boys who don’t
wear winter clothes in the summer.
The latest

strike

on

Some of our party contemporaries are writing very fine editorials about party harmony.
Excellent thing, harmony is in the main, but
like other excellent things, it may be turned
to a bad use. For instance, caucus machinery may be employed to foist bad nominations
upon a party, and rebellion succeeds. Then
the cry of harmony is a plea for corruption.
Now there is one way in which we can secure
a harmon^ that will not require any effort
and anxiety to secure, namely, by making
nominations which will commend themselves
to Intelligent and far-minded men. Harmony
secured by such means will be worth possess-

ing.

_

daily reports of murders which
from Massachusetts must be very con-

The almost
come

vincing to the apostles of capital punishment
that hanging furnishes the surest means of
preventing homicide. Murderers increase
much faster than they can be got rid of and
hand bids

the stock

on

large

that

soon

by which two

some

or

fair to become

machine will be

so

required

three or a bait dozen can be

When several murders
committed in this state in quick succession the cry was raised that the practical
abolition of capital punishment furnished the
sequel. It may occur to some one that tho
same state of facts in Massachusetts where
capital puuishment is in vogue, throws doubt
upon that conclusion.

disposed

ot at once.

Memphis proposes a new depaiture iu
baby shows, which is nothing less than a
prize for the ugliest baby, pure and simple.
Doubtless the idea was conceived in the
broadest spirit of Christian charity, but with
the most woful ignorance of the female nature. If the committee having this exhibition in charge had offered a premium for the
most intellectual baby, for the baby whose

phrenologist
bumps
gave the fullest assurance of future greatness,
and have simply added parenthetically—
symmetry of figure and regularity of features
a
considered
be
to
disqualification—
the show might have stood some chance to
escape bankruptcy, for a mother may possibly be willing to incur the risk of having her
darling adjudged the homeliest in the neighborhood for the assurance that Its ugly features belong to a future statesman. But the
assumption that any mother will permit her
her child to bo adjudged a fury without a
compensating certificate jof intellectuality is
too horrible a thought and we dismiss it with
as

interpreted by

FurniMliittg Good*,
exchange for iass, barrels,etc.,or cheap for cash at
^70 FEDERAL STREET.
WJVX. CORNISH,
apr27eodim*
gETJobbing done at short notice.

forever.

The report of the Bureau of Statistics for
ending December 31, 1874, shows
imports of the country, gold valuation at the foreign port of shipment, amounted to $577,369,711 and that the exports,
redued to gold valuation, were $620,473,735.
Add to this last amount $22,125,893 of im-

the year
that the

iC-cApui

tcu auu

tuc

total

cvuiuuui

01

c.v

ports is $642,599,628. These figures include
the imports and exports of coin aud bullion.
Of these we imported, ii*v*$874, $15,253,804,
aud exported $72,727,tffc. Of this gold export $6,183,682 appears as foreign gold and
silver exported, leaving the exportations of
the native product $66,544,393. For the year
1873 the corresponding fig1'.res are: Imports,
$624,995,487; exports, domestic, $606,361,988,
to which should be added, foreign exports,
$24,968,204, making, in all, $631,330,192 of
exports. Of this export, $56,263,496 were
domestic, and $7,308,829 foreign, gold and
silver. Of the imports, $29,749,439 were in
gold and silver. The imports for 1874, it will
thus be seen, were $47,627,776 less than for
1873, and the exports $11,269,426 more than
in 1873. What is sometimes called the balance ef trade in 1873 was $6,332,705 iu our
favor—that is, our exports exceeded our imports by that sum. Iu 1874 this balance, as
stated above,

was

$65,229,917.

Current Notes.
The Philadelphia Times thinks the Portland Argus had better “wait and see’’ before
Sam Randall off the track as candidate
it

puts

for the Speakership.
f
The Republican papers in several states are
talking about anti-third term planks in the
’platforms of 1875.
Fear is expressed at Hartford and elsewhere
that the vice president will overdo the advertising business, if he isn’t careful. We guess
it’s a needless anxiety. Our Henry is a
pretty old hand.—Springfield Republican.
The Republican papers of New York are informing Governor Tilden that he has been reforming the canals on general principles long
enough. He must now make a direct attack
on the guilty
parties, or be considered a
sham reformer.

ANNO,

IN

ADVANCE.

The New York Tribune returns to Us early
time iu a year or so,
has a leader In defence of the tariff. Here is
its conclusion: The truth of the matter
seems to be that M.
Chevalier, Mr. Wells, and
the less enlightened free tradets are disposed
to exaggerate the sufferings ot the United

love, and for the first

States under protection, if they complain so
bitterly of that protection, which is really tree
trade from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
from the great lakes to the Gulf of Mexico,
let them point out an equal area of free trade
anywhere else in the world; an equal population enjoying its blessings, or, failing in that,
let them invent some system of unrestricted
inter-planetary exchanges to shpuie us. It
protection is a reck, as they say, the tree is

young and will grow around it.

Two or three years ago, the owners of, the
St. Louis Democrat, the leading Republican
journal in the Mississippi valley, quarreled
and separated; there arose a second and rival
journal, the Globe, aud the two have been
since doing the work of one; but now, after
spending several hundred thousand dollars in
wasteful opposition, they have united, and
the Globe-Democrat cultivates the field alone.
Mr. Fishbacb, the principal proprietor, and
Mr. Grosvenor, the principal editor of the
Democrat, retire altogether.
Ilere we are needing a revival of high politics as badly as a revival of religion. What
our country needs now is the best possible
Such a policy would
man for every place.
save our city and all the cities aud couutry,
and would quicken every industry and every

Anil by the best man I do not mean
Presbyterian or an orthodox New England-

heart.
a

er, but the best Germau, the best Irishman,
and best Englishman. There are no Americans on the continent except the dying remnants of the Creeks and Comanches. We are
all from over the sea, and as good men can
cross that sea in our century as crossed it in
iuc

iuoiii-a

[From

yj

the

uiumy

Cincinnati Inquirer, April 6th.l

Kentucky Lovers.
They

in a
elope from a circus, flee
FREIQHTCAR, HIDE IN A CELLAR, ARB MARRIED JUST IN TIME TO ESCAPE CAPTURE.

England had her Gretoa Green, and Kentucky her Cincinnati. The last victims of their
own lolly and Tom Gettler’s delegated
powers
are Giant G. Sutherland and
Lnoy E. Anderson of Winchester, Ky.
Grant is only twentyone, and Lucy eighteen, hut both were old
euough to fall in love with each other. Both
are rich and,
besides, good looking. Indeed,
Lucy is one of the prettiest brunettes of that
far-tamed regiou of beautiful women—the
Blue Grass region—and that's what ailed

Grant. Lucy's stern pa ri-ent vetoed Grant’s
suit. Three times did Grant ask for fair Lucy’s
hand, and then he rebelled. Flans of elopement were
carefully laid out and afterward
successfully executed, as will appear Irons the
sequel. Lucy has be»n going to school all winter at Winchester.
Last Monday, when a circus spread its canvas in the village, the girls all went to see the
“lion and the wild kangaroo.” Grant and two
other yonng men (his brother and cousiD) were
also at the circus, according to tbo terms of the
agreement. During the excitement incident
to an elephant race or something of that sort,
Lucy and two of her most intimate girl associates, of whom one was Grant’s sister, stepped
down and out without their movements being
noticed by the other girls. Grant and his two
friends met the three girls outside of the tent,
when all six got into a spring wagon, and
Btarted for Lexiugton. At Lexington they took
refuge in the house of one of Lucy’s friends,
and well that they did, for the old gentleman
thundered into town right in their wake. He
traced them to the house, where they were bid
in the collar, and with some policemen made
diligent soarcb, but without avail. All that
day did the six refugees keep dark in their
friend’s cellar, while tno obdurate parent set a
watch on the depots.
Toward evening the conductor of a freight
train on the Kentucky Central road was communicated with and bribed to lend a helping
baud. In the darkness that followed the runaway parties were transferred to a box car,
locked in, and soon fonDd themselves bumping
along toward the goal of their happines with
the other cattle. They arrived at Covington at
4 o’clock yesterday morning and chartered an
express wagon with a cover to it to smuggle
them to the Gibson House, where be expected to find a balm in Gilead or their palpitating hearts. Mr. McGlossom, the gentlemanly
clerk on duty, is a young man, and could readily sympathise with the young people, who bad
come such a distance under so many difficulties. He therefore conveyed the bridegroom to
Tom Gettier’s house, where the license was

procured.

By 7 o’clock the deed was done, and “Grant
Sutherland and wife” was standing on the register in a bold, victorious band. The last words
of the clergyman prounounciug them man and
wife had hardly dropped from his lips when
Too
the telgraph clcked, “Stop the wedding
late! Last night a “mutual friend” from the

linma rtf that

Vititrinr

Pnllltlo

Fftmo 11 IV

ftflfl hrOllfllt

Bless you my children," of
Lucy’s relenting father, and also—which was
best of all—euougli mouey to pay expenses.
They will return to Winchester to morrow.
Meanwbi'e great preparations are being made
by Lucy's parents tor a grand reception which
will welcome the runaways’ return.
with

him

the

*'

JComplimenttoLizzib Baston Fuller. -The
Boston Evening Transcript thus speaks of the
talented young elocationlst Lizzie Baston Ful"
ler:
This new but already favarite elocanionbt
gave readiugs and recitations a lew evening
since at Opera Hall In Amesbury, making the
The
poems of John Q. Whittier a specialty.
author was so impressed with the charming
his
rendered
the
in
which
manner
young lady
pieces that, as soon as she had left the platform
he sought conversation with her, expressing his
appreciation of her talent and gracefnluess, aud
afterward seut her the following lines:
“Thanks for the pleasant voice that lent
Such sweetness to my simple lays;
I hardly knew them as my owninterpreting the thought I meant.
And winning for my rhymes a praise
Due, haply to thyself alone.
In vain the hand essays its skill,

Unaided by tbe organ’s Leys;
the bugler’s breath,
Until the horn repeats his melodies.**

In vain

the

the remark that any society which seeks to
replenish its treasury by such means as this
Memphis one has adopted is doomed to an

porus

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

teb25dtf

Portland, May 10,

CURTIS,

DYER

Ilcnry X. Carter & Co.,

Pierce

SEASON OF 1875.

—

188 FORE STREET.

_<Ilw

PERSONS

—

ICE!ICE! ICE!
FOR THE

BARGAINS

GOOD

Something New.

Patterns cut free

OF

pas-

ling.

empty treasury

PORILAID, MB.

myll

ROTEL, Portland,

Tuesdays of each week, from 9 A. M. till
*
« P. M.
up

—

OVER SWEET-

SIR’S APOTHECARY SHOP.

room.

The Doctor's Terms for Advice, Medicine and Prescription will be $I.OO, which
places it within the reach of all, so the poor as well
as ihe rich may alike receive the benefit of the Dr.'s

All diseases ol the Brain, Lungs, Liver,
Stomach, Heart, Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary Organs and nil Uhroulc Diseases
are cured by Dr. Newton after nil others

Hnngarian

feb23

WEEK,

gift.

Millett.

MYour Communication of the
May, received.”

TAILOR.
—

ill A DE.

Extraordinary Rates offered to Clubs.

•'«
“
“
(t
u

EACH

TUESDAYS OF

PERSONAL.

IN

or

Seed.

((
“

PORTLAND, ME-,

from 9 A. M. till 6 P. M.
Clover

Michigan Cldver Seed.
Ohio Clover Seed.
Pea Vine Clover Seed.
AIsike Clover Seed.
White Dutch Clover Seed.

•*

500
400
900
900
95
400

NATHAN GOOLD,

for

MARKET SQUARE,
All Sizes, from Card to Life,

9000 Bags Herd Grass Seed
Red Top Seed.
JOOO
“
Northern New York
OOO

pr2T

Youths
|jy Particular attention paid to cutting ol
ap28dim
and Boys’ garments.

Rooms,

finished in the very best manner, plain

prices.

Commercial St., Portland, Me

ON

—

MOJBLE,

DEALER IN

No. 61

BIJMHAM’S

GRASS SEEDS.

riCmlwis

Stores and Chambers
February
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Thomas.
&
Apply to
Hodsdon, aud Whitney
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

be consulted at the

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

at

of merchandise. I
have on bard now several lots and bouses for sale In
the most desirable location. I have also the tlnest
and for building or plastering purposes. Parties in
need of the same will please call on
E. PONUE.
Boyd Block, Cor. middle and Erchange.

first tbe

—

Clairvoyant Physician

Superior Brushes

THE
fer ol Real EBtate, and all kinds

lowest market

AND

even

were

Magnetic Healer,

Notice.

Also

dlw

GREAT

THE

<13m

dtf

To Eet.

Photograph

LOUNGE

IIARLOW,

B.

Clapp’s

DR. NEWTON,

8 TEMPLE STREET.
apl2

Block.

its manufacture.

apld

I.

To Eet
E half of a double Brick House, ten moms
on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
situated
Pleasantly
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBEstate
Real
INSON,
Agent, 205 Middle street.
Portland. Sept.. 30,1871dtf

mylO

AND

230 Federal Street—New Number.

Post-Office.

Inaulre of SHEPHERD &C0., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117
_ja20tf

ABOUT

to

undersigned respectfully Informs the Public
that lie has opened an office for the sale or trans-

First-class

LOWEST_PRICES.
H. TALBOT & CO.,
No. 6

MIDDLE

233

FIGURE,

BED

requires my whole attention

dtr

LET.

One Price Clothiers,

900

Lounge, Easy Chairs, Parlor Chair.,
Parlor Sait., mirror., Sofas, Chamber
sets, Sipring Bed., flatirons,'*,. Arc,
as the Increasing demand for

8

C. D. B. Fisk & Co,

run^tiAsiiiu.

We keep the best Goods at the

may

To Lei.
let. Inquire

to

Try Them !

!

SAWYERS

My entire stock of

apr20

Buy Them

at

Cotton St., second door from Free Street.
KUU1IJO

ROOMS

tlhiunii

—

This Barr is so constructed that it will never warp,
and hence its durability Is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement lor introducing the air through the
flie to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

our

Stock

to

seen

Antique.

Please Examine

I

Office 123 Commercial Street.

AT

apr24_

and Point

Clad Suits can’t be beat

Improved Grate Barr,

Cram’s

suitable storing
work shop. Enquire of

imuicut/u

50c

The subscriber would call the attention of the

long,

To Let.
ICb,

rooms

& $2

75c, $1

for rough usage.

GOOD NEWS

room

Sleighs
Carriages, or
N. TARBOX, on the premises.ap27dtt

S. E.

my!3

feet

TO

1
STATE OF MAINE,
County of Cumberland, 1
I, William A. Winshin, Cashier of tire aboved
named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
belief.

Subscribed and

wide, 100

3 Floors fitted up for

National Bank Notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual Deposits subject to checkDue to other National Banks.

when all

fe2«_dtf

To Let
over Bowling Aliev,

0C12

$2,242,500 55

day of May,

part of a desirable store on Middle
MATTOCKS & FOX,
Inquire of
183 Middle Street.

SILVER STREET,

of Business May i9 1875.

Capital Stock paid in.
Surplus Fund.160,000 00
Other undivided profits.241,549 94

McKENNEY,

S.—I shall open my

or a

IU

THE

Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.
Redemption Fund with lT. S. Treasurer,
(5 per cent of circulation).

P.

Store to Let.

.

Loans and Discounts.$1,420,531
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
535,000
Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages.
4,000
Due from approved Reserve Agents.
64,084
other National Banks.
15,037
State Banks and Bankers....
1,000
Real Estate.
40.000
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
35,000
Current Expenses and Taxes paid,.
4,675
Checks and other cash Items.
40,573
Bills of other National Banks.
22,141
985
Fractional Currency (including nickels).

J8.

UU

TWO

ONE
82
36

RESOURCES.

STREET,

liend of Brown Ml.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Opposite

houses in Cape Elizabeth, and one in Deering Some of these have Stables and lots of
land connected. Just the thing for summer residences. Will sell any or all on easy terms. MATTOCKS
my8dtf
& FOX, 183 Middle street.

IN THE STATE OF MAINE,

ag5tf

D,

To Let.

half
street.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this twelfth day
of May, 1875.
GEO. C. PETERS. Justice of tho Peace.
Correct, Attest:. .W. W. Thomas, )
Wm. Hammond,
J Directors.
F. W. Bailey,
)
d3t
my!3

A.T

My prices will be such as will be snit the times.
Great inducement offered to clubs.

Trimmed with real Laco

Junipers,

$3.00 Iron

Our

rooms that cannot be

UNTeclities
of all descriptions some of tliein
very rich

—

Working Pants,
and

—

OF ALL KINDS.

FISK & CO’s.
OveraU

amine them.

AT

—

axd

SMALL WARES

3.50

Children’s Suits,

My rooms are pronounced be every one that has
examined them, the best in the State of Maine, and
equal to any in the United States.

day, April 5ih,

—

Children’s Iron Clad Suits, $3.00

Best Manner.

11.

Hosiery, Underwear,
Corsets, Embroideries,

8

~

FISK & CO’S.

of Photography, in the

light, and, in fact,

-

be,

The Belfast Age Las received a letter Irotu
Hon. X. W. Farwell of Rockland, stating
that be is not a candidate for the Republican
nomination for Governor. Gen. Connor evidently has the field.

a

reach by

All Styles of Pictures in the Art

GAFT.

mylO_6tf

23

388,400
5,641

can

Fringes, Gimps, Braids,
Buttons, Gloves,

-AT-

BEETIIOYEN HALL

Middle street.

CONVENIENT tenement for a small family.
36 OAK STREET.
Inquire at

473,650 00

State of Maine, Cumberland ss:
1, B. C. Somerby. Cashier ol “The Canal National
Bank, of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the
and

mylOdtf _.194
To Let.

A

which yon

public

/"WNE of the best located and most desirable offices
U in Portland, on the first floor. Apply to
SPARROW & PECK,

GOODS !

Suits, $5

Irou

Boys’ Suit,

I am pleased to inform my friends and the public
hat I have fitted up some elegant roomB in the old

myl3d2w

street.

very full assortment of

a

to

We do not read anonymoas letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications tbat are not used.

ington Republican.

SUCH AS

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

Office to Let.

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock
Surplus Fund.120,000
Other Undi/idod profits. 231,504

M. (3. PALMER,

GENTLEMEN

52
00
00
77
23
00
73
40
05
00
21
00
50

Fund.

occu-

__codtt

Exchange

Loans and Discounts.$1,102,675
533,000
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
13,100
Other Stocks,Bonds, aD<l Mortgages.
26,200
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
2,001
Due from other National Banks.
20,000
House.*
Banking
4,738
Current Exi»enses. .*..
21,701
Checks and other Cash Items.
30,857
Exchanges for Clearing House.
19,800
Bills of other National Banks.
1,144
Fractional Currency and Nickels.
Notes.
20,000
Tender
Legal

Redemption

formerly

or

OF PORTLAND, MAINE,

Five per cent

store

over

my
THEdoctors,
pied by D. H. Ingraham, Esq., suitable for lawinsurance. Can be used to
taii-rs

wishing desirable rooms In a fine
location, without board, can learn the particulars by calling on UPHAM & GARDINER, No. 7

Close of Business, May 1, 1875.

12.00

Press, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such frauds.

men

legally

180 1-2 Congress Street.

To Rent.

Rooms without Board.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,

Men’s Suits,

come

A.

TO LET.

mai6

OF THE

$8.00

-A.T

The best
beaten.

Board.

gether or singly.

REPORT OF THE CONBITIOIN

At

come
oc5tf

mWO Gentlemen or a Gentleman and big Wife can
be accommodated with first claeg Board and
myl9dtt
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

yers,

PORTLAND.
dlmeodllm&w6w

feb4

Wilmot,
Boarding

st.,

^“Notwithstanding ilie immense expense, the
price wili remain as asual.
Seats secured at Box Office three day in advance.
Carriages ordered at 10J. See programmes lor

WE OFFER TO OUR FRIENDS

Suits,

Men’s

1st—To receive and act upon the Reports of the
President and Treasurer.
2d—To choose Directors for the ensuing year.

and side
FREE ST.

Boarding.
at 223} Cumberland
Also table board.

The reigning Novelty ol New Yoik.from Robinson
Hall.
A Dazzling Array of Grace and Beauty
that has never been excelled in variety and elegance
on the American stage, augmented by a
Superb Corps of 30 Specialty Stars,
now returning East aftor a series of brilliant
eDgage
ments at Chicago, New Orleans, Galveston, Mobile,
aud the principal cities of the {South.

articles

city

PARISIAN

AND CUSTOMERS

THE

in the

—

particular.

Fisk & Co’s.

myllTTh&Sdtd

3rd—To do any other business that may

Minstrels
AND

M. B. LEAVETT, General Superintendent.
HARRY PHILLIPS, Business Aget.
myl5d5t

annual meeting of the Portland Gas Light
Company will be held at the office of the Com19th
pany, 95 Exchange Street, on WEDNESDAY,
lost., at 3 o’clock p. m., to act on the following

room

75

Clothing

Can be found at

Portland Gas Light Co.

Rooms To Let.
unfurnished front

v

Summer

Corporation
of May,
at their works, on TUESDAY, the 25tli day
at 3 o'clock in tne afternoon for the following purposes, viz:
1st—To act on the reports of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2nd—To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
3d—To act on any other business that may come
before the meeting.
BUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

_

with board at
PLEASANT
mariodtt

Female

CAN-CAN DANCERS.

d2w»

or

GREAT ORIGINAL

FAMOUS

notified that the annual meeting of this
THEhereby will
be held at the office of the Company,

only place

HALL;

MILE MARIE DELACOUR’S

/

The

d3t

MADAME RENTZ’S

CYRUS GREENE.

ANNUAL MEETING.

dCOdtf

To Let with Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished

WHIPPLE,
of Boston, Mass., will lecture before the
Spiritual Fraternity at Arcana Hall,
t'ouigrcHM Street.
on SUNDAY NEXT,at 3 and7^ o’clock.
Subjects.—
“The attitude of Theology towards Modern Thought.”
—The relation of Death to a Future life.” All are
invited. Seats free aud contribution.
Per order.

___(ltt

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Portland.

Office,

NOTICE.
PROF. E.

—

—

Treasurer’s

County

BAYS

PAID IN THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.

RAIL

Mortgage

ISLAND AND SL,
MROCa^FORD,9ROCK
RAILROAD Isl Mortgage Bonds.

Business

Photograph Gallery.

—

my3

Mort-

“?An"k»“ BLOOMINGTON AND
SOUTHWESTERN

Endless Variety

& Fo?s,
I have this day sold out to Messrs. Perry
who will continue the Produce Commission
Head
Long
Moulton
Street,
at the old stand. No. 9
to
Wharf. In retiring I hereby return my thanks
a
continuance
ask
and
the public for their patronage,
of the same to my successors, whom I can cheenuiiy

SUMMER BOARD
AT

Monday next,—JLItlie Emily.
Commences
2fr and 8 p. m.ap!4dtf

LIMITED TO TWO NIGHTS ONLY.
Grand Consolidation of

.A.N

FERRY^

Portland May 11, 1875.

of
Continent.

THE WORLD’S SE NS ATION.

PERKJt

recommend.
apr22

CRICKET !

in Acrow the

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,
May 19th and 20th.

have this day formed a copart
under the firm name of
Frixmte
purpose of carrying on the
Commission Business at 9 Moulton Street, Head Long
™
Me.
Portland,
Wharf,

aXTES'OT

—

at

Copartnership Notice.

THE
uerablp
FOSS for the

Byron

Oliver Doud

MUSIC

the purpose of carrying on the Auction and Commission business at 18 Exchange Street, Portlana.
A. M. MORGAN,
M. G. DOW.
mylldtf

undersigned

THE

my!3_

BOARD.

PLEASANT

LIABILITIES.

“CHICAGO ’anTca^ADA

of

MEMORANDUM book, containing
rewarded
money. The finder shall bo liberauy
by returning the same to the owner. ROBART M.
53
York
St-my6dtf
rear
SKELTON,
a sum

To Let with Board.
furnished or unfurnished rooms.
62 FREE STREET,

VINCENNES

&

DANVILLE

suitably rewarded by leaving

myfi

ASSETS

STREET,

^BURLINGTON,

Physician’s instruments.

Offioe._myl3a3t

Only

—

Casco National Rank

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
architect,
MIDDLE

of his age,
Grey Pants,

Light

The finder will be
same at this

_

1-2

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

or

at

OF NEW YORK.

OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

180

housekeeper

LOST AND FOUND.

A
the

Intel Insurance Company

below Cana Bank,)

oc2dtf

as

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have inhumation that several ‘’bummers** are seeking courtesies in the name of the

BOW

&

Wanted.

ATLANTIC

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

81 MIDDLE STREET,
door

MORGAN

copart-

a

PORTLAND COMPANY.

Lost.

Patent Boiler.

power.

THE

apr27tf

Marine Insurance I

RESOURCES.

FOR

prospect

*-—

Boy missing.

8CMCMACHBB.

AOENT*

■

w

on

1

BUB’S

built,

be

can

new
and a

and Congress Boots. Who
ever will give any information respecting him shall
be suitably rewarded by leaving the srme at this
tooqtf
Office.

Office ai Schumacher Brothers,

Iron
Makers and

they

V.

on

PAINTER,

Engineers,

wood de-

to take the

v**

insurance!

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

DBERIKO

as soon as

I'lgiitj

undersigned have this day formal
nership uuder the name and style of

___

Office 166 Fore Street,

Office*.

5

Ui

_

Negotiated.

FRESCO

ner,
wanted

J. W. A H. II. MCDCFFEKjCor. Middl
& Union Sts.

J. D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vico-Prcs’t.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

GREGG & CO.,

H. L.

my3atf

_

room

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 16 MARKET

to

a

Mills, May 1st,

Order, left at 136 Exchange Street.
dtf
apr20

Copartnership.

Notice of

to

H. STOCKBRIDGE,
TEACHER OF SINGING.

dlw£w4wl9

Portland, April 21,1875.

WANTED
help get out ship frame. B. C. JORDAN,
1875.
Enquire of L. TAYLOR,

B.

PIPING.

Will

Wanted.
immediately ten Ship Carpenters

w.

PORTLAND.
UEO. M. SMALL,
ELIAS THOMAS.

INSURE AGAINST

FEDERAL STREET,

AND

Maine.

apr6*6w

MANUFACTURER OV

GAS

Portland,

my6d2w*

A

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,
Suits, Lounges. Spring
Bede, Mattresses,

the floor.

on

in a

___

OF

0. F. BABCOCK.

103

Sold by
Greelev and bis agents only. Agents wanted. ApGen'l
A.
S.
Agent,
to
GREELEY,
ply
United States Hotel,

MERRILL & CO., 130 Middle St.

J. 1.

Flour, Groceries and Provisions,
86 Commercial 81., Thomas’ Bloch,

myll_

EXTRA ATTRACTION.
This {Saturday Matinee b * nrgeut request
This Evening,—Benefit (and last appcarence

Fraobliv Family School
Top*hum, /Tie,
Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
Billings, B A. Rector. Send tor circular. oclOtf

ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,

Union

The

it.

Wanted*

J. A.

Watch and Chronometer Maker*’ Tool*,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instrument*, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
56 Market Htreot, Printer* Exchange,
PORTLAND, MK.

W. C.

complete.
without your getting down

FIRST class

Watches, Jewelry, and

JOBBER,

One dollar

beat!

buys
ITworks
Carpet Stretcher and Tack Hammer Combined.
Stretches and tacks the carpet

It

wheelwright
carriage shop at Brighton CorA twopartment
carriages
miles fron» Portland; several

Dua/ai.11
BANKERS
J. », McCOV & CO., »S Syria. Street.
11 NASSAU ST., NEW VO UK
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES and LETTERS OF
Stair Builder.
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND TIIE
EAST, available in all ilie principal cities; also for- B. JK. LIBUV, I.o. asa Fore Street, cor.
TELEuse in the United States, West Indies, &c.
Cron St., in Deleno’s Mill.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
O. L. HOOFEB, Cor. Verk Ac Maple
CALIFORNIA, HAVANA, MEXICO, CHINA, JAStreets.
_____
PAN, &c. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
received.
Ja7eodly
Silver Ware.

Purlor

Wanted—Agents, Agents, Agents.
cannot be

Kemored

PRESS.

THE

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 15, 1875.

FANCHON

for

Real Estate Agents.

Nm. 0 &

1». BABCOCK,

& 100 Cross Street.

98

JAMES MIEUER.No.91 Federal Street.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

customers.

$8.00 PER

PORTLAND M USE lT 31.

8t. Augustine’s School for Boys.

continuance of tho trade of his former

a

Portland.

Plumbers.

»ld work; also

on

now

mylO

Bar

_

myl9

Straw Sewers

needle and
EXPERIENCED
hands, must be used to
HILLMAN & MORRILL,

few
quick.

Photographers.

BAKER,

MANUFACTURER

A

___

successors to

MODEL MAKER &

FURNISHED room in vicinity of St. Paul's
Church. Runt not to exceed $6 a month. Admylltf
dress BETA, Post Office, Portland.

Wanted.

E. C. & C. II. O’BIMON

C.

required. Jnouire for DR.
HALE, 49 Fianklin Street, liom 8 to 10, aud 4 to 0.
d3t*
mylU
References

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

Pattern and Model Maker.

iryiu

AN
business.

Entrance Examinations, Monday. May 31. and
Tuesday, June I, at 9 A. M. Address SAMUKL
myl3d2w
K.NEELAND, Sec’y., Boston, Mass.

86 Commercial 8t*, Thomas* Block*
a

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Mass. Institute of Technology.

Thomas
having associated himself with Kites to
& Co., in business aud removed
Solicits

Wanted.
active man of good habits and fair education
to t ake an interest in a good and Increasing cash

SMALlT

GEO. M.

Wanted.

J. I. HARBOU R, 350 Fore Street, Cor.of
Cross, Portland.

C.

A

Portland Ulc.

Carpenters and Builders.

BUSINESS CARDS.

J -A. C O B

MAN AND WIFE, In a small family in Hie
country, for Gent ral IlouRcworb. Must
be honest, sober and willing to work. To reliable
parties good wages will he paid. Apply at Press
Office.
myl4ded&wtf

1875._TERMS

EDUCATIONAL._

COPARTNERSHIP.

WANTS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

PRESS

day (Sundays excepted) by the

every

PORTLAND, 8ATDBUAY MORNING. MAY 15,

„

PRESS.

News

and

Other

Items.

A bill is to be introduced Into tbe New York
Legislature providing for tbe erection of a College of Musis In Ceutrnl Park.
The assessed value of Ottawa, Cal., for 1875,
Is 811,500,000,* an increase of 82,000,000 over
last year.
Miss Kate

Field,

who has

been

playing

a

short engagement in Cleveland, receives warm
praise in tbe newspapers of that city.
A society has been formed in Paris under tbe
auspices of several leading political economists
and commercial men, for the purpose of furthering tbe interests of international trade.
The {flag which Paul Boytan carried across

Euglisb Channel is now on exhibition at
Independence Hall, Philadelphia. It was sent

the

there by Col. Forney.
The principal object of Vice President Wilson’s trip to the South at this time is said to be
to visit tbe spot at Austin, Texas, where his
only son, an officer in tbe regular army, died.
A sou of lh9 Belgian sonlptor, Godecharb,
recently, has left 600,000 francs to tbe
Belgian government, the interest of whioh is
to bo applied to the annual endowment of Belwho died

gian scuintors.
Of tho wholo number of Hamilton College
aluraul, 1,476, about 400 have been graduated
foi tho ministry, nearly all of them for the
30 per cent, of
of the college
have thus entered the Presbeterian ministry.
Dr. James ttealo has pia ea in uio niaie library of Virginia a portrait of Pocahontas,
which he says is an exact copy, made by the
elder Sully in 1830, of the original portrait of
the Indian princess painted during her visit to
It
between the years 1016 and 1617.

Presbyterian ministry. About
the whole number of grsduates

England

has been in possession of the descendants of
Pocahontas up to the present time.
The famous old Astor mansion in Lafayette
Place New York, has been transformed into
another Delmonico’s. In fixing up this new
the lessee was obliged,
place for the business,
first of all, to furnish the house with gas fix-

tures, of which it was wholly destitute, as Mr.
Astor always used candles.
Iu Smyrna, one sees pillars, Corinthian capitals, and ancient sarcophagi employed in the
building of miserable little stone hovels in the
gardens, while even the upper castle has a
great polished pillar protecting from one side,
built in because tbo builders were too lazy to
remove it as it lay on the ground.
The discovery of a boiling lake iu the island
of Dominica is announced. It is Btated to be
situated iu the forest-covered mountain behind
the town of Kosseau, 2,500 feet above the sea
ani to be two miles lu circumference. The
margin ot the lake consists of beds of sulphur,
and its overflow finds exit by a waterfall of

great height.
A number of ladies of Warsew, Ky., have
pledged their words of honor, each to the other
that they will not, during a period of one year
from the first of May, 1875, purchase any material for wearing apparel, the cost of which
shall exceed 25 cents per yard. The purpose is
to lighten the burdens of their husbands aid
fathers,

————————^

Becent Publications.
A Short

SOUTHERS Law Review. Messrs. Dresser, McLelf tbe Maino Reports etc.
Un St Co., Publishers
are agents for this work In this stato.
Subscription price S5. 0 per year. Published quarterly.
Soule, Thomas & Wentworth of St. Louis
have taken charge of the Southern Law Re-

view, commencing a new volume and series
with the April numbar, which has just been received. This magazine is not a mere digest of
decisions, but (what its name imports) a review
of books aud

subjects pertaining

departments of legal science.

to the various

The initial

num-

ber of the new series contains an article upon
‘•Modern Theories of Government,” by Hon.
We. F. Cooper; “The Legal Aspects of the
Louisiana Case,” by that able jurist, Judge
Cooley of Michigan; an approving review by
Hon. Francis Willard of the opinion of Chief
Justice Waite in Pollard vs. Bailey, discriminating between law and equity; the advance
sheets of one of the notes to Mr. Bigelow’s
forthcoming volume of "Leading Cases upon
Torts,” relating to the “Obstructing aud DiSurface and Subsurface ol Water,” in

verting

which the subject is ably aud elaborately discussed,Jaud many cases, recent and modem,
cited—but we see that tbe well-considered opinion of our own court, per Virgin, J. in Chase

Silverstone, 02 Maine, 175, had not come to
the notice of Mr. Bigelow when lie wrote that
article. There is also au article upon the effect
of adoption upon inheritance, some curious selections from the old text-wiitt-rs and reporters
vs.

F. Heard, esq and very interesting reminiscences of “The Bench aud Bar of tbe South
and Southwest,” by Hou. Henry S. Foote, the
well kuown Southern Senator and politician,
besides choice selections from foreign law magazines, able book reviews and notes, among the

by F.

lat er beiug a letter ot valuable auvice ro a
young lawyer, written by Rufus Choate to Col.
J. D. Waddell of Georgia vvheu the latter was
commencing practice. This magazine is cheap
nt its subscription price of five dollars a year.
It is issued quarterly by Soule, Thomas &

A., Examiner in the school of
and
modern history, Oxtord. With colored maps
price $1 TO. New York:
tables. Cloth, 823 pp
Short Sr
Harper Ss Brothers. Portland: Loiing,
Harmon.'
GilMexico; Onr Next Boor Neighbor. By
Cloth
bert Haven. With maps and engravings.
New Yora: Harper & Brothers. Port
467

By

,J. 11. Green, M.

pp.

land: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Ecce Fcmino; or the Wornnn Zoe. By CuylerPine. Cloth, 133 pp. New York: G. W. Carlton Si Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Edited
The Satires of A. Persius Elnccns,
LL. D.
by Basil L. GilderBleeve, Pli.D.,(G6ttingen)
Cloth, 231 pp. New York: Harper & BrothersPortland: Loring^Short & Harmon.
PaHome Sketches in France, nud Other
M. Field.
pen. By the late Mrs. Henry
Putnam’s
Cloth, 256 pp. New York: George P.
Sons. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Mason. With
Rape of the Gimp. ByC. Welsh
New
engravings. Paper, 153 pp., price $t 00.
York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring,
Shoit & Harmon.
Prohibition a Failure. By Dio Lewis. Cloth,
J. R. Osgood & Co. Portland:
260 pp. Boston:
Bailey and Noyes.
A Mad Marriage. By May Agnes Fleming.
Cloth, 459 pp. New York: G. W. Carleton & Co.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Cornelia
Reminiscences of
Personal
Knight and Thomns Kaikes. Bric-a-brac
series. Cloth, 339 pp., price $1 50. New Vork:
Scribner, Armstrong & Co. Portland: Loring,
Short Sr Harmon.
Leisure Day Rhymes. By John Godfrey Saxe.
Cloth, 268 pp., price $2 00. Boston: J. R. Osgood
& Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Lillie Classics. Heroism, Edited by Rossiter
Johnson. Cloth, 243 pp.. price SI 00. Boston:
Bailey &
James R. Osgood & Co. Portland:

Noyes._

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.

Wentworth of St. Liuis. The two first-named
gentlemen were formerly in Boston and are

Another Attempt

known to most of the bookbuying lawyers of New England, as they have
latterly to those of the west and southwest.

Judge Tapley Applies for

well and

of the Capital by A. G.
Riddle, Esq. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
Mr. Riddle, the author of this work, is a lawA Romance

yer in good professional position iu Washington, and has had good opportunities for seeing
much of the inside workings of Washington
life. He was a friend of Secretary Stanton,
and was in favor with Mr. Sumner. He has

positive literary tastes, and has produced here,
notwithstanding many defects of construction,
Of President Lincoln,
a very readable novel.
President Johnson, Secretary Stanton, Detective Baker, Mr. Seward, Chief Justice Carter of
the District Supreme Court, Chief Justice
Chase andjhis daughter, and many others, ho
gives sprightly and characteristic sketches,
whiob give his book its principal value. It is
to he regretted, however, that where he undertakes to present characters drawn from life, he
should for any reason deviate from exact truth
in portraiture. Thus he makes a leading character of the celebrated Mrs. Cobb, pardon brokwith President
whose transactions
eress,
Johnson in the obtaining of pardons were the
occasion of much scandalous discussion. But
he makes this person, under the name of Mrs.
Croly, a tasteful and brilliant woman, whereas
the genuine Mrs. Croly was coarse, iguorant
and brutal. It is observable, too, that Mr. Riddle’s sympathies are eutirely with Gov. Shepherd and his administration of the affairs of
the District. He is satisfied with the fact that
under that administration, Washington has
beoa made metropolitan and magnificent, and
does not seem to be impressed with the cor.
ruption and profligate expenditure which have
aided in securing this result. On the whole,
and with all its defects and improbabilities,
the hook is the work of a man of ability and
experience, and may be commended to the attention of readers.
SPAtit and the SPANIARDS, by N. L. TMeblin.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. From Loriug, Short &
Harmon.
The author is a Spinisb war correspondent of
the New York World, and while he indicates
that his letters might have been valuable and
reliable, his own summing up of the book may
be takeu as correct. “Instead of writing something “nicely descriptive” of Spain and the
npauittrua,

x
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series of dull recollections of Spain, and of still
duller essays on Spanish subjects.”
He ascribes the decadence of Spain to the expulsion
of the Moors by Phillip Iff, but it is very possible that like some men, in the days of prosperity she acquired expensive habits and could
not curtail when evil days came. Did not the

glorious reign of Solomon contribute more to
the decay of the Israelites than the sins of his
successors? As the narrative commences and
the reader is looking up the route on the map,
meets the name of Fontaiabia and finds the
traveler entering Spain through the Koncesvalles pass of the Pyrenees to seek the Carlists in
the mountains, he prepares for romance, but
the blast of Boland’s horn
“On Foutarabiau echoes borne”
hal never roused the authors dull soul, and he
discourses of clean shirts and boot cleaning,aud
the book closes with a chapter on lying which
is his name for what the Spaniards would call
How to Make a Livisq. Suggestions upon tbo
ait of making, saving, and using money. By
George Cary Eggleston, author of “How to Educate Yourself,” etc., etc. Cloth, 227 pp., price 75
eents. One of tbo Handy Books. New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sous, Portland: For sale by
Luring, Short & Harmon.
Being a small volume aud purporting to give

Information respecting

pursuit which engrosses the greater part of our energies and afa

fords the great burden of our cares, we fell upthe work with avidity. Having completed

on

at a loss to ascertain that we know
about making a living than before. We
mauage to find employment for twelve or fifteen hours of the tweuty-four aud thus far do
not realize any additional results in Detter living. or extra pocket money, or fine raiment or
deposits in the savings banks. Mr. Eggleston
the author tells us we must spend less than we
earu—that the trouble with the country financially is, that we'are a fast living people aud
have, for the space of a decade, been speuding
more than we have earned. That is the trouble,
as the most of us knew before “How to make a
we are

more

luo
given to tbe booksellers,
book also advises tbe young man (married of
course; making a liviug is of no consequence to
other) to build a bouse in tbe suburbs of tbe
several lots cheap,
town where he can buy
was

which in time, by their appreciation, will pay
for the residence. He also tells his readers
that life insurance is not a good investment—
another fact which most of i» have learno I.
His account of the paper money mania in
France and its application to our own case, is
it would
a popular version of that folly which
be well for the nation if its paper-money congressmen would study.
Wabrington’s Manual. For sale by Loring,
Short & Harmon; fine, cloth covers, 75 cents,
This very valuable little work is prepared by
William S. Robinson Esq., who was twelve
years clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives and is intended for the information of officers and members of all kinds of deliberative bodies in parliamentary law. The
work coutains but ninety-eight pages, yet it is
oomplete and outside of the large anl cumbersome works, is undoubtedly far in advance of
anything on the subject. Its arrangement is

perfect, and for once tbe book lias a useful
index. It is fully commended to all those who
desire a manual on this subject as the best
within its compass, and, moreover the best it
to give in so small space.
a most timely work.
seems

possible

It is

Installation of the Pkince of Wales
The Loudon correspondent of the Tribune, describing the installation as Grand Master of
English Free Masous of the Prince of Wales
How they did it
on the 28th of April, says:
may be a question, but in one way or auotber
the papers of the next morning managed to
give the outside world a full accouut of the
ceremonies. The Prince comes in cs successor
to the Marquis of Itipou, who resigned his
Grand Mastership oil his conversion to Rome.
Borne 8000 brothers, all in collars and aprons,
assisted, and the display is said to have been
brilliant in the extreme. Vouug Prince Arthur,
who had been made Junior Master Mason ou
purpose; the Earl of Caruavon, who is PrcGraud Master; the Marquis ol Jiauiiltou, who
Senior Grand Warden; the Lord Mayor of London, and many Lords (uo ladies of course) of
high degree anil great personages were there.
Tbe Grand Lodge of Italy and England are
new—for the first time, it appears—fraterniz-

ing-

__

Tbe inquest in the case of the four Casta
children drowned on the 8d iust., by collision of
steamboat City of Hartford with scow No. 5
chilwas concluded, the jury lindiug that the
dren citne to their death by accidental drowujng, and that this accident called tor more caution iiu the part of the officers ou steamers in
making their laudings.
The decision in the case of the American
Diamond Drill Co. vs. the Sullivan Machine

Co.,

was

reaffirmed yesterday.

a Writ of Error

Bangor, May 14.—Louis H. F. Wagner, under sentence of death at the state prison,
through his counsel, has petitioned for a writ
errors
of
correction
tho
for
of error
court
of
record
the
proceedings.
in
The petition, which will appear in the Whig
and Courier to-morrow morning, is on the
ground that neither the judgment reudered hy
the court on his indictment nor the sentence
in the oase, was warranted by, or
in accordance with, the laws of the state, but
contrary thereto. Chief Justice Appleton has
ordered notice of a hearing to bo given in
Augusta, Tuesday, June 1st.
Crime ill Rockland.

pronounced

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, May 14.—For an attempted

as-

Slocumb Baker,
sault with brass knuckles
Fred Grant was placed under $200 bonds to
keep the peace for a year. Ho was arraigned
on

for carrying concealed weapons.
Several stores in tho adjoining towns have
been broken into during the past few nights.
A.
[To the Associated Press.]
Fire in West minot.
Lewiston, May 14.—Tho house of J. B.
Cloutier of West Minot, was burned this morning. The family barely escaped suffocation.
Loss $1200; insured for $500.
Promoted.
Washington, May 14.—Daniel W. Lothrop
of Maine, has been promoted from a second to
a third class clerkship in the Sixth Auditor’s

office, and Asa P. ICniglitof Maino, from first
to second class in the same office.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Verdict ef “Xoi Guilty”

in the Buzzell

Cane.

Ossipke, May 14.—The jury in the Buzzell
case last night brought in a verdict of “not
>>
_:l.
konoa
nnd
In 14-'
nflor
..

n

goiDg to their room. The court was notified
The prisoner was
aud the prisoner sent for.
immediately discharged and he aud his wife
who were
were surrounded by their friends,
Although
profuse iu their congratulations.
was
not
Buzzell
there is a stroug feeling that
is
admitted
that
the eviit
unjustly suspected,
dence was insufficient to warrant a verdict of
guilty. That the counsel for the state have
houestly believed him guilty is not to be questioned.
_

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Byflcld Murder.
Newburyport, May 14.—The coroner’s jury
in the case of Mrs. ltussell, murdered in Bvfield, heard a large number of witnesses to day,
without material addition to their information,
and rendered a verdict simply that she came to
her death from wounds in the neck, made with
a shoe knife in the hands of William Russell.
The funeral services will be on Saturday, at
2 p. m.
The other parties injured are out of danger.
William Russell, the murderer, makes no new
revelations. He says he remembers hearing
the freight train on the Boston & Maine Railroad, which must have been about the time of
the attack, and nothing more till he wa3 in jail,
it is a cmvenieut story, but his personal ap
He has been
pearance indicates insanity.
called crazy for twenty years, and members of
the family are now, aud have been iusaue.

fancy.

Living

Wagner.

favorably

Alice Brand.

it,

to Save

NEW TORE.
Kevenue Frauds.
New York, May 14.—Upon Charles S. Lawrence, the smuggler captured at Queestown.was
found a cypher of about 150 words, adapted
equally for honest and dishonest business for
all parts of the world. The Treasury officials
have discovered houses iu this city which have
received goods valued iu the aggregate at 83,000,000 of these fraudulent importers, aud on
which the duties due the government if paid
would have amounted to nearly 81,500,000.
The shipments of the spurious importers were
always entered under the head of jute for alpacj, hosiery for silks, aud either buttons, corIt is impossible to assets or dolls for laces.
certain the quantity of foreign goods that have
beeu shipped to other parts of the country
without the payment of duties.
A suit has beeu begun in the U. S. District

CouDty against Anthony Oecho,

an

1 ir»

nat.iit'M

Hold Escape of Sin* King Primmer*.
Poughkeepsie, May 14—While engine No.
28, attached to an extra freight train going to
New York city, was passing through an arch
at the Sing Sing state prison about four o’clock
this moruiug, four convicts jumped on the engine, presented revolvers at the engineer aud
firemen, aud compelled them to get off. They
then cut the engine from the train and started
southward, abandoning the engine three miles
north of Tarrytown, where it was found with

Officers
both of the cylinder heads brokon.
are in pursuit.
Tarrytown, May 14.—The nows has been
received of the capture of three of the escaped
couvicts near Sleepy Hollow. They had stolen
the clothing of the engineer and firemau. .The
fourth is being closely pressed and will be captured.
_

One of Spencer’s Officeholders in Trouble.
Montgomery, May 13.—O. H. Davis, late
postmaster Of Uuion Springs, pleaded guilty in
the U. S. Court today of embezzlement of funds
from letters. He reeeiypd, by request of the
District Attorney, who states there were extenuating circumstances, the lowest punishment, which was a sentence of six mouths imprisonment aud a iiue to the amouut of the
Davis was a member of the
money abstracted.
Legislature in 1873, took his seat iu tue court
house body, which elected Spencer to the SenSoon aftate, aod voted for him for Senator.
erwards he was appointed postmaster.
Bark Lout with All on Board.
San Francisco, May 14.—The bark St. Magnas, Capl. Easterbrook, from Adelade for Brisbane eutered Moreton Bay and took a pilot on
hoard, wlieu the wind chopped round giving
her a lee shore aud the bark stood out again to
Next day she was discovered bottom up.
sea.
A government steamer searched unavailingly
for the survivors. She was owned and sailed
by Capt. Easterbrook, a Bostonian, for many
Adelade. His wife aud famyears a resident ol
ily perished with him.

Musical Fcmival.
Cincinnati, May 14.—There was the same
mob of people at this afternoon’s performance
that has characterized those of previous days,
Every seat was tilled aud many more compelled
In the evening another house of
to stand.
gratifying proportions greeted the musicians.
sea oi
seat
was filled and au unbroken
Every
faces was presented to the stage. The loud applause greeting the different members was
aod at
most worthily and heartily bestowed,
the close Mr. Thomas was treated to an ovation by a delighted audience.
1 he

C'culennirl

iVlurdrrer

Claims Court*
Washington, May 14.—In the Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims today the opm
ion admitting amendments after the 22d of
January next iu the cases to he heard was delivered by Judge Porter presiding.
Judge
Wells ami Judge Baldwin dissented from the
of
the
opinion
uiajoiity.
Alabama

Treasury

Hanged.
Charleston. S. C., May 14.—Josh Fraser
was
at
(Jamden in this state,
hanged
(colored,)
to day, for tlie murder of Benjamin Cooper in
December last, lie was couvicted on circumstautial evidence, but alter conviction confessed
the eriine.
Ou the scaffold to-day he confessed
that he had inurdeied hisj wife aud child
and a colored woman, and that ho had burned
He was perfectly
many barns aud gin houses.
resigned. The rope slipped and death wa3
caused by strangulation.

Bulnuces.

The

following are the Treasury balances of
to-day:—Currency, 83,848,412.00special deposit

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

deposit So1,840,000; coin, S91.248.270, including
coin certificates, 820,783,500; outstanding legal
tenders, §378,051,71)0.

More Seizures.
Washington, May 14.—The whiskey frauds
are still receiving attention by the Treasury
Department, and Solicitor Wilson is continually uuearthing new frauds. A further record of
evidence was discovered agaiust the Union
Copper distillery at Chicago, and 150 barrels
Three hundred
were
seized at their works.
barrels were also seized belonging to Bevis &
St.
fresh
Freser,
Louis,
proof having been obtained against them.
Collusion of Goyernmenl Officials with
Distillers.
Photographic copies of internal revenue returns are beiug made at the Treasury Department and forwarded to the officers iu thedifferent cities to aid them in substantiating their
charges. Among those made to day was ooe
from the gauger at Cincinnati, certifying that a
certain number of barrels of spirits had been
inspected and the stamp destroyed in accordance with.'tlie law, and upon further search the
same lot of spirits was found in Chicago in the
original packages, thus conclusively showing
the collusion of the gauger with the distiller.
Delinquent Collector* Asked to Explain.
On April 30th Mr. Wilson called upon the
collectors of internal revenue in the different
localities to furnish certain information concerning the transactions in their dietricts, but
up to last night very few of them had responded. and today the Secretary of the Treasury
called upon them for au explanation ot tneir
non-compliance and fov an immediate reply.
He is determined that all orders of this nature
shall be obeyed or the collectors must take the

Chnrilnblc Bequests.
Hartford, May 14.—The w'll of tbe late
Jas. Boot was admitted to probate today. Besides a large bequest to friends he leaves $50,000 in trust for tne payment of various annuities and when these cease the funds are to be
divided between the Hartford Hospital and
Connecticut Stato Prison, the interest to aid
To
the needy inmates of these institutions.
the American Home Missionary and the American Seaman’s Friend Societies he leaves $5000
each; to the American aud Foreign Missionary
and Children’s Aid Societies of New York
$3000 each; to the American and Foreign Bible
Society $1500; Hartford Hospital and Hartford
Orphan Asylum $5000each; to tbe Connecticut
Home Missionary Society $25,000 iu trust fur
the use of poor and unemployed ministers and
their families. The west half of a lot on St.
Clair street, Cleveland, Ohio, is given to that
city in trust, for the support of a public library,
auil the east half to the Young Men’s Institute
of that city on condition tiiat they admit at
least 25 poor persons annually to the ptivileges
of the library and reading room.

Large Fire in
Hill, ill the

Lexington, May 14.—The condition of Gen.
Breckenride remains unchanged.
He is still
free from pain, and those in attendance upon
him are less apprehensive of his sudden death
than they were. He saw a few visitors to day.
Ditu&tcr

and

the

Haven reports the wreck of the schooner
D. G. Wright near that point, ou Lake Michigan.
Capt. Hanson and a crew of five men
were lost.
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way Company, has made an over issue of the
Darby stock of from 10,000 to 20,000 shares aud
>f about <>00 shares of the Spruce & Pino
Streets road. The money raised upon thisstock
it is laid was used to bolster up the Evans Iren
Companies, and that it was the expectation of
Mr. £'rye that upon a revival of the irou trade
lie would be enabled to return the moneys borrowed on the stock for that company, and then
to retire and destroy tho stock. On this hypothecation he realized §10 per share on the
Darby stock, aud §35 per share on the Spruce
Mr. Frye,
& Pine Streets Company’s stock.
whom these allegations.of wrong doing so seriwho
has been long aud
ously affects, is a man
Favorably known in this city. He is the son of
the late Hon. Jacob Frye, for many years a
member of Congress and once Auditor General
of this state.
It has been ascertained to-uight that the 22d
Ward National Bank, the Consolidated Bank,
tho Philadelphia Trust, the Girard Trust and
other bauking institutions, including a number
of prominent brokers have the over issued
stock of the Philadelphia & Darby as collateral
on the borrowed
money. William Frye has
made an asigninent of his property for the
oenefit of his craditors. A bank president said
io-night that he thought the iailway company
New
was liable for the amount, and cited the
tiaven and other cases as authority, as tho
hock was issued in the regular form, signed by
;he officers aud hearing the seal of the cornpa°7_

THE WHISKEY RING.
Distillers Propose to Test the Constitutionality of the Internal Kcrenue Ac t.
Milwaukee, May 14—Four distilleries,
which had been released by the court on special
rood*, resumed operations yesterday. Adeipatch was received from Washington ordering
iflicers to stop them until they had given new
>onds in place of those given on the first of

Vlay.

Tho distillers here have telegraphed to tho
listillers at Chicago, St. Louis and elsewhere,
iroposing to unite with them in testing the
lonstitutiouality of the internal revenue act.
4. favorable leply was received from Chicago,
mil the distillers have resolved to proceed.
Cbey have retained ex-Senator Carpenter to
lake the question into the courts.

THE GRASSHOPPER PLAGUE.

Au Imunu
It

IgVccision iu

ilie Bridge
Omaha.

are

Question

at

Chicago, May 14.—In tho U. S Circuit Court
it Desiuoines today, Judge Dillon announced

lis decisiou in the Union Pacific Railroad terliiuus case. He holds that the legal stipulated
nitial point of tho Union Pacific Railroad is on
lie Iowa shore of the Missouri jjtity. As to
he bridge be bolds that the owners have au
mdoubted right to charge reasonable toll. The
luestion of the right to apoeal will be argued
Court of the Uuited S.ates
] lefore the Supremo
□
i October.
_

the Third

Kcutuckjr Keiiublicau.au
Term,
Louisville, May 14.—The Republican Stale
( Jonveutiou adopted the following resolution
s ,moug others:
Resolved, That the attempt of the Deinocratj s leaders to create the impression that our patmtic President desires or seeks a reelection for
third term, is an absurd device to disrupt tlie
republican patty aud produce a division beThe charge has no
i ween it and the President.
1 ouudatiou in fact, aud cannot mislead the peoa
of that
into
restoration
of
the
ple
country
j
] (arty to power which eimo so near destroying
t he uuiou of our fathers.
JT1ETEOKWEUUICAE
l BOB ABILITIES FOB

Nlenmxhip

Goes Ashore

on

the

iah Coast,but is Got OiT|Wilheut Datn-

n«r_

London, May 14.—A despatch to the Central
News Association reports that the Inman line
steamship City of Brussels, which sailed from
Liverpool yesterday for New York, has gone
ashore on the Irish coast. Her passengers
have been safely landed.
New York, May 14.—J. G. Dale, agent of
the Inman line, has received the following deThe Brussels went ashore in a dense fog off
Carnesoro Point at 5 o'clock this morning on
fine sand, lying quietly.
The water is calm,
expect to float at noou.
The agent of the Inman line receive! the
following despatch at 10.30 a. m.:
The Brussels got oil a 9 a, in., and proceeded

uninjured.

Schiller.
m.—One of the Schiller’s officers has informed the correspondent of
the Standaid that maoy persons on board the
steamer were drunk when she struck and that
several firemen and many steerage passengers
lay helpless until they were swept away by the
Drunkenness

NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS.
THB

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal j
S
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 15,1(1 A. M.))
[For New England,
barometer,
southerly
g tationery or falliug
aud possibly rain
v rinds, warm, cloudy weather
brisk
cold
States
Middle
by
the
j allowed in
t oitbwest winds.
more Intimidation in Pennsylvania.
Tyrone, May 14.—About half the men at
t lie Powellton mines were compelled by tho
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Cariists Shelling Guelaria.
Santander, May 14—The Cariists are shelling Guelaria and have done great damage. A
vigor jus fire is returned from the fort and from
the five ineu-of-war in the haibor.
Reinforcements have been despatched to the town.
Foreign Notes.
Lieut. Gov. Crawford of the Dominion, died
Thuisdav night of congestion of the lungs.
The. Parliament of New South Wales has
voted £5000 for the representation at the Centennial exbibitiou at Philadelphia.
The sugar planters of the Sandwich Islands
ha.e refused an offer from the San Francisco
refiners for the entire crop of the coming year
at a fixed price.
Boynton will make a second attempt to swim
across the channel on the 24th inst.
M. Router has informed the government that
it... V.mnrf-ss Rncenift

will

accent,

nncmnnriim.

her claims on the civil list, and will
action demanding the fulfillment of
briug
convention concluded by de Bioglie.
The Inquiry instituted into the Catholic societies ot Berliu at the time of Kullman’s attempt to shoot Prince Bismarck, has closed.
The public prosecutor has made charges against
their directors, and the cases will come up for
trial in June.
The South Australian wheat report shows
that there wiil be 204,000 tons of surplus wheat.
About 45,000 tons have been already exported,
and the balance is ready for shipment,
John Lemoiune has been elected a member
of the French Academy.
The Honolulu Commercial Advertiser says
that the reciprocity treaty between the United
States and Hawaii was ratified by the King of
the Sandwich Islands on iho 15th of April.
Divers examed the bottom of Schiller, yesterday. They found it badly brokeu up. None
of the specie was recovered, and no cargo was
visible.
The Italian Senate has voted a national donation to Garibaldi.
ise of

an

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
W. C. Ralston has sold his interest in the
Palace Hotel, San Francisco, to Win. Sharon
for $1,750,000.
A barn in Dover, N. H., containing about
75 tons ot hay, belonging to Capt. James G.
Grupuphy, was burned yesterday morniug.
Loss $2500.
Col. Anthony of the Leavenworth,VKansas,
Times, who was shot the other day, is still
alive, his condition being as good as could be

expected.

Shackley & Haskell, shoo manufacturers at
Liabilities are
Essex, Mass., have failed.
about 813,000. Some 25 men and women are
thrown of employment by the suspension.
A despatch, from Rio Janeiro reports the
suspension of the National Bank of Rio,
Oliver Dean of Milford, Mass., hung himself
yesterday morning. He was insane.
The internal revenue receipts yesterday were

$399,205.

The members of the Harvard Club at San
Frauc'sco, held their annual meeting Thursday
night. Letters were received from Charles
Francis Adams, Oliver Wendell Holmes and
President Elliot of Harvard College. Among
the guests were Gov. Pacheco, Mayor Otis,
and President La Conte of the University of
California.
The Sault St. Marie canal is in perfect workThe first steamer was locked
ing order.
through Thursday. The river is clear of ice.
In the American Social Science Association
at Detroit yesterday morning, Hon. Dorman B.
Eaton read a paper on the experiment of civil
service reform in the Uniied States, which was
extremely lengthy, but was listened to with
maiked atteutiou by a large audience.
Tha President will not bo able to attend the
Bunker Hill Centennial,
a

meeting of the New England Society

it was announced that arrangements
had been made to attend the Bunker Hill Centennial.
The strike among the Lowell mule spinners
is at an end.
At Atlanta three negroes have just been senteuced to De nuug tor muraer.
Base ball—in New Haven—New Havens 9;
Harvards 2. In New York—Mutuals 2; Philadelpliias 1.
Edward Williams was run over by a railroad
train in New Haven, yesterday, and be will
die.
About 200 graduates of the Columbia College
law school appeared beforo Judge Davis of the
Supreme Court of New York, yesterday, for
admission to the bar, under the statute. Judge
Davis took occasion to express his dissatisfaction at this method of manufacturing lawyers.
Carrie Colburn of Gloucester,14 years old,was
fatally burned yesterday by her clothes|t.aking
lire fiom a fire she and some other children
had built.
The extensive works of the Columbus Lumber and Barrel Co., together with the stock on
baud, at Columbus, Ohio, were burned yesterday. Loss $23,000.
Sixty thousand ounces of gold were melted
at Sau Francisco, yesterday.
A special election will be held in Oregon on
the 23th of Oitober, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Congressman LaDow.
James V. Smith, engineer of the steamer
Senator, blown up at Portland, Oregon, has
been held for manslaughter for negligeuce.
Cant. Thoruton, who was injured on board
the U. S. ship Moaongbahela, died in Philadelphia yesterday. He was one of the executive officers of tlieJKearsarge when she sank the
Alabama.
Proceedings have been instituted in a suit to
compel the Panama It. It. either to forfeit its
charter or to carry out its contract with the
Pacific Mail Co. It is averred that the Panama
Co. has in violation of its charter, unduly favored the European steamship line.

yesteiday,

(wanning in the southern tier of the conties of
A Herald special from Richardson
Nebraska
iounty says that the grasshoppers are sweeping
(verything green in that county. The Kansas
Jity|,& Northern Railroad reports iliat the
reight trains on the road were delayed by grassnoppers on the track, rendering it almost iinaossible to make up grades.
They are doing
errible damage to wcat and oat crops as well
is gardens
Discouraging reports are coming
n from all parts of the country.

Eai>eru

Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool....May

22

Maine State os.103
Boston <& Maine. Railroad 7s,.107@108
Eastern Railroad 7s,.91 @92
Second Call.

Sun rises.4.39 I

Boston &

'FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

....

New lfork Stock and :tlonev Vlarket.

PORT OF

Nttw Yoita. May 14—Evening.—Money was easy
at 2$ @ 3 per cent, on call.
Foreign Exchange was
weak and lower with business at 4 86$@4 86} for
bankers’ sixty days sterling, and 4 89$@1 89$ for demand. Customs receipts $281,0)0. Gold advanced
from 115f to 116$, and reacted to 115§. Rates paid for
borrowing were 2, 1, 3, 7 and 4 per cent, and 1-64 and
1-62 per diem. At the opening and close loans were
made flat. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day

road securities:

Unnifin

rrror.fi

ovJnf

071

Sinking Funds.91$
Providence Print doth Market*
Providence,May 14 —The printing cloths market,
more freeiv ottered at 5$c for standard aud extra 64
x61 with limited business.

stockers 3 25@4 75; butchers at
receipts 1800
3 50 @ 5 25; ordinary to extra shipping beeves 5 25
1900
head.
6
@ 50; shipments
Live Hogs active and firm for all grades; common
to prime light weights at 7 50 @ 7 80; extra heavy at
7 60 @ 8 90; shipments of 5500 bead.
Sheep unchanged; receipts 1000 head; Shorn at 3 00
@ 5 00; Wooled at 5 00 @ 6 50.

Tallow firm at 9c.Naval Stores—Rosin is auiet

at

1 90

@ 1 95c for strained,
Turpentine quiet at 34$c for
Spirits. Pork is firmer; sales 350 bbls ne*v mess at
22 00; 1000 bbls seller June at 21 80 (eg 21 90; 250 do
seller July at 22 00; 1250 do seller August at 22 10 @
2150. Beef dull. Lard firmer; prime steam at 15$;
250 tes seller May at 15$ ; June quoted at 15 1-16 (to
153; seller Juiy 15 1-16 (to 15$; do August 15$. Butter firm; 12 (to 16c for Western; 15 @ 22c for State; 18
@ 23c for new Western; State new 20 @ 28c. Whiskey is dull at 1 21.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is firmer; Cotton per steam at $ % 9-32d: Corn per steam at 5$d;
Corn per sail

5d;

Wheat per steam

6$d:

Wheat per

sail 5$d.
Chicago, May 14.—Flour Is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is active aud advanced; No 1 Spring at 1 05 (to
1 05$; No 2 do regular at 1 02 (to 1 02$ on the spot and
seller May; 1 04 (to 1 95 seller for June; 1 07 @ 1 97$
for seller July; No 3 do 97 @ 97$c; rejected 88c. Corn

J illy; rejected 69$ @ 69$c; ear 77 @ 78c. Oats opened
firm and dosed dull; No 2 at 64$ (a> 64$c; White 65c;
rejected 61c. Rye is dull and uuchanged; No 2 at 1 06
on spot.
Bailey is lirm, scarce and inactive; No 2
Fall on spot at 1 36 bid; 1 33 do for seller
Pork
was in fair demand and advanced at the opening, but
the advance was lost at the close; sales at 21 50 cash
or seller for May; 21 60 seller for June; 21 85 seller
July; 22 10 seller August. Lard quiet at 15 40 on the
6pot and seller May; 15 47$ for seller June; 15 65 for
62$ seller July; 15 85 for August. Whiskey is nominally at 1 18.
On the call of the Board In the afternoon—Wheat
easier and a shade lower at 1 05g seller June; 107$
seller for July. Corn irregular and a shade lower at
74$c seller June; nominally at 77c do July. Oats are
quiet; 65$c seller Juue. Pork steady, ottered at 21 60
@ 21 62$ seller June; sales at 21 90 seller July; 22 10
Lard is lirm and higher at 15 45 cash; 15 50 asked for
seller June; 15 65 @ 15 70 seller July.
KeceipiB—11,000 bbls flour, 106,000 busk wheat, 96,000 bush corn, 29,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 3,000
bush of barley.
Shipments—8,000 bbls fiour, 26,000 bush wheat 110,000 bush corn, 42,000 busu oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1,600
oust* barley.

May.

Milwaukee May 14.—Flour is quiet and unchang-

ed.

Wheat firm;No 1 Milwaukee at 1 06$; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 02$; 1 04 for seller June; 1 06$ seller for
July. Oats lirm and scarce; No 2 in store at 62$c
bid. Corn lirm and higher; No 2 Mixed instore at
72c; new in store. Kye is nominal and scarce; No 1
in store at 1 10. Barley nominal; No 2 Spring at 1 32;
3 do 112. Provisions quiet and lirm; Mess Pork at
21 50 for prime. Lard 15$ @ lbc.
Freights nominally unckaned; Wheat to Buffalo at
4$ @ 4$d; to Oswego at 8$ @ 8£d.
Receipts—5,000 bbls Hour, 68,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2,800 bbls flour. 264,000 bush wheat.

Toledo, May 14.—Flour steady. Wheat sieady;
No 2 Wl i'e Wabash 1 36; No 1 White Michigan 1 32;
extra White Michigan 1 34; Amber Michigan on spot
at 1 30; closing at 1 29$; seller June at 130$; seller
June at 130$; No 2 Red seller June at 129; seller
July 1 32$. Corn is a shaee lower, closing weak; high
Mixed on spot 78c; seller May.77$c; seller July 78$c;
no grade 97 Ic. Oats are Arm and a shade better;
No
lat68$c; White at 70c; Michigan at 68$c.
Receipts—19,U00 bush Wheat, 23,000 bush Corn, 4,busti Oats.

Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 55,000 bush Wheat, 72,Corn, 34,000 bush Oats.
Detroit, May 14.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is dull and drooping; extra at 1 30; No 1 at
1 28; Amber at l 26.
Coru is steady at 77 @ 78$c.
Oats are quiet and unchanged.
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 2,000
0U0 bush

bush corn, 1000 bush oats.
Shipments-1000 bbls flour,
coru, 9,000 do oats.

qush

8,000 bush wheat, 2,000

U1NOIKKATI, May 14.—Provisions—Pork is nomlual
with sales at 22 00. Lard is quiet; steam 15 06$ bid
on spot; sales at 15 62$ buyer July; kettle at 11 50.
Bulk Meats are quiet ;slioulders at 9$c; clear rib sides
at 12|a; clear sides at 13$. Whiskey is iu good demand. Live Hogs are steady; common at 6 75 @ 7 35;
fair to medium 7 45 (a} 7 55; 3ood at 7 80 @ 8 00; reSt. Louis, May 13.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
Superfine Winter at 5 00 @ 5 25; double extra do at
5 50 @5 65. Wheat is irregular, gome sales higher;
No 2 Rod Winter at 1 43 @ 1 43$ cash; 1 43 seller for
May; 1 46$ seller July; No 2 Spring at 1 03$; soft do
1 u7. Corn opened higher; No 2 Mixed at ?4e, closing
at 73Jc cash; 73$c seller for May; 74$ @ 75c seller lor
Oats higher at 61$ @ 65c
June; 77$ seller for July.
cash; 65$c seller May; 67c seller for dune. Barley is
uuehanged. Rye is unchanged; No2 at 1 05 @ 1 06.
Whiskey firm at 1 20. Pork is nominally at 2175;
Dry salted Meats unchanged; shoulders at 8$c; clear
rib sides at 12c; clear sides 12$c.
Bacon unchanged
with only a limited jobbing demand; shoulders at 9$
@ 9$e; clear rib sides at 12$ @ 13c; clear sides at 134
@ 13$. Lard is dull at 15$c asked, 15 bid.
Receipts—4000 bbls Ilnur, 14,000 bush wheat, 1,200
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barley, 0000
bush rye, 0,000 hogs.
Charleston, May 14.—Cotton is in fair inquiry;
Middling uplands at 15$ @ 15$c.
Savannah, May 14—Cotton quiet; Middling up-

lands 159-16.
Mobile, May 14.—Cotton is steady; Middling uplands 15$c.
New Orleans, May 14.—Cotton firm and in good
demand; Middling uplands at 15$c.
New York, May 14.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands I6$c.
European

fflarbets.

j&arrixid.
In Bethel, May 11, by Rev. N. W. Grover, Edwin
C. Rowe and Miss Ella K, Goodwin, both of Bethel.
In Harrison, May 1, Clarence Burgess and Mrs.
Clara E. Lewis.
In Gorham, N. H., April 14, Chas D. Hill of Sebago
and Isabel B. Ridlon of Bridgton.

In Cornish, March 27. Mrs. Nancy T., wile of GyS. Barker and daughter of the late Capt. Theophilus Smith, aged 71 years 4 mouths 18 days.
In Brunswick, May 9, Fanny Brackett, aged 35 yrs.
In Bowdoiu, May 11, Capt. By ram Whitmore, aged
60 years.
In Bath, May 9. Mrs. Salome, widow ol the late
David Morse, aged 72 jears.
ms
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Thursday, May 13lh, 1875,
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OPENING.
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Ladies’Costumes and Garments.
Ladies’

ot

Line

Elegant

COSTUMES

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
Boston 14tb, brig Winfield, Bibber, Matanzas
Mar-

Drap

d’Etc Jacques

Ar at New York 14th, barque L H Jackson,
wick, Boston.
Sid fm Matanzas 12th inet, sch Fred Jackson, Pettengil. North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro A pi 1st, brig Abby C Titcomb,
Endeven, Hampton Roads; 3d, barque Wm Cobb,
tor St Thomas.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Mch 20th. barque Ada Gray.
Race, New York. Sid —, Sarmiento, Moody, and
Hosea Rich, Pierce, Boston.
In port A pi 1, barque Sami E Spring, Norton, from
Portland; Isaac Jackson, Welch, tor Boston; aud
others.
Ar at Montevideo Mch L6, barque Celina, Hodguon,
Portland, (Ket> 15.)
May 6, lat 27 50, lou 70 47, brig H B Cleaves, from
New York tor Cardenas.

IN

—

Direct front the Berlin

—

Ill

—

NETTING,

HAMBURG

Manufacturers’

BERLIN SUITS

PARIS AND

—

Camel’s Hair, and StsI

Silk, Milk anti

Goods.

LINEN.

PLAIN AND EMBROIDERED

,,

RpfjApV Sr.
named Thomas
Co, a three-masted schr of 290 tons, others
and to be
and
builder
the
W Holder, owned by
_lOlTt (net

VARIETY

GREATEST
—

ALSO

—

OF

SUITS

LINEN

ltv

SHAWLS,

SPRING & SUMMER

commanded by Capt John Saunder*.
At Calais,
inst, a fine three-masted schr named
Soth M Todd, ownned by Boardman Bros, and Capt
L S Norwood, and others.
At dcarsport 3d inst, by Wra McGilvery. barque
Fred MCarlon, 520 tons, owned by the builder and
others, and to he commanded by Capt Wm Carlon.
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KK.HAICHAHI,V LOW PRICED.
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den,'Galveston.
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Thursday, may 13th.

doihestic ports.
NEW ORLEANS—Sid tm SW Pass 12th, ship Vigllate, for Liverpool; barque J L Dimmock.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 8tb, brig Abby Watson, Hol-

STILES,

NEW

BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 12.b, sch AmoB Walker,
Dunn, Boston.
_r
SAVANNAH—Ar 11th, sch Martha Maria, Veazie,

GOLDEK

C.

DWIGIIT

A

CO.

m

—

Hi

4 & 5 FREE STREET.

—

__

New York.

RICHMOND—Ar 10th, Ech h A Snow, Haskell,
Windsor, NS.
...
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 12th, sch Alfred Brabock, lor

OPENING.

D’ETE GARMENTS.

DRAP

Complete Assortments in all the

..

FORTRESS MONROE-Ar 13th inst, ech Sophia

Kranz, Dyer, Liverpool.

Passed out
Baltimore.

fm
13tli, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Gctcbell,

Paris, India,

Barcaboes
Ar 12th, sch Addie Blaisdell, Crowell, Boston.
Cld 12th, schs Four Sisters. Bickmore, NewburyA M Edport; G P Pomroy, Bryant, Newburyport;

534 Congress Street.

.1

W A linn

Plarlf

—

Sacf|ues,

OF

Mantles!,

—

Sleeveless Jackets,

GEORGE’S CREEK
CUMBERLAND COAL,
MINED

FRESH

—

WM.

Thursday, may 13lh.

AT

DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO.

—

DENNISON’S,

E.

236 Commercial Street,

Wpa.

Woodruff,

inst,

sell

and corrective.
1m Y

our

Prepared

only

CO., Apothecaries
one

door above

To Be Let.
and after Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on tbs
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
HENRY DEERING.
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf
Oc

Dissolution of Copartnership.
The partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of JOHNSON & CLOYES BROS., js thla
day dissolved by mutual consent. Fred. H. Cloyes,

retiring.
Portland, May 1,1875.

mylsndtl

FISHING
I have Just received

TACKLE.

large and tine assortment of
FISHING TACKLE
for summer fishing.
Also a large stock of
Single and Rouble Guns aud Sportsmen's
a

Goods,
of my

own

Agcal

to be sold at low prices,
wholesale and retail.

importation,

far On Poal’i Powder 31111..

GILBERT L. BAILEY,
48

EXCHANGE

STREET.

apr24

CENTS A BOTTLE.
by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
add

Chemists,

303

snlm

LEAVITT & DAILEY,

Congress

Brown, Portland, Me.

street,
ma27sndtf

Would call special attention to

Imported aud

C. R. GRANT
limited number of pupils in Oil Paintng, Charcoal Drawing, &c., from life and objects
Apply at Studio, room 8, Casco Bank Building, 91
Middle Street.
octlsueodtf
Will receive

Manufacturers of and Dealers

SURGICAL

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.
euuin

uijiw

THE

COMFORT

INSTRUMENTS,

UITVI.IIIUIIS OlCn

A

EXCHANGE STREET.,

LF.AVI T T

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

the only corset made with pure whalebone ribs.
sale at

S.

HA.RRISO N’S

GOWELL’S.
MODEL

PATTERN*

SHIRT
ft

For

special Curved Collar Fitting Neck Band,

and

superior shai>ed Sleeve and Yoke. These patterns
have been tested and proven for the past three years
in this country and England. Send us size of Collar
and measure of Breast under the arms in ordering,
with price of Pattern 50 cents, and an additional 7
cents to pay postage.
We are constantly receiving new goods In all the
different varieties, usually kept iu a Dry and Fancy
Goods Store. Good bargains in

Black

Cashmere,
Brllliautines and Alpacas,
Paisley and India Shawls.

LOZENGES.
[ndorsed V»y all the Medical Journals as the lnost Agreeable,
Convenient, KfFeotive and
Sure Remedy for

COST/YE NESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
nd fnr elderly persons, females and children, are
j ust the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
nee the next
Warranted in all cases ot
j he Piles andmorning.
Falling of the Rectum. We promj sea cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
< )ppke88ion
After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
•pitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Iizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
< Joated
Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeflaint,
-1 .oss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly 1’ains
•nd all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint-

Always a full assortment of WOOIsBHfsi for men
and boys, and a thousand and one other articles.

&C.

Travellers find the Lozenges just what they need,
< s they are so compact and inodorous that they may
< carried in the veet
pocket, and as an aperient or
l exative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Boxes :fO c. large Boxen BOe. seut
mail free of postage to auy addrenn.

1 >y

For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
[ 'em pie, Boston, and by all Druggists.
se9sneodly
To One and All.—Are you
from a
asthma, bronchitis or any of the vapulmonaiy troubles that so often terminate in
nnsunintion? If so, use IVHOor’s Pure Cod Liver
HI and Lime” a safe and efficacious remedy. This
no quack preparation, hut is
prescribed
y the medical faculty.
Manufactured by A B

suffering

ious

Come nud

gel your Money’s Worth.

S.

GOWELL,

247

B,

MIDDLE

STREET.

myl

lever

cough, cold,

B.

SALISBURY

PERISTALTIC

j fESS

In-

JACQULINE, 21 BONES,

with

sii co<l

DR.

ever

vented. Call and examine It. Also the celebrated

u

Covers, Canvass Letterings,

F'

CORSET !

nightly named—best for Ladies and Children

Awnings Vents, Flags, Boat Sails

me?

KBTAIL.

Cor, Exchange A Middle Streets,

501 CongresM N|., Portland, Me.
One door above Brown.
apr27-sncodtf

49 1-2

fresh lot of

Also Jobbers of Domestic Cigars,Tobacco,
Pipes aud smoker* Articles.

A full line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
Appliances tor deformities, Electric Batterhs,
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutches, &c., &c.. ou hand and made to orde-.

QgP* ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.
Repairing promptly attended to by
SCHLOTTERBECK & CO.,

a

Key West Cigars,

WHOLESALE AND

a

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.

Life Worth Ten Cent* f

Sickness prevails everywhere, and everybody complains ot some disease during tlie'r life. When sick,
the object is to get well. Now we say plainly that
nope-.sou in this v» orld that is Buttering withDyspepsia, Liver Complaint and Us effects, such as Indigos-

ry,at MORGANA DO IV *8 Auction Rooms
Come and get the Bar18 Exchange 8t.
gains. Sale each day at lO I-‘J o'clock A.
in., and 7 P. m.
myllandtf

PRICE FIFTY

White, Dyer,

The Voice of Ihe Great %Vcett.

NOTICE.
week will positirely close the sale
of the large aud Valuable Stock of
Watches Diamonds aud Fine Gold JewelThi*

MABBLE PUBIIY.

a

In.

The voice ot the great West accords to Hostetler’s
Stomach Bitters the foremost place among specifics
for malarial disease, and this opinion is echoed
wherever upon this continent the Bitters have been
introduced as a remedy for intermittent and remittent fevers.
Those maladies being the peculiar
scourge of vast regions ot cuuntry in the Westein
and Southwestern States, it is not surprising that
the Bitters should be the great medicinal staple of
such localities, or that their inhabitants should regard this article as indispensable in the household.
The experience of the western emigrant proves that
it is the very best means of acclimating him to uiiaccustomed air or water; and old residents of fever
and ague regions say that it is the only tbing?tbat
protects them with certainty against the visitation
of miasmatic disease. An equally high estimate is
placed upon its virtues as a remedy for stomach,
bowel aud biliDUs complaints, and as a general tonic

MARCUS WIGHT, Jb..
Portland, April 30, 1873.
42* Exchange St.
A CO., Proprietor*. Myrtle
C. WAV
ma22sn3m*
and Cumberland sits.

safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples.
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to It

Deluiont, Blake,

W

wort, and have no hesitation in recommending it to
all in need of an Immediate and sure enre for
Colds and Coughs.

A

MPO&Eft.
March 10. lat 3 29 N, Ion 26 16 W, ship Lady BlesBington, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
April 4, lat 39 19, Ion 42 22 W, ship CastiDO, from

ship C

heretofore,

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

[Latest by European steamers.1
Sid fm Antwerp 30th, Albert Gallatin, Groves, for
Callao.
Sid fm Genoa Apl 26, Lincoln. Thorn, New York.
Sid fm Cadiz Apl 19, Kate M Hilton, Baker, for
Gloucester.
Ar at Flushing Apl 30, Rockligbt, Dunn, Callao;
Isaac Hall. Pressey, Buenos Ayres.
Sid fm Maaslus Apl 9, St Joseph, Montgomery, for
Demarara.

Boston for Batavia.
April 21, lat —, Ion 13 W,
from Liverpool for Mobile.

as

All orders, eithe personal or by mail, will receive
prompt attentionjy24dtfan

Sid fm Havana llth iDst, brig Elizabeth, Stubbs,
^
(from Zaza) for New York.
In port 8th inst, barque Nellie May. Blair, for Falmouth, ldg; brig Gambia, Tupper, lor North ol Hatteras; and others.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Mch 26, brig Alberti. Orcutt, fm
Pensacola.
In port Apl 9, ship Friedlander, Morrison, from
New York for San Francisco, repg; barque Grenada*
Hodgdon. for Boston.
Sid fm Mayaguez 1st inst, sch Vineyard, Rosebrook, Ponce, to discharge.
In port 2d inst, brig J II Dillingham, Treat, from
and tor Baltimore.
Sid fm Cardenas llth inst, sch Clara G Loud. Fountain. New Orleans; Lucy Hamraoud, Robinson, for
North of Hatteras.
In port 6th. barques J J Marsh, Fickett, and Matthew Baird, Greenleaf, loading; brigs Emma L Hall,
Perry, and Eliza Morton. Leland,do; Dirigo, do*
schs Ariadne, Dyer; Franconia, Leavitt; GeorgeS
n||

continued,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

land, (Feb 4).
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LUNGWORT.—SPECIAL.

HOUSE

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the

late David Tucker, will be
at the Stand,

for New York.
A rat Montevideo Mch 22, slilp Ricbd McManns,
Beals, New York ; barque Ella, Matthews, Port-

I.-..

PRINTING

TUCKER’S

sntf

Messrs. C. Way & Co.—
1 have used your Compound Myrup ofLuug-

soldiers,

and

late Rebellion,
entitled to a pension, and
however slightly,
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York.
oc29snly

23, Priscilla, Merrlman. Europe;
Undaunted. Dinsmore, Havre: 29th, barque Oasis,
Col Adams, Williams, for
20tb,
Randall, Europe;
Europe.
in port Apl 2, ships J H Kimball, Humphrey, and
St Nicholas. Williams, lor Liverpool.
At Macabi Apl 2, barque S R Bearse, Marston,
ldg for Havana.
At Callao Apl 14, ships Ivanhoe.Herriraan.for San
Fraucisco; 17tb, Jos Clark, Melbourne; Peru, Mitchell, Antwerp; 19th, Bertha, Pote, Rio Janiero.
Sid 15tb, shin Alex McNeil. Sproul, Lobos.
Cld at Pabellou de Pica Mch 15. brig Ned White,
Thombs, Havana; 22d, snip C M Davis, for-.
At Valparaiso Apl 2d, ship St Joseph, Fales, for
Peru, to load lor United Kingdom; barque Annie
Lewis, Morse, lor Iquiquo and Talcahuano, to load

Sun Shades.
myl2

nnnna-

are

PORTS.

Wnnl.-o

ftnirt

NOTICE.—Notice Is hereby

PERSONAL

land. New York.
Cld at Lobos Mch

T>

Parasols aud

It with any

cure

given that all officers, sailors
wounded, ruptured or injured id the

London 12th inst, ship Ne Plus Ultra, Bor-

A

flirt

Unit

NOTICE.

San Francisco.

IkA.ln.

In

V have thin day purchased Ihe Stock of
BooiMand Hliefsin (he store formerly ocBros., 11 Market
cupied by Mitchell
Square. Messrs. Mitchell Bros .will carry
1 shall neep ou
ou the business as Agent.
hand the best and most fashiouable Stock
to suit the public taste, and sell at the lowest figures.
Hoping to obtain my 6hare of patronage from old
customers and many new ones, 1 am the public
E. PONCE.
seivant.
sndlm
myl3

Savannah.
Ar at Antwerp 13th inst, ship John O Baker, McCarty, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Liverpool 12th inst, ship Transit, Percy, lor
United States.
Sid fm the Clyde 13th inst, ship Antelope, Cheney,

.....

nA„nl.

__

other medicine. There is
positively no pulmonary disease that it will not cure
or greatly alleviate. For all cases of hoarseness,loss of
voice, coughs, croup, bronchitis, asthma, and whooping cough it has no equal. We never knew a person
who had used it but that recommended It to others.
We are prepared to guarantee every bottle. Please
call aud inquire about It. Trial size 10 cents. For
sale by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,
Exchange and Federal Sreet; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr Keen,
Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J. W.
oclOeodtf
Perkins & Co., General Agents,

At Singapore May 13, ship N Boynton, Blanchard,
from Cardiff, to load lor Boston.
Ar at Elsinore llth inst, barque St Cloud, Bagley,
Mobile lor Cronstadt.
Ar at Norrkoping —, barque Syra, Corning, from

11

..1 _311

sary to

SSd llth, brig J F Carney, Peak, Ponce, PR; sch
II M Condon. McCarty, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 13th, sch Jeddie, Chadwick,
Hoboken.

North of Hatteras.
Ar at St John, NB, 12th
Portland.

sndlw

Slop llint Cough.
Dr. Morris’s Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Hore1.

STREET.

4 & 5 FREE
Sun Umbrellas,

WHARF

myl5

sou, Hoboken.

tm

BROWN’S

HEAD

NKWBURYPORT—Ar llth, sch Olive Elizabeth,
Randall, Portland.
Ar 12th, sells Kate Grant, Holt, and Xenia.Thomp-

Sid

Points.

LOWEST MARKET PRICE

Lewis. Wiscasset.

FOREIGN

Damassic, Paabor, and Laima Lace

and for iale at tbe

Weehawken.
Robert

New and Desirable in

is

Llama Lace,

A CHOICE CARGO

kawken; Georgie D Perry, Flynn, Hoboken; Willis
Putnam, Flye, Calais: Carroll, Robinson, Macbias;
Wm Hill. Ball, Franklin; Edwaid & Frank, Pool,
Bristol; Cambridge, Rowe, Batb.
Below, sch Maggie Palling, troin Philadelphia.
Cld 13th, sch Kbeii Fisher, Reynolds, Windsor, NS.
Ar llth, barque Neptune, Beal, Oienfuegos; brig
John Aviles, Tracey. Hobokeu; Fannie Mitchell,
Rich, St Stephens. NB; Georgie D Perry, Flynn,
Hoboken; Jane, Mayo, Weehawkeu; W Freeman,
Hathorn. and Virginia, Bearse, Rondont; E L Higgins, Aylward, and Volant, Dodge, Calais.
Cld 15th, sell Ella Clifton, (Br) Kimball, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 13th, sch Nettie Cushing, Irving, tm
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, sch

and

Fancy Wool and Shetland Goods.
arrived per Britf Jauien t'ronby,

Just

—

enRs

Everything that

GOAL.

CUMBERLAND

_

ion,

Cashmere Long

aud

Mourning Shawl*.

and
dtf

my15

_

A

designs In

Square Shawls, Pencil Border, Paisley,

wards, Leeman, Camden.
Also cld 12th, schs W G Moseley. Abbott, Demarara; Grace Webster, Gales, Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, barque Caprera. RanIsldall, New York; schs E R Emerson.Sears, Turks
am!; L W Wheeler. Bowman, fiom Matanzas; Mary
Cobb, Smalley, Boston ; Mattie Hinds, Smith, Elizabeth City, NC.
Cld 13th, sch Carrie H Spofford, Haskell, Providence.
Below 14th, brig Geo E Dale, Pierce, from Sagna.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, schs Jennie h Willey. Irefethen. Brunswick, Ga; Sabao, Lamson, St George,
NB; Eva Belle, Somers, Georgetown.
Ar 14th, scbs Bertha J Fellows. Smith. Windsor,
NS; Thos J Watts, Watts, do; J H Crowley, Crowlev, Machias.
Cld 13th. brig H H Wiigbt, Meyers, Cardenas.
Cld 12th, brig Centaur, Stanley, Nortolk; ech Mary
D Leach, Paiue, Harbor Island.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th, brig DR Stockwell,
from Hoboken tor Bangor.
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 9th, sch R H Shannon, Bath. fm
PROVIDENCE—Ar 12ih, sch Sarah, Norwood,
Calais.
Sid Uth. sch Robt Foster, tor New York.
In East River 13ib. sch Yo Semite, Webber, for
Bristol, to load for Philadelphia.
BRISTOL—Ar 12th, sch Trenton, Wall, from Ellzabethport.
FALL RIVER—Ar lltb, sch H T Hodges, Harper
New York.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar lltb, sch Lacon, Kilpatrick,
Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN Ar 13th, schs Garland,
Libby; Frank, Randall, and Saarbruck, Clark, from
Weehawken tor Boston; Wm Penn, Thompson, tm
Choptank tor Bath: Scud, Hallowell, and A H SawNewyer, Cook,Weehawken for Newburyport; Julia
ell, Sheppard, do for Vinalhaven; Odeli, Winslow,
Kondout for Portland; Bramhall, Hamilton, Hoboken for do; Presto, Libby, Rondout tor Salem; Eri,
Robinson, tm New York for Weymouth; Cinderllla,
Perry. Fire Island forPortlaud; Siatesman, Eaton,
Shulee, NS tor Baltimore; Stella Lee. Brewer, Portland for Baltimore; M B Smith, Chadwick, Thomaston for New York; Cbilion, Grant, Rockport tor do;
A L Wilder, Freuch. Lincolnville for do; Geo Osborn,
Strout, Deer Isle tor Philadelphia.
Ar 13th, brig Mary C Haskell, Hall, tm Boston tor
Georgetown DC; sells Matanzas, Hammond, Hoboken tor Boston; Nellie Doe, Richardson, do for Batli;
Ella, Harraden, and David Torrey, Soule, Portland
for New York; Wcsterloo, Whitaker, Ellsworth for
Hartford.
ixid'ii/m

new

SHAWLS,

BROS,,

EASTMAN

...

B1LT1MORE—Ar 11th, sch Ada Barker, Dobbin,

_

London, May 14—12.30 P. M.—American securiNew
ties— C. S. 10-40 bonds 104; new lives, 102$.
York Central 94.
London, May 14—1 P M.—Consols at 91$ @ 94$
for money and 94$ & 94$ lor account.
Liverpool, May 14—12.30 P. M.— Cotton market is
firm; Middling uplands at 7$d; do Orleans at 8 (a)
8$d; sales 10,000 bales, iucludmg 2000 bales lor speculation and export.

French Flowers,
Hat Scarfs,

on

MAY-

MONDAY,

NB.

Sch Daisy, (Br) Hooper. St Andrews,
Ar nt

VARIETY

___

Portland.

Domestic Markets.
Nbw York. May 14—Evening.—Cotton market is
quiet|and unchanged; sales 1736 bales; Middling upuplands at 16$c; forward deliveries advanced 1-16
@ 3-32. Flour—receipts 11,839 bbls; the market still
rules in buyers favor, prices, however, are without
decided receipts; sales 14,100 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 85 @5 10; extra Western and
State at 5 15 @ 5 55; choice extra Western and State
at 5 60 @ 5 90; White Wheat Western extra at 5 90 @
6 25; good extra Ohio at 5 20 @ 7 50; extra St Louis
at 5 60 @ 8 50, including 4100 bbls ot shippiug extras
at 5 15 @ 5 42$; 2500 bush of extra mill flour at prices
within range ;the market closing quiet {Southern flour
at 5 25 @ 8 50; Rye flour is steady Arm at 4 40 @ 5 50.
Corn meal steady and in lair request at 4 20 (eg 4 80.
Wheat—receipts 40,500 bush; supply ottering is very
small with fair inquiry for milling with a moderate
export and speculative demand; the market may be
quoted a shade firmer; sales of 56,000 bush; No 3
Spring at 1 15 @ 1 17; 1 20$ for No 2 Milwaukee in
store; 1 21$ for No 2 Milwaukee afloat; 1 24 @ 1 28 for
No 1 Spring; 1 15 @ 1 25 tor ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring: 1 35 @ 1 40 for Winter Red Western;
1 40 @ 1 42 tor Amber Western; 1 40 @ 1 45 for White
Western; also 8,000 bush No 2 Milwaukee seller for
June at 1 19; 8000 bush No 1 Minnesota seller June
at 1 24$; 8000 bush of No 2 Chicago seller July at 1 20.
Rye quiet aud firm at 1 00 @ 1 02 for Canada in bond;
State at 1 09. Barley is scarce and firm. Barley Malt
quiet and firm. Com—receipts 77.300 bush; market
heavy and about le lower with only a very moderate
export and limited home trade demand; sales 69,000
bush at 87 @ 88c for Western Mixed; closing at 87 (to
87$e; 88 @ 88Ac for high Mixed aud Yellow Western;
90 (to 9lc for \Vhite Western; 86 @ 86$c for Western
Mixed in store; also last evening 47,000 bush all
Western Mixed in store at 91c. oats—receipts 26,800
bush; the market is a shade firmer and less active;
sales 68,000 bush at 75$ @ 78c for Mixed Western; 77
@ 79$c for White do; also 20,000 bush Mixed Chicago
Eeller May 77c. Coffee is a little more steady 16 (to
18|c gold for Rio ordinary te prime. Sugar is dull aud
heavy at $c lower; 8$ @ s$c for fair to good refining;
8$c tor prime; sales 1190 buds Muscovado at 8 5-16 @
8§c; 1600 boxes Centrifugal at 9$;fl refined is dull and
declining at 10$ @ 10$ (to 10$ (to 11 for granulated; 11$
for powdered; ll$c for crudied. Molasses is quiet at
45 (to 48c for Porto Rico. Rice Is unchanged. Petroleum is nominal; crude at 6c; refined at 12$ @ 12$.

ENDLESS

,.

1

AND BONNETS.

HATS

Sash Ribbons,

Bramhall, Hamilton, New York—coal to W L
Billings.
Sch Maggie Dalllng, Palling, New York—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch J M Freeman. Eldridge, New York.
Sell Sarah P, Westcott, Boston, to load lor Machias
Sch Ancona, (Br) Fitzgerald, Boston, to load lor
St John, NB.
Sch P S Lindsey, Johnson, Boston.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Newburyport.
Sch Astra, (Br) Harkins, Newburyport.
Sch Helen Mar, Redman, Saco.
CLEARED.
Barque Brunswick, Hutchinson, Bonaire—C H
Chase & Co.
^
n
Brig Ernestine, Knight, Matanzas, in ballast—C
Chase & Co.
NS—John
Soli Gladiator, (Br) Parker, Yarmouth,

--—_*

lnn.1

PATTERN'

Scarf Ribbons,
Will open

DSeli

Porteous.

MILLINERV,

saw

EASTMAN BROS.

PORTLAND.

Steamship Chesapeake, Mangum, New York—passeugers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch J P Auger, Bedell, Pernambuco,—3000 bags
sugar, to order.
Sch Zeta Psi, Jameson, Jacksonville—hard pine to
Maine Central RR.
Sch Odell, Winslow, Rondout—coal to Rounds &

at the

Central Pacific bonds.102?
.1008
Union Pacific.

that you

people

STREET.

FREE

OPENING.

Friday* Hay 14.

ces

..

5

ARRIVED.

$74,000 on account of interest and $109,300 in redemption ot bonds. The following are the operations

Gold Exchange Bank-gold balances $1,744.331 ; currency balances $2,036,878; gross clearan$33,817,000. The following is the Clearing House
statement: currency exchanges $57,367,319; currencv
balances $3 724,382; gold exchanges $4,881,223; gold
balances $889,145. Governments were firm. State
bonds dull.
The transactions at the Stock Exhange aggregated
269,000 shares, including New York Central 151
shares, Erie 4900 shares, Lake Shore 27,600 shares,
Northwestern 1700 shares, Rock Island 17.700 shares,
Pacific Mail 50,500 shares, St Paul 1700 shares, Ohio
& Mississippi 9300 shares,Western Union 9300 shares,
Wabash 47,700 shares, Uniou Pacific 9300 shares,Panama 3210 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881..124
United States 5-20*8, 1862, ex-div.116$
United States 5-20’s 1864,ex-div.118
United States 5-20’s, 1865, ohl.ex-div.120$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.122
United States 5 20’s, 1867.123$
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
123$
116
United States new 5’s.
United States 10-40 coupon. 117|
Currency 6’s..
123$
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Uniou Telegraph Co—ex diy.77|
Pacific Mail.40}
N V Central and Hudson R. consolidated.105$
Erie.27$
39
Erie preferred.
71?
Michigan Central....
UDion Pacific Stock.
73$
Lake Shore. 70|
Illinois Central, ex-div.104$
Wabash.11$
Chicago & Northwestern. 41
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.54
Chicago & Rock Island..... 104$
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 25$
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail-

JsTEWS.

MARINE

&

4

their
circulaAdvertisement in the PRESS, the
iiou of which, per mouth, exceeds 100,000,
riease tell the

NOTICES.

DU IGIIT €. GOLDtlt A CO.,

FRENCH

Almanac.'..Way 19*
High water.8.00 AM
2.30 AM
Sunsets.....7.14 | Moon sets.
lHiuiai'ire

Eastern Railroad.61$

SPECIAL

SPECIAL NOTICES.

[Maine Railroad.lli$

I3IEID.
Portland Wholesale Markets,
Friday, May 14.—'The grain market shows no
change. Mixed corn Is worth 95 cenls, and yellow 90
cents. Flour is very firm at present prices. Eish are
very scarce. The following quotations for fruit give
an idea of tho market at present:
Peandts—Af., 81 "5:2200; VVil.. #2 5»@3 00; Va.,
-@3 00; Almonds—Ivioa, 23c; Walnuts, I2j @ J4c;

York.

York.. Aspinwall... May 15
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool... .May 18
Westphalia..New York. .Hamburg— May 20

Railroad..62$@63
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.108$

head;

At

Swarming with the Pests.
Omaha, May 14.—Young grasshoppers
Nebraska

15

Chicago Cattle Market*

spatch:

Robbing Peter to Pay Paul.
Philadelphia, May 14.—The Evening Telegraph says it is alleged by reliable parties that
5. Gross Frye, President of the Philadelphia

Glasgow.May

Utopia.New
Henry Oliauncy... New

iiO*iOD 8tOCk 8ii»l.

iSfe'eaaf the Brokers* Board.May 14.
Boston & Maine Railroad offered at.119$

Chicago, May 14.—Cattle market opened firmer;

Congregational

Rct. €!. JB. Bacon Objected to
him as a Trustee.
New York, May 14.—Rev. Geo. B. Bacon, in
a letter to the editor of the
Tribune, explains
his refusal to serve with Henry C. Bowen on the
hoard of trustees af the American Congregational Uuion. He says: N‘My reason for omitting the name of Bowen from the list of trustees was simply that the trustees of the society
ought to be iu some proper sense representative
men iu the churches by which the
society was
sustained. It seemed to me that the trustee
whose name I had proposed to omit was not
such a representative man, hut by general consent he was understood not to represent the
church of which he was a member, (Plymouth
chuich ia Brooklyn) whereas Mr. Henry W.
Sage, whose name 1 had proposed to substitute,
and that
was not liable to any such objection;
he was not a representative man iu virtue of
his business relations, because the large and
important newspaper which he controls owes
irs influence and force very largely 10 the fact
that it is avowedly uot a Congregational newspaper. On these grounds 1 urged the adoption
of the minority nomination. I may be allowed
to add au expression of my regret that a religious society should seem to give its sanction to
the theory ihat offices are in any sort for the
benefit of office holders. I profess myself at a
loss to understand ou what grounds the majority nominations should have been preferred, as
I remarked privately at the close of the meeting, which resulted in leaving me out and iu
leaving in the trustee whose name 1 had proposed to omit. 1 shall find myself greatly assisted in the grace of humility by reflecting
who it is that has been preferred before me. I
am very respectfully yours.
Geo. B Bacon.

__

F OREIGN.

the

ojuuuc

Lake Michigan—Six Men
Cost.

Union.

cue

on

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
J)ate.
Name.
From
For
City of Vera Crna. .New York .Havana.May 13
Prussian.Quebec... Liverpool. ..May 15
Algeria.New York Liverpool ...May 15
Andes.- New York..Hayti, &€.... May 15
May 15
Amerique.New York.. Havre.
City of Berlin.New York.. Liverpool.. May 15
Celtic. New York Liverpool.... May 15

I>a*ly DdineMtic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to Q W
&
Co.
True

Detroit, May 14.—A despatch from South

Various Matters.
Col. Fred D. Grant, eldest son of the President, left here tonight to join the Yellow Stone
expedition, which leaves Bismarck on the 20th
iust.
The Secretary of the Navy today directed
the Marine Band to proceed to Boston to take
part in the Bunker Hill celebration on the 17th
of June.
Commissioner Pratt assumes charge of the
Ioterual ltevenue bureau tomorrow. Ex-Gommissiouer Douglass has decided to open a law
office in this city.

tiuu

town

ed.

parties.

36 uaruv

W1-metlat,ai.i.ir

Brockenr idge’x Condition Unchang-

Gen.

Distiller* and the Uorcrnmcnt Preparing
for a Fight
Information reached here this morning that
the distillers iu Milwaukee had called upon
these of St. Louis to combine with them in
procuring the services of Hon. Matt Carpenter
in response to it Secto obtain their release,
retary Bristow sent despatches to the supervisors at Chicago, St. Louis and Milwaukee informing them that the best legal assistance
will be furnished them in their efforts to couvict those under arrest and the government is
confident of establishing the guilt of all the

Whf

Woods.
on

Pecans. 13@14c; Castanas, 10@12c; Filberts, l2@i4c;
Citron, 28@32c: Currants, 7@9c; Dates, 7@8c, Figs,
14@>18c; Prunes, 10@l2c; Lemons, $5 50@6 00; Oranges, $4 50@5 50.

....

of Cantou, was started ou
the land of Daniel Rathborne on Thursday,
and burned over 1500 to 2000 acres of woodland and pasture, destroying large quantities
of piled wood and timber, and miles of rail
fence, causing a loss estimated at $20,000.

reuumerated.

Bowen

the

HitlTSORn Muv 14.-A fire

consequences.
More Information Offered.
A large number of communications have
been received from different sections from parties offering to furnish proof of fraud, and the
Secretary bae directed all such to furnish the
proof to the proper officers apd if found valuable and used, the parties furnishing it will be

importer ot

wines at No 170 New street, to recover 810,000
duties and penalties for alleged undervaluation
of invoices of sherry wiDe.
The Will af John Harper.
the house of
The will of late head of
&
Harper
Brothers, has been admitted to probate. It gives his property to his widow aud
children, of whom his sous John W. Harper
and Joseph Abner Harper, are members of the
firm of Harper & Bros and appointed executors of the will. There is no bequest of a pub-

Foul Plar nt Sea.
Washington, May 14.—1’lie State Department lias received a communication from Minister Scbenek, that oe has received from Lord
Derby, at tbe suggestion ot tbe lairds of tbe
Committee of the Privy Council, a copy of the
statement made by two seamen of tbe American brig Nellie Hastings, which vessel appears
to bavu beeu abandoned under suspicious cirTbe
cumstances on tbe 13tb of last March.
statement is enclosed, signed by the two seathe
vessel
that
left
Birkeneffect
tbe
men, to
head for Singapore lorded with coal in March,
and that when a few days out the captain said
that site was sinking, and having signalled a
liaik to take tbe men away, remained ou board
himself with tbe chief and second mate, to get
her instruments. The seamen who mado this
declarat on say that while they were going to
the bark they observed that those left on board
tbe brig were using axes on the deck aud shortly afterwards, before the captain and those
with him were taken away, they assert that
the brig was on fire. A statement has been
forwarded to the Treasury Department for auy
action the Secretary may consider proper.

WASHINGTON.

Books Received.
History of the English People.

Ion, Costiveness, Sick Headache, Sour Stomach,
Ieartburn, Pali itation of the Heart, Depressed
take Greek's August
Ipirlts, Biliousness, &c., can
relief and cure. If you
•'lower without getting
and get a sample
loubt this, goto your druggist
It. Regular size
1 rattle for 10 cents and try
will relieve you.
5 cents. Two doses
Wholesale Ageuts.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
TTi&S&weowly
^25

dsntf

{$5oo.oo

reward!

THK

NATIONAL

BOARD

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS
Hereby ofters a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
the detection, conviction and
punishment or the pai

or parties
charged with the crime of arson, in
'h.® Premises situate at No. s Bradford street,
Portland, Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo.
1).
Jost, on November 10th,and again on Dec. 9tli. 1874 :
said reward will l>e
paid only on due proof being
turnisDed tho executive committee of the convictiou
ana actual punishment of said
orimiuals, and expires
l»y limitation iu one year from this date uulcss otherwise ordered.
By order ot the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
vt
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.
dec23*ntf

ty

ROBERT TIIAYEK WILDE,

•*

(

j

^ VILBUR,
my 12

regularly

Chemist, Boston, bold by all druggists!
eodlw

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay bands on them and tncy shall be
healed
ROOM8 11 &U FLl/FNT HI-Ot K.

ilia 4

0ju3iu*
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PRESS.

THE

MOBMIXC. MAY 1A. |S7r'

SATURDAY

TDK PBKS*
ol Fesat the Periodical Depote

May be obtained

and CMshX
Wemwortnios^TB’BKenndr.ck,
ot the sit,.
’that
all

out
trains
BiTZ
At Biddeford. of Pillsbury.
run

At Saco of I., Hodgdon
At Wat erville, of J. s. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and

Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
new AdYerUwmein

i-oru

viil,

5.

pot yesterday
smashed.

fix
Appraisers were in Lewiston Thursday to
the sum the Presumpscot Park Association
should pay the Maine Agricultural Society for
the lumber used in preparing for the fair last
year.
The Lewiston
the early train

b

v^naa-

Sunday

church.
First Second Advent Church, 5G7 Congress
street. Elder T. L. Churchill ot Brookfield, ,N. H.,
wi'l preach Sunday at tho usual hours.
Prayer
meeting at 9 a. m. and 7. p. m. Seats free.
at
11 a.
School
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath
m.preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. F. Morgan. Kvenng service at 7.
Bay Side Parish (Union Church), Knightsville.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p.m.; Preaching at 2 and 74 p. m.
Knigntville at 10$ a. m. Sabbath School at 11} a.
m.
Social meeting 5 p. m.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a’
m. and 3p.ni.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m.; Social
Worship at 7 p. ni. Rev. Geo. R. Leavitt of $Cambrldgepoit, Mass., will preach in this church tomorrow.

Free Baptist CnuRCH.—Rev. C S.
Perkins, pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3p.ra.
Sunday school at 11$ a. m. Young people’s prayer
meeting at 6$ p. m. General prayer meeting at 7.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, Bishop ol tho Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
d a. m. and 0 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
meetings on Thursday evenings at 7$ p. m.
Prayer
All trom sep aud land are invited. Seats free.
St. Paul’s Church, corner oi Congress and Locust street.—Services on Sunday 10$ a. m. aud 3p.
Casco St.

m.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting
Wednesday and Sat urday at 7$ o'c’k P. M., and Sunday at 9 a. m.; at the Bethel, 97 Fore St. ,at 10$ a. m,
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
Services at 1G$ a. m and 7 p. m. Sunday
chool at 3 p. m. The fifty-eighth anniversary exercises of the Second Parish Sunday School will occur
Sunday evening, beginning at 7 o'clock.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.
First Congregational Church Deeding.—

gastor.

Morgan will preach

at

10$

a. m.

Sunday

School Immediately after service.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A, H. Wright,
Pastor. Preaching services at 10$ and at 3. Sunday
School at 1$.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service will
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until furAll
ther notice every Sabbath at 10$ o’clock a. m.
are cordially invited.
First UNiVERSALiST.Congress Square—Rev. W.
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 7$
p. m. Sunday School at 3 u. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p.^m.
A Temperance Meeting at 7$. Free to all.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—The services of this
Society will be held at State St. Church. Preaching
by Rev. J. W. Johnston, at 3 p. m. Sabbath School
iu the

Chapel at

1

Norway.

The Grand TruDk train frightened the horse
of Capt. Dav of Brunswick, at the Eastern deafternoon, and the carriage was

Plymouth Church.—Preaching’at 10$ a. m.by
Rev. A. Blanchard of Cumberland Mills. The evening service |will be omitted on account of the annual meeting of the Bible Society at Chestnut St.

Rev. Mr.

will
attend the circus, and the first that comes
secure the money.
The liesoiutes play with the Haymakers this
afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Henry and McShane of the Portiaud RowiDg
Club will be out next week in a new double

son at

Delicious Notices.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Morning service at 10$ o'clock.
Sunday School at 11.43 a. m. Evening service at 7$.
Rev. J. C. Snow of Auburn will preach to-morrow
on exchange with the pastor.*
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner oi
Wilmot.Rev. W. H. Shaller, pastor.—Sabbath School
1.30 p. m. Preaching 3. Social meeting 7. 30 p. m.
Seats Free.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
me

storm,
o’clock.
The boys are selling their old junk, and the
little girls are endeavoring to dispose of their
second-hand dolls for the means wherewith to

shell.
Mr. Fassett, the architect, is furnishing the
tlie present seaplans for a town hall to be built

To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Madaitie Rentz’s.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Ubotograph UiOoms to I.et.
liiaokSi lk‘j—Anderson’s.
Fenno’B.
®ei.ti'’f!u'.ASs—George
I sha’j-p. M.
yfost
SPECIAL NOTICES
Eastman Bros -Linen Suits.
Cumberland Coal—Wm. E. Dennison’s.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I. O. O. F.—The monthly meeting.
To Let—Two front rooms.
To Let—Front room.
Notice—The coupons.
Siberian Crab Apple Trees—Chapmau’s.
Kid Gloves—Nelson & Co.
Kid Gloves- Davis & Co’s.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Auctiou Sales—Morgan & Dow.
Land at Auction—F. O. Bailey & Co.

preaches to-morrow morning, on
tenings of His followers; Deut.
School session at 12 m.

Brief •lotting!..
The anniversary concert of the 2J Parish
Suoday School postponed on account of the
will occur next Sabbath evening at 7

d. m.

Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. W.
Bradlee pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m.,
by the Pastor. Prayer meetings at 9 a. m., and 7$
p. m. Sunday School at 1$ p. m.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meetings at 2 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m. Sunday School Concert Evening at 7$. Temperance

Journal says it is stated that
that city on the
dow leaving
Maine Central Railroad will soon start from
Winthrop instead of Lewiston. This would be
an arrangement very acceptable to the people
all along the line.
The estimates of the Auditor for contingent
as given
expenses is 825,000 instead of 82500
Last year

yesterday.
ed.

818,000

was

appropriat-

___

The Agency Affair.

/Citizen" in the Advertiser, raised a teapot
tempest respecting the action of the RepubliHe even got
can aldermen Thursday night.
Democratic catch-words of encroachanment, usurpation^ and, if he had written
other sentence one might expected to have
seen the usual figure aDout a iree peupiu uvciawed by aldermanic bayonets. Not being a
lawyer, we shall not pretend to expound the
seven
law; but we beg to suggest tbat five of
aldermen may have some rights, that when the
and
Mayor has appointed one man to an office,
five of the seven do not consent to such appointment, courtesy should lead him to name
another, aud if he cannot do so, he should acthe old

cept their advice.

It is the merest nonsense for ‘'Citizen” to
wish
say that “a great majority of our citizens”
that the appointment of Rev. Horace J. Bradbury should receive the consent or approval of
the board of aldermen. It may doubted if a
‘‘great majority” of them know him, and no

really believes that a small part care anything about aiding this man more than any

one

other.
We understand that Mr. Weeks will close
the agency the night of the 17th, and thus frustrate the design of those who threaten to have
seized if ho attempts to act under
the

liquors

the election of Thursday night
Let us hope that the Board of Mayor aud
Aldermen will take this matter into candid
consideration, consult the proper legal officers
or such authorities as they agree to refer the
matter to, and thus avoid a squabble which
can

only

result in mischief and annoyance.

The Fishing Business.—Owing to the great
scarcity of dry fish the fishtng business has
A number of vessels
got off early aud have had good hauls. The
schooner H. 8. Rowe has just arrived from the

opened unusually

well.

She was
Banks with the first lot of codfish.
gone but three weeks, and bad a remarkable
good catch. All of the wholesale fish dealers
say that they are fitting out twice as many vessels as they did last year. A few dry fish were
in the market yesterday, but still the demand
is much greater than the supply. The prospect
is that the fishermen of this port will make a
profitable season this summer.
Election op Officers.—At the semi-annual meeting of the Portland Catholio Sunday
School Union, held on last evening, the following officers were elected for the ensuing six
T. J. Welsh; Vice

Presi-

months: President,
dent, P. Silver; Recording Seoretary, Hugh
McGowan; Corresponding Secretary, B. 0.

Donahue; Treasurer, P. E' Deoban; Librarian,
P. Garhity; Superintendent St. Dominick’s
n

_1
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meeting Monday evening.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. James McWhinnie pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 7$ p.
m.
Sunday School at close of morning service.

Aloyiius Sunday School, P. Silver. The
business meetings of the society will, in the
future, he held on the first Wednesday of each
month.

(J. 8. Circuit Court.

The Trained Lions and the Great Circos.
Howes & Cushing’s European troupe of first
class equestrians—the best on the road this

St.

_

before judge shepley.

Eugene L. Norton vs. Charles E. Morrill.
2. Matthew H. Merrlam and E. L. Norton vs.
Charles E. Morrill.
These were two bills in equity, founded upon three
letters patent upon the manufacture of shoe binding.
Three patents of the complainants, and seveial held
by the respondent were Involved. Upon one of the
patents of complainants a suit was Instituted in the
District of Massachusetts, and was dismissed for
want or Jurisdiction, in 1872. Salts wore then brought
in Maine and trie! before Mr. Justice Shepley In
April last. This morning the Court delivered an
opinion in favor or the respondent on all the patenls,
with costs.
The opinion sustained the validity of complainant’s
patents, but held that the respondent was practicing
under valid patents of his own, a distinct improvement upon the art. The opinion was very analytical,
stated fully the history of the art, and described accurately the respective processes of the parties. The
subject was dealt with in the Judge’s usually exhaustive manner of dealing with technical causes of
1.

this nature.
A. A. Strout.
Cbauncey Smith of Boston, for compl'ts.
Wm. H. Clifford for resp’t.

Superior
MAY CRIMINAL TERM,

Court.

1875, SYMONDS, J«, PRESIDING.

John McGoldrich. Compound
and
larceny. Retracts former plea of not guilty,
pleads guilty. Sentenced to eleven months’imprisFriday.—State

vs.

county jail.
Libby, County Att’y.

onment in the

State vs. John J. Clark. Receiving stolen goods.
Pleads guilty. Sentenced to eleven months’ imprisonment in county jail.
Libby, Co. Att’y.
State vs. John Kennedy. Breaking and enteriu g
and stealing an overcoat, &c. Pleads guilty.
Libby, Co. Attorney.

State vs'. James U. Flynn. Compound larceny.
Retracts former plea of not guilty, and plead* guilty.
Sentenced to eleven months and twenty days’ im-

prisonment in county Jail.
Libby, Co. Attorney.

Joha Collins. Assault and battery. Retracts former plea of not guilty, and ploads guilty.
Sentence suspended daring good behavior.
O’Donnell.
Libby, Co. Attorney.
Pleads
State vs. Elbridge G. Merrill. Forgery.
State

vs.

guilty. Sentence suspended.
Libby, Co. Attorney.

State vs. Edward Dennison and Willie Bryant. One
indictment for setting lire to the State Reform Scheol(
situated in Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 13, 1875. Chas.
Eastman, who was also indicted for the same offence
pleaded guilty. On trial.
E. S. Brown.
Libby, Co. Attorney.

L^

Heal Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers in this city recorded the past week:
Lot of laud with bnild'mgs thereon on Cross
street, from James Todd to Ambrose Giddings.
Uonsiuerauou ©iuou.

Lot of land on North street
Merrill to George H. Griffin.

from Charles
Consideration

81000.

Lot of land on Congress street from E_ Ponce
Consideration 8845
to Patrick McShea.
Lot of land on Congress street from E. Ponce
to Patrick Sheban. Consideration! 81480
Lot of land with buildings thereon on Green
street from Marriner L. Smith to James F.
Smith. Consideration 8140.
A lot of land on Cbebeague Island from RobCon
ert Hamilton tolHarriet W. Hamilton.

sideration 8100.
Annual Meeting.—Th# annual meeting of
the Bible Society of Maine will be held to-morrow evening at the Cbe3tnut street church,commencing at 7i o’clock. The annual report will
be made by Rev. Dr. Hill of the First Parish
Rev.
church, and addresses will be made by
Mr. Jones of the Chestnut street ebureb, Rev.
Mr.
and

Wright of the St. Lawrence street church,
Rev. Mr.|Dalton of St. Stephen’s church.

Cape Elizabeth,—The following are the
A. Watson,
names of the town committee: E.
Fred H. Harford. Ferry VilTurner’s

Island;

Charles
lage; Charles P. Trickey, Long Creek,
E. Jordan,Spurwink; Charles H. Waterhouse,
Town House Corner.
P. F. L.—No quorum was [present last night,
and the meeting, after listening to a few songs
by David Fonseca, adjourned until next Friday
evening, when the following question will be
discussed: Resolved, That whiskey is more destructive than war.
Bangob Safe Deposit Vault —Bowles &
Merrill, bankers lu Bangor, have just been constructing a safe deposit vault similar to the cue
in this city. F. O. Bailey & Co. of this city,
agent for Hollis Safe an lJLock Company, bavs
the contract for furnishing the outside door to
the vault and the burglar proof safe.
Fair—The Cumberland County
Agricultural Society will hold its annual lair
with the Cumberland Club, Oct. 5, G and 7.
The officers will endeavor to make the exhibiCountv

tion ons of the best ever held in the county.
Fall i articulate will le given hereafter.

season—have advertised to be in Portland on
Friday next, May 21st. Most of the riders and

acrobats, as well as clowns, are entirely new to
this audience, never haviug appeared here since
the company left for Europe some twelve years
ago. Among other attractions in the procession through town on the day of exhibition
will be a living lion at full liberty in the public
streets. The company will
afternoon and evening.

give entertainments

Accidents.—A young man employed at
Lewis, Whitten & Co.’s was lifting a barrel of
beans, yesterday, wheu the barrel slipped and
of the boues of his hand was broken. He
feels had about the accident as he can’t drill.
Thursday night, a man named Kavenagb,

one

who resides on Anderson street, received a
blow from ia falling timber while at work removing the sheds on Grand Trunk wharf, fracturing his skull. He was alive last night, but
it is hardly possible that he can recover. He
lies insensible. He has a family and came from

Montreal._
Drill.—The Montgomery Guards and
the Portland Cadatsare making arrangements
Each company
for their coming drill.
drill two hours every night and are Improving
The

very much. The Cadets will answer the challenge in a few days. The drill will probably
come of in the morning on the Western Promenade. The referees have not been chosen yet,
but it is understood that they are to be out o
town men.

Police Notes.—Some time since a young
the residence of Mr. Chenery at
man entered
Bradley’s Corner, and stole a silver fruit
basket. The police were given a description of
the man, but were unable to find him until yesterday. About noou officer York found a youDg
man

answering

his

description

on

Exchange

street and took him to the station. Mrs. Chenery was sent for and recognized him as the
man who stole the basket.
The Museum.—This afternoon “Fanohon”
will be put on, and judging from the way it
was reoeived Monday evening, it will doubtless
draw a crowded house. The title role will he
In the eveniug
taken by Mis?|Chippendale.
Mr. Byron will take a benefit and will appear
for the last time as "Ferret” in Across the
A large number of seats have
Continent.”

already been sold and those who intend to go
should get their seats early this morning.
Quick Passage.—The schooner Maggie
Dalling has made three passages of late, but 19
days at sea, as follows: She sailed from New
York to Sagua, and thence back to New York
and discharged. She left New York last Wednesday at

one

o’clock

vp<itnritAv mnpnine.

a.

m.,

arriving

This is

here early
considered I'ond

sailing, and any echoouer may be prond of such
a record.
_

Rents Wanted.—There is a great scarcity
of small rents in this city just now. A real
estate broker remarked yesterday that he could
let fifty small rents if he had them, in three
days. A good chance for some one to invest
money in building small tenements.
Personal.

Mr. A. T. Chapman, of Milwaukee, a native
of Gilead, who is well known as a most generous gentleman, was the first to contribute the
sum of 8500 for the relief of tho Oshkosh sufferers.

_•
Paintings.—The exhibition of paintings at
Schumacher’s art gallery preparatory to their
sale next Tuesday needs to bo impressed upon
lovers of art. Mauy of the specimens are from
the easels of artists of established
and will repay a visit.

reputation,

Reform Club.—There will be a special
of the Reform Club this evening.
Every member is requested to be present, as
business of importance will come before them.
All drinking men are invited to be present and

meeting

oiu the Club.
Presumpscot Park.—A director of the Preinforms us that the
sumpscot Park Associatian
for
track is now open, and all who desire, can,
horses on
the present, try tho speed of their
that to-be-famous track. It is a good offer.
Sourn Waterford.—Last Tuesday evening
this quiet little village had a “spell” at Good
Templars’ Hall. Mr L. Hobbs gave out the
w uds, and A. K. Gile and A. H. Roberts acted as umpires. The con.est was between ladies
and gentlemen, the former winning after a
spirited contest. Miss Nellie Gila was the
winner and got the first prize.

Portlander Visits Garibaldi.
Le Cosmopolite, of April 23il a paper pub
lished in Rome, contains an interesting account
Hon Elbridge
of a visit to Gen. Garibaldi.
Gerry of this city was one of the visitors of
A

whom pleasant mention is made.
Arrived at the Villa Casalini outside of Porta Pia, we drove into the garden, whore already
Beveral carriages wtre assembled,the oooupauts
of which had alighted, aud were asking, anxHearing
iously, if they could see Garibaldi.
that he was asleep, enjoying the after-dinner
repose considered so important by Italians, we
drove on further, to the romantic, mediteval,
Ponte Lamentano and the historically famous
Mons Sacer, close by which, a dismantled
bouse recalls to the patriotic the past aud more
warlike days of Garibaldi. Returning from this
peaceful sotitude and these lovely views uf the
Campagua, and entering again the garden of
the General’s temporary home, we were told
that we could soon see him, if we would rvait
until those then talking with him had finished
tbeir visit. We were shown into a room on the
ground floor, the principal furniture of which,
was its recent frescoing and ’ere long were conducted up-stairs, by the porter or cook, with a
white paper-cap on his head. On entering the
where Garibaldi sat, at one end of a long table,
all else remained unnoticed, so attractive was
his fine and expressive lace. His eye, brilliant
and piercing, yet kindly, revealed the indomitable spirit aud power of Italy’s and humanity s
champion, while tne hands, bent back since ten
to
years with the rheumatism, told of courage
bear and forget personal, physical pain, when
so much was to be done for others.
He recieved us with the quiet dignity and
affability which peculiarly belongs to gfeat
UiUU.

present, Hon. El-

yv d American gentleman,
bridge Gerry of Portland, Maine, approached
aud introducing himself remarked, “General;—
as an American I cannot return to my country,
without first paying my respects to a man who
has filled the world with so muoh renown, has
done so much for bis country, and for whom
admy countrymen entertain such profound
miration aod respect.” The General seemed
much gratified, and shook Mr. Gerry s hand
you,
agaiu and again, with an earnest “I thank
I thank you!” As others were waiting, we did
out
having
but
again,
not linger longer,
passed
received however, in this short visit, a lasting
and most agreeable impression of the so de-

servedly distinguished patriot.

The Maine Press.
What

Our Contemporaries

The new editors of

arc

Saying.

the Somerset Reporter

take hold of the work as though they were aocustomed to it. In a|well considered article on
the necessity of two political parties, the Re-

porter says:

The idea ol independency which has had a
certain popularity for the past few years, we
believe is fast dying. Men are becoming con
vinced of its rtal nature; are learning it to be
There is a greater tendency to be
a chimera.
fully avowed as either a Republican ora DemoWe are glad to see this. Our politics are
crat.
in a healthier state. We believe that tho next
party lines
September election will show that iu
this state
are still more clearly defined; that
true
more
has
strougth
the Republican party
Now, how
than it has ever before possessed.
Examining the
shall it be with our county?
vote cast hero for several years past, we find
have
that for years you
given the Republican
Governor a large majority; and while we notice that the county officers have not received
uniformly so large a vote, last year tbe_ ticket
was favored with a strong support which reThis is as it should
sulted in a
_

good majority.

be.

The Ellsworth American owns up squarely
to hard times. It says:
We might as well look things square in the
face. Times are hard. Business don’t improve
Lumber is down, with hut litas was hoped.
tle demand—freights are low, with but few of
them. This state of affairs must bear very se
verely on all classes that depend on labor, as
the price of labor mnst fall.
There are but two remedies, greater industry
If wages fall, men
and greater economy.
If no
must be willing to work for less wages.
employment offers, men must work for themand
greater
selves. The ground can be tilled,
Expenses of living can
crops can be raised.
be reduced, we can eat plainer food aod wear
Dr. Dio Lewis
our old clothes a year longer.
has experimented on economy in food, and insubsist on six
man
can
bodied
an
able
sists that
Thoreau, the
cents a day and $eep healthy.
author, lived for sometime on less than $50 per
Chinaand
shelter.
year for food and clothing
men live on about five cents n day.
We don’t name these rates as those to which
people ought to reduce themselves, but as an
answer to the suggestion that we can’t economise any more. There may be a limit to industry, but there is almost none to economy.
The earnings of one hour can support a family
Wo

A-

nnelninln

ltUtrfl

nrt

wiull

such small allowance, but it is
the duty of every man to bring his expenses
insido his income. If he (‘an’t increase his
This is
earnings he must decrease his livings.
the whole of political economy and the panacea
for all financial troubles.
The bright side of the present dark cloud is
that people are learning economy, and beginning to shrink within their means. The actual
savings are beginning to be more than they
If wages are falling,
times.
were in flush
Prices are gradually
goods are falling also.
Everygetting back to a natural condition.
The
a
hard pan.
down
on
is
thing settling
foundation of business in the future will be
Habsolid. Business operations will be safer.
its of industry aud economy acquired during
the present deptession will bring competence
in tbe future.
The revival is sure to come, and we must
work and wait.

people put

on

Business Notes.
The Houlton Times says that last month
there was transported by rail to Bangor from

Houlton, 1,950 bales of hay; 1,500,000 shingles;
8,850 bushels of potatoes; 2,800 bushels of
oats.
Caleb Estes & Son of Winn, have received
the machinery and boilers for their new steam
mill, and workmen are preparing to set them
up.
The Maine Slate Co. shipped by rail Monday
morning three car loads (abont ten tons each)
of slate, to Portland. Preparations are making
for extensive operations iu the quany at Madison the present season.
Messrs. A. R. Reed & Co. of Waldoboro.will
soon commence to lay the keel of a clipper ship
of 1500 tons. Building in the shipbuilding line
will not be very brisk this summer.
The potato trade in Skowbegan is brisk. Mr.
N. C. Thomas ships, on an average, one car
load (350 bushels) daily to Boston and vicinity
Fifty cents a bushel is the ptice for the be«t.
The Bowdoin Paper Manufacturing Co. are
tbe foundation for the extension to their

laying

mill, which is to be of wood, 30 feet long by 40
feet wide. The company is doing a good business.

Some half dozen vessels are now on the
stocks at Millbridge, to be completed the presThe tonnage will equal that of
ent season.
last year.
A large amount of business is being done In
tbe stave mills at Hiram.
Tbe Lewiston Journal says that tbe Auburn
shipments of shoos during the past week have
been 1230 cases, and the receipts of leather 62,The shipments during the week
932

pounds.
previous were 1352 cases, aud the receipts 23,G61 pounds of leather. On leather work orders
the spring
are pretty generally about filled and
trade nearly closed. Ou serge there is considerable activity in closing up the late orders.
dealOwing to the depressed state of business,
last moers have held back their orders to the
have
ment, |then rushed them in expecting to
They are sometimes

them filled immediately.
disappointed in this.

Itev. Heury C. Holsington. of Embden,
ceeds Rev Thomas Kinney in the pastorate of
the Freewill Baptist church of Milo, and Mr.
Fred J. Bicknell, late of Colby University fills
the vacancy in tho pu'pit of the Baptist church
occasioned by the removal of Rev. \V. E.
Noyes.

Congregational

month.
Gov. Coburn has given the ladies of Bingham
$75 to assist in painting tho church. Many
churches would find it difficult to get along
without him.
Rev. T. G. Moses of the North Christian
church in Eastport, baptized eight persons last

into Maine.

We also notice that nearly one-fourth of all
life business transacted in the state by
thirty-three companies was done by the Equitable, that is, that it did nearly eight times the
average amount of all the companies.
It does not seem so strange that men prefer
the Equitable when its strength of $27,000,000
its income aunually of $10,000,000 and its surplus of $4,000,000 are taken into account. It
issues all the ordinary forms of policies that
first class companies do, also the Tontine which

Secretary
e
decision contained in the last circular..
subordinates
several
after
took up the subject
had been unable to agree upon the question,
of
and decided it after a careful examination
the law.

__

Testimonial to Judge Cutting.—The Whig
Penobscot Bar
says that the members of the
subAssociation, wishing to testify in some

stantial

is very attractive to
ment

to their high appreciation of

manner

the eminent

Associate
ting, during his twenty-one years as
of
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
Maine, which should also serve as a reminder
nf the cordial character of their personal rela-

jeweler,

as

much

of

efficiency

from the

the

STATE NEWS.

NECK TIES.
33 cents,

The owners of Lewiston dogs whose masters
have not paid the license for such a luxury are
being looked after by a special policeman.
The North Star is informed that the Granges
Mr.
recently organized in that vicinity by are
Knight are in a flourishing condition, and
receiving additions to their numbers.

constantly

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
The Bridgton News says that Eben Smith,
after twenly-two weeks of painful illness, reat
sulting from the bite of a cat, is now lying
the point of death, at the abode of C. O. Kilbom, in Bridgton.
There is a prospect of considerable building
operations in Bridgton the piesent season.
The Johns, Mead & Hill of North Bridgton,
have made arrangements to go to Norway
some time during this month to briDg to Long
Lake a portion of the trout and salmon which
are intended for Sebago waters.
Very few of the Harrison farmers will plant
sweat corn this year, on account of the Portland Packing Company having reduced the
price to 3£ cents per can.
Caterpillars* nests which abound in the fru t
trees, lead the minds of tho Harrison farmers
to sad forebodings.
The Bridgton News says that the Lake Side
Grange of Harrison, and tho B^ar inMountain
sending
Grange of Waterford, which united
to the West for a car load of flour a short time
since, have got a good article of the staff of
life at a large discount.
There is in Naples an old hen, the property
of Captain James Chute, whose exploits are
something wonderful. The latest was the produetion of an egg measuring 8£ byflj inches,
and containing inside aa egg of common size,
the Bridgton
perfect shell and all. We have
News as our authority, and it isn’t iu the fishy
business.
Bridgton’s initial thunder shower for the sealoud
son occurring last Saturday night, was a
like an
one, the thunder waking the people
The
immense weight falling upon, the roof.
Dyer a
lightning struck a tree in Christopher tore
up
field, split it and falling to the ground
boulders and plouehedthe ground for some
distance. The tree was forty feet high, yet the
struck it twenty-live feet from the

lightning

ground.

is the Corticelli Sewmachine sewing. Ir is far
superior to anything of the kind|in the market,
and on spools of one hundred yards.

j

Two men named Grindle of Penobscot, pawed and edged in twelve hours 9027 staves—so
G.
says the American, which is usually on its

Washington.

Parasols !

COUNTY.

KNOX COUNTY.

Rockland Gazette says that the next
quarterly session of the Knox County Lodge
of Good Templars will be held at South Warren, oa Tkursday of next week, the 20th inst.
The Knox & Lincoln Railroad run very near
the place of meeting.
Work on tbe excavation for the foundation of
the new Umversalist church at Rockland has
been begun
A patent of medicine dealer| of Rockland
owns a valuable coach dog whose death have
lately begun to decay through old age. His
owner has accordingly had them filled by a
Rockland dentist.
The total tax of Rockland the present year
is $109,410.70, against $105,516.14 last year
The

and good specimens of ore are exhibited.
A grand spelling match is proposed between
Foxcroft and Dover on the one side and Dexter
The first men of the town are
on the other.
arranging tbe preliminaries.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Commercial says that the world renowned Daniel Pratt, tbe great American traveller.
the studeuts of the Bangor Theological
emiuary a visit Thursday, and after dinner
favored them with a harangue.

gaid

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The Somerset Reporter says that Carrabas«et
Lodge No. 31,1. O. O. F.,of SkowhcgaB, is at
present enjoying a very prosperous season.
They are having quite an accession to their
numbers and of very good materia).
The Reporter reports considerable sickness in
Skowhegan of quite a severe type.
Memorial Day will be celebrated Saturday,
the 29th. Rev. Mr. Ayer will deliver the oration.
Madison is in a financial muddle. Its people
don’t kuow whether they have been cheated or
not.
They find that they owe three times as
much as the town report says. As they can’t
come at it themselves Judge Dascomb and Hon.
Wm. Philbrick of SkowhegaD have been called
in.
COUNTY.

Capt. Frank Cochran of Searsport, master of
the bark Carrie Wyman, died suddenly in Philadelphia on Tuesday morning.
Poppo

arn

tallrinrr

rtf ofapHnO'

cheese factory.
On the 28th alt., a four years old daughter
of Martin Grant of Marion, lost its life by its
clothes taking from a fire built by children In
their door yard.
a

Two
Black silk parasols at 75c,|$1, $1.25.
button kid glovos, 60c, $1, $1.50. Corsets, 35c,
50c, 75c to $3. French paniers at Anderson’s
New York CorsetjStore, 436 .Congress street, 3
Ladies should visit the store of Davis & Co.
for all kinds of fancy goods, as they have almost everything a body can ask for in their line.
aDd of the first quality. They also keep a full
line of the Thomson seamless kid gloves.
Eastman & Co. remind the dry goods purchasing public that they are still in the busiTheir fine goods may be seen
ness in earnest.
534

Congress street.

I shall sell all my best
yard for a few days only.
mayl5 2t

at 8 cents per
P. M. Fbost.

let,over F. Sweetsirs,
Square. Enquire at Timmons’ oysmayl5 2t

Photograph Rooms to

_

Notice.—One and all will please take notice
that Dr. Swift, 1 and 2 Fluent Block, can be
seen at his office from 9 to
and from 2 to 5.

12,

Other hours engaged to outside

practice.

—

AND

—

DIRECTORS

AND

a Miiperior nnHorlineiil of
the celebrated

We have

now

TUOMSOK’S SEAMLESS

Color* an well as quality Miiperior to all
other makes. On large €»oo<Im we hare
the exclusive sale, aud ore to be found

only with

i

DAVIS & CO.

SHAREHOLDERS:

Buttons!

BARGAINS'
—

Elegant Carriages,
Cheap Carriages !
100 Carriages of different mantactnre much below the builders’
Prices. Call and see them.

Horse and Carriage Mart,
PLUM STREET.
___(12w

AND $7.00

FOR

REAL HAIR SWITCHES

Combings Picked Out and Woatyen.
satis-

SMITH,
653 1-2 Congress,one door above Oak St.,
P

UP STAIRS.

llTiT7K’K_H

AIR PTTTTI'VfJ.

In connection with my Hair Dressing and Hair
work rooms I have fitted a room for Ladies’ and Children’s Hair Catting, which Is entirely sepaiate from

the Gents’

room.

j. p. SMITH.
5531-2 Congress, one door above Oak St.
deod2w*

my4

HAVE THOSE SOILED

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c„ &c.

SHIP’S

undersigned is now prepared to furnish cut
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity

THE
and at tho shortest notice.

The workmen employed are men of experienco and
are as skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application bv mail.
My terms are as low us can be obtained
in the country.

Exchange Street, Portland

4

ap29__dtt^
DAI

MADE

LV

AT

Lisk & Weston’s Flour Mill
—

UNION

than

can

T.ARGrE and nice,

75 cents each—one half their worth-at

at

Chapman’* Nursery,
CAPI-IC ROAD, DIEBINU.
my15

Fine Feed and

BY rooms, furnishedand

or

large

rooms must be
erences satisfactory.

An assortment of vases for lawns
teries, for sale by Kendall & Whitney.

L.

First-Class,

or

R., Press Office.

others wanted

none

Address
dlw

myl5

1. O. O. F.
The monthly meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
Relief Association will be held at Odd Follows*
Hall, TUESDAY EVENING, May 18, at 7J o’clock.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec.
Per order,
myl5d3t

To Let
front rooms connected, with or without
board. Also room for ouo lady boarder. Enmy!5dlw*
quire at 133 Pearl street.

TWO

To Lei.

FRONT
side).

myll

Opp. H. II. Hay & Co.’s.

—

Middlings,
Constantly

on

Beal Estate

1>AVIS,

and

Loan

YOU

FINE

ASSORTMENT
OF

C. J. WHEELER,
No. 5 Washington Building,

providence, r. i.

pair.

AT

—

market.

&

IN-

Fringes, Trimmings & Ruches,
VEKIT

LOW

PRICES.

169 MIDDLE STREET.

CONGRESS ST. COR. RROWN.
The Finest Country Seat in Cumberland County for Sale.
tine trees.
noble old mansion surrounded
rural
with sunny exposure, and
in
the
Place,
Col. Tyng
Gorham,
views, known as
seven miles from Portland, one mile from Sacoarappa, but three minutes’ walk from crossing of
Portland & Rochester railroad. The farm consists
of 80 acres of land, cuts 40 tons of bay, is supplied
with Sebago water, and is by far the most desirable
and valuable place to be purchased 4u the vicinity
of Portland. Apply to UPHAM Ss GARDINER,

by
delightful

THE

mylleodlmls

street._

MILLINERY.

E

HRS.

II

•

DRES8 MAKING.

Hiss M. JK. Clay having returned from Boston,
will resume business at the above store, where she
ond Mrs. Rand will be pleased to recieve their

my14dlw*

patrons.

60

cent* u
—

AT

pair

N. 0 CRAIN,

latf___
Notice.
connectfMl with a
the Gontleman
wholesale stable on Federal Street who called
a little dog,
about
at Eastern depot twu weeks since

please

call

who Is

rru't,

Por Sale.

A

mylldtf

PLEASURE YACHT. Apply
B. W. JOhliSt
llarbor Master.

Private Nale.

Al

& Co. arc agents lor the pale of Herring & Parrel’s champion Safes,‘‘Wiegands’* Patent Sectional
Steam Boiler, “Haskins" Steam Eneinos, “Blakes"
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant” Chemical
Fire Engine,
M.

Portland & Worcester
A Steamboat

ifTrio
AAVJJJJkJ

Express Train

leaves Portland at

Itt.

1».

2.30

London, connectdaily, Sundays excepted,
same
ing with tho Steamers of the Norwich Line
for
evening
for New

ViYRTi'

ATFW

arriving there early the next morning In
for morning trains South and West.

ample time

No change of Cars Between Port*
land and New London.
Junction to

11 DOLLARS.
Slate Booms on tho elegant Steamers City of
and City of Now York, can be secured ill advance, at the Treasurer's Office, 91 Middle street,
from 9 a. m., to 1 [>. m., and at. tho Depot, from 2 p.
the
m., until train time, aud of the Conductor on

Boston

leaviug at

5

a.

m., and

TURNER.

II.

W.

Supt. I*. A R. R. Ik*

STOCK OF

dial!

mvl

8,11

D. W.CLARK & CO.

Evergreen,

No* 17 Market Street.

mn

Ornamental

—

tho Bast.

436 CONGRESS STREET,
3 doors below United States Hotel.
A LARGE

AND

London with Steamboat train

ANDEKSOK’S

Grape Vines, Flowering Shrubs, Roses.
Hedge Plants, &c.
For sale at CHAPMAN’S
CAPISIC ROAD, DEERINU.

Nl'BSKKY,
myl3d3t

DRESS MAKING.

Thu past long cold winter favoring the
cutting and ntoragu of Ian uuuftunlly large
Mtoi-kof Ire, we oifur it to our cifilomen
at the following

MISS LENNIE R. MARTIN,
Would inform her friends and lormcr patrons, (hat
she has returned from New Vork. and taken the
Rooms formerly occupied by Miss Newton, at No56:! I -2 Coourrsi. SI., where she will be happy to
meet them, and receive orders for work for the present

season.___myldeodlm

Bonds and Mortgages.
selected Wester. Municipal Bond*
at-

Schooner

PACKETfreight apply
For

Isaac Rich, Capt. Studlcy.

to

J. NICKERAON.
US Commercial Nlreel.

myl3d3t

CARPET

BEATING,

CLEANING and Jobbing done by M.
Order Slate at the Daily Press
Office.
promptly attended to. Residence
aprltf
15
at No.
Washington St.

WINDOW
C. MAES.
All orders

Now

Landing

sale very low 100,000 feet dry pine outs,
100,000 fret dry spruce boards.
RUFUS DEERINU & CO.
Hobson's Wharf, May 8,1813.
inylQMw

AND

for

RATES:

REDUCED
Season

Prices for 1N73, for Fau.*slie* and
Office*.

10 11 r.
15
20 •«

daily,

from

it

4k

June to October 1,.$3.00
“. 7.00
*4
44
*1
41.

MONTHLY PRICES.

Mortgages and Trust Deeds.

FOB BALTIMORE.

again.myl3<13i

FINE
to

UCTIOMEERS

A

arriving in Portland at 1.18 p. m.
Close conneclions made at Westbrook Junction
with trains ol the Maine Central Road to and from

—

NEW YORK CORSET STORE,

PURE

I C E

WILL

MORGAN & CO..

Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., couneettagat New

TWO-BUTTON KID CLOVES

auglITnTh&Slv2QP_% Middlest.

Furnished and Shipped by

mylSdtl

Fare from Portland or Westbrook
New York and Kcturu,

RAND,

and Remittances promptly
Inquiries, Collections CHARLES
M. HA\V RES,
tended to.

CARGOES OF

Regular Salea of Furniture. Groceries ami General
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Saleroom No.
8 Exchange street, commencing at 10J o'clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.

Rtf

and Real Estate
CAREFULLY

ICE.

M. G. DOW.

A. M. MORGAN.

MOORE,

—

SYVEETSIR& MERRILL’S
ALL AT

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,
Nalearoom No. 18 Exchange at.

auld

We viah lo call particnlnr miction to
out large naaortment of Kngliah and German I.tale thread glovca for Indie*, gent*
nud children. Many of the style* nre entirely new nnd lit the hnnd much better
ihnn nny glove* ercr before offered iu Ibi*

OWEN

DOW,

&

No. 18 Exchange St., Portland.

“Lisle Thread Gloves”

1ST OYELTIES
—

AUCTION SALES-

Commission Merchants,

Collars, 15 & 20 cts. each,

Agency,

WILL FINIt A

—

each

conVillage,
sisting ot a full line of Groceiies, Dry and Fancy
Goods. Boots and Shoes, Hats and Caps, Hard Ware.
Carpets, Paper Hangings, Curtains, &c.
This is one of the largest Stocks of the kind in
the vicinity of Portland, valued at about #10,000.
The Goods are fresh, of first quality and wellseiected.
Sale commences Monday morning, May 24tb, at 10
o'clock and will continue day alter uay until sold.
F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Aaclieaeera.
myl4dtd

—

_

PLASTER,

II.
RAYMOND,
dtf
SACCABAPPA.

—

2 5& 37 1-2 cts. per

until the stock is all

day
continuing
at store of K. tt. York & Co., In YarANDsold,
the entire stock In said store

mouth

MANUFACTURERS’ PRICES

Cuffs,

on

Portland. May 13th.

my!4*13t*

BROWN’S BLOCKgpeodly
1ZM_

all to be sold at wholesale and retail at prices warranted to give satisfaction.

GEO.

AT

A

COUNTRY STORE,

has removed to
438 Congress 8t., Just below the Cniled
8 tales Hotel.

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, interest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
and ou shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. It.

Rtf

Collars and Cuffs!

mylSdtf

To Loan on First Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit,

aim v aiuaum otuuiv

MORGAN

GENTS'

Exchange

$30,000

niul Ifnlnniiln Clnn;

nn/Yin

THEM.

SEE

RIMES BROS.,

ROOM No. 563J Congress street, (sunny

v

we

MAY 24th, 1875, at
10 o’clock A. M.,

my!4

Graham Flour and

apr29

unfurnished.

facing south

3 to 0
Two of the
west. Ref-

Address

Upholsterers wanted.
X, Press Office.

Flour, Corn, Meal, Oats, fresh ground
GROUND

It

TeDeincnt Wanted.
gentleman and wife a tenement of from

WKDNKSDAY, May 19th. at 13 o’clock M.’
of land, situated on
St., adjoining the property
No. 22. It 18 40 feet on Street running back about
DO feet. Term* at Sale. A deposit of $200 will be
required of purchaser.
F. O. ^BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.
d$t
myl3

shall sell the A
ON
Eastern side ef Melbourne

Less than Wholesale Prices

jaKeodly*3m

FROM

bo found in this vicinity,
hand,

of
preNational

LAND AT AUCTION.

MONDAY,

—

on

at
the First
Hank, Portland.
DANIEL D. CHENERY,
Treasurer of Deerinsr.
my15d3t
Deeriug, May 14th, 1875.

Selling

iny!4dfrl

Commencing

MIDDLE STREET
town

Table

BY AUCTION.

These Goods were bought last
week for Cash on the counter,
and will be sold

AND

Sitting

top

and card Tables, Chamber sets, Mattresses, Feather
Beds, Spring Beds, Brusselle and Ingrain Carpets,
Secretary, Extension Table. Crockerv and Glass
Ware, together with the Kite ten Furniture.
F. O. ftSAILb.lt Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

OF

Spring Dress Goods.
COME

at Hou»e

at 10 A.

Laigo

—Am>—

SRE^tow

coupons of the

The

dl,2m

Lyons BlackSilks

Ilonse,

NOTICE.

BEST MISSOURI WHITE WHEAT,
A Better Quality of

Shorts,

at

Dye

M„
May,18tb,
ON 24TUKSDAY
Tyng Street,we shall sell Parlor and
Room Furniture In Haircloth. Marble

—

OF

our

dtw

my 15

myU_dttt
Furniture, Carpets, Ac., at Anciion.

STOCK
—

largo and

LOWEST.

day

A

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers

F. «.

Open This I>ay

Will

May

Machine.

RINES~BROS.
NEW

Our Marcbioness'Corset gives perfect satisfaction,
being made with the Victor Steels, which will not
break, makes them more durable than others, and
for ease and comfort they are unsurpassed,

Foster’s

by Dampness,

I
Tuesday, May 11th !

—

is very

PRICES ARE THE

CUT GLASS
FOR

goods

sold, at 3 1-3

me

dtf

ON

“

endless variety.

Our stock of these

All kinds of Hair and Wig work repaired
factory prices. Save Ibis advertisement and I’ll allow you 25 cents for it.

rimr

CO.’S.

WORSTEDS, &c.,

GIMPS,

until all

1-2 P. M. each day.

TUESDAY.
18th, at 2 o'clock P. M., at
House occupied by E. A. Joy Esq., head of
Pleasant street. Deeriug, six Remington Sewing
Machines, twelve Sewing Machines of difterent
make, among them one very tine Cabinet Domestic

Grease or noil of any kind can be rumored from it by the u»e of woap and water
without affecting the colors which are war
ranted permanent.

—

DAVIS &

of my own make, made of the best French hair and
warranted natural colors. Ladies call and seo them.

J

HOSE

AT

on

commence

SEWIJiG xMACHINES AT AUCTION*

Fresco

Marrett,Bailey&Co.

SIBERIAN CRAB APPLE TREES,
Useful and Ornamental,
Yellow, Red and Translucent.

CARRIAGES.

—

perfect Substitute for
Fainting in Oil.

Having been appointed agents in Portland
sale of the above, we respectfully invite the attention
outlie public to its extraordinary merit*.

Children’s

aud

sentation

Information address

COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,

“ONLY $5.00

A

aprJ

Deeriug bond- will be paid

_

roy8

WASHABLE IIS

for tbs

OPENED,

Misses’

—

The Painting* are now on exhibition nt
place of sale, and the public arc cordially invited to call and innpect them.
F. O. Bailey A Co.4 Auctioneers.

Can be placed npon the wall for one fourth
the cost of Fresco Fainting in Oil.

PARASOLS ! !

New and AtlrneliTC nssortmenl of

Ladies’,

continuing,

and 7

Defects In the Plastering
which no Oil Painting will do.

Neck Ruftlings,

ap2i34

and

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

Pressed every

Portland.

A. W. COOMBS, Secretary.

IN

OIL painted

TUB

Deeriug Block,

No. 5

St Covers

Fancy Ties,

PARASOLS !

AT

of Messrs. Sohumacher

Gallery

to

Is not Affected

Or Faded Garments Cleansed or Dyed) and
Pressed by
WORKMEN OF EXPERIENCE.
Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed or Dyed, and

Awn

PAINTINGS

Tuesday, May 18th, at 8 1-2 P. M.,

us.

CORSETS I

h. D. M. SWEAT, President

—

OF

myll

GLOVES !

KID

—

myll

SALE

—

Bros.,

New.

Something

KID GLOVES.

Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

or

Paintings

FOURTH ANNUAL

illmis

—

Malta and Yak Laces !

William E. Gonld,
William Hammond,
William G. Davis,
Frank Noyes,
W. H. Anderson,
A. W. Coombs,
J
L. D. M. Sweat,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan,
Anson P. Morrill, Keadheld,*

A. W.

STREET.

EXCHANGE

98

my5

—

AUCTION.

BY

my

—

H. J. Libby,
Jacob MeLellan,
Philip H. Brown,

IE®*For circulars

NO.

OF

Fine Oil

OIL

Just above the Pseble House.dlw
15

Exchange Street,

John Museey,
F. K. Swan,

Wood

Congress Street,

In

■VA.TJ LTS
■1AOT1

STYLE.

Art

495

FRINGES,

Burglar-Proof
97

TOP

TIP

Kelson & Co.,

QE W8PAPE B AD VE BTIS1NG AGENT

_

and ceme-

myl4-St

ITS

IMPORTANT SALE

—

FAKCY

of Valuables
THE

dtd

12

—

MATHIAS’,

—

Fire Proof

prints

_

my8-tf

,

t

C. H. FARLEY,

Nelson & Co. advertise this morning a new
stock of goods, and good bargains of course.
Remember the place, 495 Congress stree t.

15 Market
ter house.

IN

Twilled

Full lines of

AND

—

*

doors below U. S. Hotel.

and

JEWELRY, PERFUMES,
BACK COMBS,
BONNET SASHES,
LACE TIES.

Rental of Safes,

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
nlliwona of

In

—

—

Organ, made by Small & Knight, nearly new. six
Remington Sewing Machines new, twelve Daunts*
Sewing Machine new. Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*
in y

REMEMBER TIIE PEACE, IT IN AT

Laces,

an act of the Legfelalnre
of JXlaiuc 1875,

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Monroe & Littlefield of Abbot sold a Gilbreth Knox colt recently to Boston parties for

$2000.
Preliminary surveys for the purpose of locating the Brownville branch of the Bangor and
Piscataquis railroads are under way.
Work is going on at the Guilford silver mine,

Boiled

JUST

Safe-keeping

$40,

water in house, £ acre of land on which are some
line fruits trees. «&c.
The abovo property la well
situated on the direct line of the Horse B. B., and
is valuable lor occupancy or investment.

GOODS

IMPORTED
AND

shall sell ou the premises on TUESDAY,May
18th, at 2 i>. in., the property situated Just
beyond head of Pleasant Street, on road to cemetery
and known as the File's Property, recently occupied
by E. A. Jov Ewj. The house contains 8 rooms well
arranged with stable connected, good cellar, good

—

Snuff

THE

FOR TUB

good

a

OF

MADE

IN

mylOd&wlw.

—

get

cun

isusincss suit ior $zo,

—

_

|.

where you

for 30 cents,

of Arahy are not spicier than the
aroma which the fragraut SOZODONT imthe
parts to the breath. Nor is the heart of
ivory nut whiter than the teeth that are cleaned
daily with that matohless fluid.

his death.

The Kennebec Journal says that Madam
D’Artheny’s beautiful horse Young Fearnaught
was offered at auction in Augusta, Thursday,
but no sale was effected, and the sale was postwas
poned till Wednesday next. Only $875 value
offered, while good horsemen placed the
ol the animal at about $4000.

tP1»/v

sight, but German

id Safe

Desirable Real Estate in

WE

Exchange Street,

The best Balbriggan iti the city

gales

The

S. MATHIAS’,

I

Dress Suit for

_

Catarrh affects the
will cure you.

The American says that James E. Larkin, a
journeyman tailor of Ellsworth, died very suddenly on Friday night. Mr. L. was at times an
intemperate man, and for some days had been
drinking to excess, which, it is thought, tended
KENNEBEC

oclO-lyS

Mauagers.

Ties

HOSIERY I

or

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance and expense of cariage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at an expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements. European Plan. The RESTAURANTS,
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
•moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for all
parts of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

for FTn.nPOP.lr POlintV.

to cause

preferred

Universally

ON

All

m.

myl3tf

Chartered by

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Ellsworth American says that experienced teachers are much needed in Ellsworth for
the summer schools.
The ice is not yet out of the roods in Hancock county, and but little farming bas as yet
been don*.
The teachers of Ellsworth are taking steps
towards the formation of an Educational Assoi>iafinn

till 0 p.

_

ing Silk for hand

—

Deering
_A_T ^AUCTION.

98

Handles.
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BUT
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oiaies noun

Helflshoeaa.
While some seek others’ happiuess,
Far greater number seek their own;
Few seek bow others they may bless,
Content to live for ‘‘self alone.”
Such seem to us to be unwise,
And soon or later they will see
That they have lost the greatest “prize,”
By spending life so selfishly.
To boys who wish for better “clothes,”
Let parents oft this ‘hint” repeat,
And buy their “clothes” at George Fenno’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street,
Boston.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Lace

Assortment

Large

&c.,

CARPETS,

SATURDAY, May ISth, at 10 a. m., at Salesroent 176 Fore Street, we shall sell 25 Carpets,
consisting ot Velvet, Tapestry, Ingrain and Hemp,
2 Parlor suits. Chamber sets, together with a large
assortment uf House keeping Goods.
F. O. UAIliEV <V UO., Auctioneer**
my!3
d4t

3 for 90 ccatts.

or

the great Magnetic Healer and
from 9 a.

FURNITURE,

—

LEAVE YOUR ORDER

Dr.

Tuesday,

THOSE

yard long,

obbc

Souptc
Silk, Bone, Uoru and

every

PAY

Exorbitant Prices!
Best Wiaidsor Silk,

a, w. allut.

Regular sale of FurnJturu and Clmeral Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 170 Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. m.
ocSdtf
Consignments solicited.

AT AUCTION.

259 Middle Street, Portland.

chronic diseases cured.

but mainly of wooden buildings.

DON’T
—

my4tf

at the umteu

(Offlcv 13 BiOmic SuwW
r, o.

lor 63 ecu's.

preserving

1873 and 1874.
want of a Refrigerator should not
fail to call and examine them at the Wheeler
& Wilson Sewing Machine Rooms.
J. L. Hayden, Gen. Agent for Maine,

Newton,

Salesroom 170 Fore Street,

Alexandre 2-BbbHobi, nice Shades

Those in

Clairvoyant, will be

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

fifirGLOVES!

Institute,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Journal says that the foundation of the
in Auburn is
new Universalist church edifice
cow in place and the lot has been graded.
Work on the superstructure will go on rapidly.
The Journal says that It is not probable that
the production of bricks in Lewiston will be so
There
large this year as it was last season.
will be considerable building in the vicinity,

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exoeeds 100,000.

power.
The highest awards over all competitors at
the last annual Exhibitions of the American

Daniel White.

AUCTION SALESI

MISCELLANEOUS

invest-

an

provision of nature; for below this point, even
one degree of temperature, all vegetablo life
will be destroyed, and every degree of temperature added above that point, only deducts so

to the

tions, have purchased for presentation
venerable ex-Judge a valuable silver tea-set. It
Is of a handsome and somewhat novel pattern,
and contains six pieces—a coffee pot, tea pot,
hot water pitcher, sugar bowl, creamer and
well
slop bowl. The set was furnished by the
known

capitalists

The Alleqretti Iceberg.—Tho “Iceberg”
is the only Refrigerator scientifically constructed so as to secure the one absolutely preserving
temperature which nature provides in its supply of ice; namely, 32 degrees Fahrenheit. No
invention of man can ever hope to excel this

of Hon. Jonas Cut-

public services

us

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

the

violated.

F. 0. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock
this morniDg at salesroom, 176 Fore street, a
See adverlarge lot of furniture and carpets.
tisement in auction column.

and

that the general business depression had no visible influence with the success of his agency during 1874, thus showing
that the Equitable must be exceedingly popular.

the subjeot that there could be any reopening
It is not now known that
of the question.
Portland
there can be, but the merchants of
interests
still protest that their commercial
and the
this
order,
by
Will be seriously injured
revocaits
that
insists
by
collector of Vermont
and the law
tion his lees would be diminished
Bristow himself made the

Rev. G. P. Matthews, pastor of the Baptist
church of Tbomaston, baptized ten persons on
Sunday last.
The quarterly meetiug held with the Baptist
church 1U South Tbomaston, ou Tuesday and
Wednesday oi last week was of great interest.
The church was organized 92 years ago, and
the denomination this
was the first church of
siJe of the Kennebec river. Tbe meeting hou e
was built y) years ago, having been since rebuilt, partly from the old materials.

chusetts with a daughter of Gov. Vaughan; a
house
severe storm detained her at the Gov.’s
at liirtsmoutb, several days, and at the Gov.’s
table she was first offered tea. The young lady
followed Madame Vaughan’s example,but addcarried it to her lips.
ing sugar and cream,
She afterwards purchased a pound of tea for a
and saucers,
guinea, sent to Boston for cups
thus introTlucod the first tea and tea set

Mr. J. F. Clark. General Manager for tho

State, informs

Secretary

at

Maj.

the list both In amount of new business and in
the Increase of premium receipts.

of the Island Pond decision. Blaine represents
and
matter the interests of Portland,
of
Senator Edmunds the antagonistic interests
time
It was not expected at the
Vermont.
Bristow issued his last circular upon

Sabbath.

First Tea Drank in Maine.—The first tea
drank in Maine was made on Cutts’ Islandt
A daughter of
Kittery, about 150 years ago.
Cutts was returning from school in Massa-

Assurance Society of the United Stales heads

in this

suc-

The religious interest In the western section
of Saco, about the Boom and New roads is increasing, and houses where the meetings aie
held are filled with peop'e. It is proposed to
extend the meetings to the Buxton road.
Rev. J. Boyd,of Taunton, Mass., who has
Baptist
supplied the pulpit of tho Freewill
church for several Sundays past, has accepted
a call to become its pastor.
Rev. N. W. Grover closes his labors with tho
cnurch in Bethel, this
firsi

printed

Secretary

WALDO

Religious Intelligence.
Tbe Baptists of Fairfield have purchased a
lot for $1000, and |are to proceed immediately
to tho erection of a chapel to cost some $2000.

We notice by the “Abstract Life Chart” just
from the official returns of the different insurance companies doing a life business
in Maine the past year, that the Equitable Life

desThe Island Pond Contbovebsv.—A
Ex-Speake
Journal
says
Boston
the
to
patch
Vermont
Blaine and Senator Edmunds of
with
Thursday afternoon had a long interview
of the Treasury upon the subject
the

Monthly

rates

10
15
20

to all not Inking lee
four months.

apply

the whole season,

or

lbs. daily, tier month,.$1.50
*•
57
44
44
2 00
14

4<

44

44

2.30

rtf. B.—Customer* supplied
nt proportionate rales.

for the yenr
ap!3distf

^GRIADSTOMES.
A large assortment of superior Bay
Nova Scotia Grindstones for sale at

WHOLESALE
—

AMS
BY

do Chaleur aud

RETAIL

—

PHILIP DOWNING,
myl2d&wlm»
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Translated for the Pres»a from the French ct Erck

alone, he asked me if any person
ly, had died of lung diseases and

maun-Chatrian,]

The Story of

a

I assured

side, or
disease,

him that never, neither on my own
that of my wife had we known such

Brigadier Frederic.

The

in our famias

Firiirhuinu It Dated by tfce
Grrmaiu.

(COXCLBDED.)
CHAPTER XXV.

So George, after the loss of my place aud
property, acquired by thirty years’ labor,
economy aud service, alter the loss of our
dear country, of our old parents and friends,
I bad one consolation, my daughter remained
to me. my good courageos child who smiled in
spite of her anxieties, grief, aud suffering

he said to me:
“I believe you; Your daughter is very well
formed. She is a strong beautiful girl; but
then there must have been some accident, a
fall or something of the kind, to have
thrown her into this state. She is hiding it

perhaps. It is absolutely necessary
should know it.”
Then I called Marie Rose, aud the Doctor
asked her if some weeks previous she did not
recollect falliug or hurting herself seriously in
some way, telling her he should write his
prescription in accordance with her reply—
from you

that

we

when she saw me disturbed. It overcomes
when I think of it. I reproach myself
that I allowed my desolation to appear; of
not having been able to conquer my hatred
toward those who had reduced us to this
state. Ah! it is easy to be cheerful when
nothing troubles you, but in need iu a for-

and that her life depended on it.
Then Marie Rose acknowledged that the
dav when the Germans came to take away
our cows she had endeavored to hold them by
their rope—and that one of the Prussians had
struck her with the butt end of the musket

eign laud it is another thing. We lived in
the greatest economy. Marie Rose took care
of our little household, aud I often sat for
hours near the window dreaming of what bad
passed In these last months, and the abomi-

and that

me

nable order which had banished

me

from my

Indignation suddenly seized me
raised my two arms, uttering a savage

country.
and I

cry.
Marie Rose

tion,

was more

misery,

our

calm;

our

humilia-

listened in terror.
nevertheless.

this

horrible

cough, seemed to grow better. Marie Rose
slept well. Then I took courage again, and
thinking of the innumerable miseries which
overspread France, the great (amine in Paris,
the battle, fields covered with dead, ambulances encumbered with the wounded,
fires,
requisitions, plunder, I said to myself that
we must not complain, that we had a little
fires to warm us,Jaud a little bread to nourish
And then so many incredible things
U3.
happened in this war! Had we not fomerly
conquered all Europe? But it had not hindered us from being overpowered in our turn!
These Germans would they not meet with
the saute fate ? All gamblers are ruined at
last 1 These thoughts and many other like
them passed through my mind, and Marie
Rose said to me one day, “All is not lost, all
is not lost P I had a dream last night. I saw
Jean] in uniform of a brigadier forester,- we
shall soon have some good news.
Alas I Good news! Poor child! Yes 1 Yes 1
You could dream beautiful dreams, you could
on

Jean with the lace of

a

brigadier, smiling

your head, to the little chapel at
Graufthal where you waited for,the old cure

to marry you! It ought to have been so, but
there must be (ewer scoundrels in the world

righteous judgments of

the Eternal.

Every time this remberance comes back to
George, I think I feel a hand there, tearing my very heart. Iwould like to leave oft—
but then I promised yon—I will tell you all.
One day when th# fire in the little stove
cracked, while Marie Rose pale and sad, was
sewing, and when the memories of the old
forest house, with their verdant Spring times,
their Autumns, calm and melancholy, their
songs of thrushes and blackbirds, their murmur of the little brooks among the reeds,
the voices of grandmother and poor Calas,
the joyous lark of Ragot, and the distant lowing of our two beautiful cows under the
me,

spinuiug wheel

and the tic-tac of the old clock filled our little
room.
Suddenly cries and songs resounded
Marifl 1?gjp ii.;f\pnp<1 anvimu.

I, suddenly

ly.

arrested

in

my

dreams,

t.embled like one rudely awakened. The
Germans were rejoicing I A new misfortune
had arrived—that was the thought which
came first aud I was not deceived.
Soou
bands of soldiers crossed the streets arm in
arm, crying like blind men “Paris has surrendered I Long live Germany 1”
I looked at Marie Bose. She was deathly
pale, and looking at me with her great brilliant eyes. We turned our faces away from
each other that we

might

not show the terri-

ble emotion which we telt.

She went into

the kitchen aud I heard her

crying.
blow, George; the branch
supported us till now, was broken.

It was the last

which had
Until night fell new bands sang and brawled.
I, with lowed head, heard from time to
time the cough of my child behind the partition of the kitchen, and abandoned myself to
despair. Bear seven o’clock Marie Bose
She was going to lay
came in with a lamp.
toe table.
“It is useless,” said l to her, “do not pul
any plate for me—1 am not liuugry.”
“Bor I either,” she answered.

on

“Oh well, let us go to bed. Let us try to
forget our misfortunes. Let us try to sleep;
I rose up aud we kissed each other with tears
in our eyes.

That night, George, was horrible. I spite
of all her efforts to stifle her cough, I heard
Marie Bose incessantly until morning. It
was impossible to sleep.
I resolved to go for
a physician; but I did not wish to frighten
my daughter, and thinking of the best way to
speak to her about it. I fell asleep just at
day break. It was nearly eight o’clock when
1 woke, and dressing myself, called “Marie
Bose.” She did not answer. Then I went
into her room, and I saw spots of blood upon
her pillow, aud her handkerchief which she
had left on the table was covered with blood.
It made me shudder. I turned away and sat
down in my corner, thinking of what I had
seen.

day, Marie Bose had gone to
make our little purchases; she came back
about nine o’clock, so out of breath that she
had hardly strength to carry her basket. In
seeing her enter I recalled the pale (aces of
young girls of whom the poor people of our
valley used to say “God called them, they
would sleep quietly before the first snow.”
It

was

market

This idea struck me, I was afraid but after a
little while I said quietly:
“Listen, Marie Rose. All last night I
heard you coughing. It distresses me.”
“Oh that is nothing my father,” she said,

blushing
will

soon

little, “that is nothing. Spring
be here, and the cough will pass

a

away.”
matter,” I answered, I shall not be
content until I have consulted a physician. I
“No

shall

certainly

call in a

physician.”

She watched me, her hands crossed on the
basket on the edge of the table, and thinking
perhaps in my trouble I had di scovered the
spots of blood, murmured:
“Well if you will—for your owu satisfaction.”
“Tes” said I, “it is better to take things in
time. What seems very small at the beginning may become very dangerous when it is
neglected,” aud I went out. Down stairs
M. Michel advised me to go for Dr. Carriere
who lived in Bishop St. I went to see him.
He was a tall spare man of sixty years with
quick black Jeyes and grey head. He listened
attentively, and asked if I was not the brigadier lerSster of whom he had heard his
—friend M. d’Arence speak. I told him I was
and at once he accompanied me. Twenty
minutes alter we arrived at my rooms.
Marie Rose coming in he questioned her minute-

ly upon the beginning of her cough, bow she
felt now, if she had any fever, chills, or
feeling of suffocation. By his manner of
questionin her, she was in some sort forced to
reply and the old physician knew sobn that
she had raised blood for more than a month;
she owned it, turning pale, and looking at
me as if to ask my
pardon for having concealed it from me. Ah! I did pardon her
with all my heart, but I was desperate.
After that M. Carriere wished to examine
her. He listened to her breathing, and said
that it was all right, that he would write a
prescription. But in the other room being

saying

All became clear. I could not help crying,
looking at my poor child, the victim of such
She went out.
a great misfortune.
The Doctor wrote his prescription; as wo
You have only this

child?”
“She is iny only child,” I answered.
lie was sad. “We will do everything

we

great resources 1
Walking in the
street with him, ho repeated the advice of
Dr. Simperlm lor grandmother. Icould not
can,”

he

said, “youth

I

Orey gave
good ueop!e pitied
I knew it all later, but
me something to eat,
then I thought of nothing, I was haunted by
wicked thoughts. I muttered to myself as I sat
behind the stone in the aubergc,my grey head
between my hands, my elbows on my knees,
and my eyes ou the grouud. God knows
what thoughts of hate I harbored. Mother
Orey heard it all, and this excellent woman
who wished me well, sent for M. d’Areuce.
One morning when I was alone in the
room he came In and talked very plainly to
me, saying that he had always had great consideration for me, had always recommended
me as an honest man, a good servant; zealous and honest, upon whom one could rely
me.

went down stairs he said:

has

But shun all excitement.”

answer, it seemed to me that the earth oppened before my steps and cried to me. “The

dead! the dead! I want the dead! I wou'd
have wished to go first, to close my eyes and
reply, “Well, here I am, take me and leave
the youth; let them live a while longer.
They do not know, what a terrible misfortune life is; but they will soon leave it, and
go away with less regret .You will have
And continuing to
them all the samel”
dream thus I entered the shop of the apothecary near the great bridge, who put up my
prescription. Then I returned to the house.
Marie Rose took two spoonfuls of the mixturemorning and evening according to the orUer.lShe seemed better. In a few days her voice
became clearer, her hands were not so burning hot, she smiled as if to say, “you see
ray father, it was only a cold. Do not be
anxious any longer.” An infinite softness
shone in her eyes. She was happy to be restored to health again, and the hope of soon

seeing Jean added to her happiness. Naturally I encouraged these pleasant fancies. 1

MUU
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days.

uay

to

aay tne neignDors receivea

news from their sons, brothers, friends, some
prisoners in Germany, others quartered in
the interior; but we, not one wordl
I went every morning to the post office to
see if anything had arrived. One day the post-

master said to me.

The postman has just
gone, he has a letter for you.”
Then lull of hope, I hurried back to the
house. As I reached the door-steps, the post
man was going out of the alley, aud called to

“Ah, that

is you.

laughing.
“Hurry Father Frederic, this time there is
something for you, you have a letter which
me

comes from the Loire!”

I went up four steps at a time with a beating heart.” “What were we going to hear?
Since so manv weeks what had occurred?
Would he come tho next day—in two, three,
or four days ?”
Agitated by these thoughts
—up stairs I searched for the latch without
finding it, at last I pushed the door open.
My little room was vacant.
I called,—“Marie Rose! Marie Rose!”—No
answer, I opened the other room, my child,
my poor child was stretched there near her
hed upon the floor white as wax, her large
eyes half open, the letter clasped in her hand,
I thought she was
a little blood on her lips.
dead, and lifting her up, with a terrible groan
I laid her on her bed. Then my head became
confused, calling, crying, I took the letter,and
read it at a single glance.
There, there it is, read it George, read It
aloud, I know it by heart,but that is nothing.
I love to feel the knife turn—when it bleeds
I am relieved a little.
“My good Marie Rose,
Adien! I shall never see you again—the
explosion of a shell has fractured my -right
leg—the surgeons have amputated it. I shall
not live. I temained too long on the ground, I
had lost too much blood. It is done. I must
die! Oh! Marie Rase my dear Marie Rose
if I could only see you for an instant, for
a moment I should be so happy I
Duriug all
the time that I was lying in the snow with
my wound, I thought only of you. Do not
forget me—think sometimes of Jean Merlin.
Poor mother Margredel.poor Father Frederic,
poor uncle Daniel, you will tell them. Ah!
we should have been so happy but for this
war.”
The letter stopped there, below
another hand had written
“Jean Merlin Alsacien,

as

jL/ciacumcut

Silly-le-Guillaume,
I saw it all

you see

kaj

26 Jan. 1870-”

look, and then I commenced to cry, again to call, and fell on a
chair without strength, saying to myself that
all was lost, my daughter, my son-in-law,
my country—all! and it would be belter to
at one

die also.
my cries aud came up stairs,
father and mother Michel I think, yes, it was

They heard

they who called

a

physician.

I was

crazed,

without a shadow of reason, my ears hummed, I seemed to be asleep dreaming a fearful
dream.
Long time afterward the voice of the old
doctor Carriere awakened me saying:
“Take him away, he must not see her.
Will some one take him away 1”
Some people took me by the arm, then I
was angry, aud cried:
“But no! sir, they shall not take me away,
I wish to remain, she is my child! Leave
yonr children, you, that tell them to take
me away. I will have her.
I, I will defend
her.’’
“Let him

alone,

said the Dr.

sadly,

let the

unfortunate alone.—But you must be quiet
he said to me, your cries may kill her. ”1 tell
back raurmuriug,
“I will not cry any more, I will keep still
only lot me slay near her and I will be quiet.”
A few moments alter Mon. Carriere went
out, making a sign to those assisting him to
withdraw. Many followed, a lew only remained. I saw them going, coming, raise up
the bed, the pillow, talking low among themselves. The silence was profound. Time
passed away. A priest came with his assistants, they began to repeat a prayer in Latin,
they were the last rites of religion. The good
women kneeling, responded; then all went
away. It was then about live o’clock in the
evening, a lamp was lighted, I rose up softly,
and approached the bed. My child beautiful
as an angel, her eyes half open still breathed.
I called in a low tone, “Marie Hose! Marie
Rose!” crying. It seemed every {second that
she would look at me and answer “my

Mother
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Tou voted for force

things.

against justice,

under the law you have accepted. And
like millions of others you gave the right to

this man to make war. He has made it. He
has sacrificed you, your couutry, your family,
your prosperity, in the interests of his dynas-

ty, with jut thought of anyone, without reflection or precaution; ho has lost. Suffer
Do not reproach God
and remain silent.
with your own foolishness and injustice.
Humble yourself and then bear your iniquity!”
May others profit by my example. May
they always elect honest men to represent
them. May honesty, disinterestedness, patriotism, Jbe prized above everything else;
men too subtle are often dishonest, and men
too bold, who do not fear to decry laws, are
also capable of overturning them and making
their own will law instead.
It is the best counsel that one can give
Frenchmen. If they profit by it all will go
well, we shall reconquer our frontiers—if
they do not, that which has happened to Alsaco and Lorraine will happen to them province by province. They will repent wheu it
will be too late. And as for the Germans,
they will gather that which they have sown 1
Now they are at the pinnacle, they make Europe tremble, they are weak enough to rejoice. It is very daugerous to make the
whole world afraid; we have learned it to
our own cost; they will learn it in their turn!
Because Bismarck has succeeded iu his enterprises they consider him a kind of deity;
they do not wish to remember that this man
has employed only dishonest means, ruse, lying, espionage, corruption and violence.
The foundations on which they build are
not solid. But all that we can say to the
Geimans would bo nothing to them; they are
intoxicated by their victories, and they will
become sober only when Europe, weatied
wiiu lueir amuiuon auu

msoieuce, suau

uieir

rise up against them. Then they will be
fjrced to confess as we have acknowledged
ourselves, that if Force sometimes overcomes
the right, Justice is eternal!

For Sale !

viux.u

till the last, that he was sure I would, that
a man just and brave,even in the midst of the
greatest misfortunes shows himsellthesatr.e as
in prosperity that duty and honor went before
him that his gr^ptest aud liveliest consolation
is to be able to say, “I am broken down it is

NEW two and one half story, slated Mansard
root house, in an excellent, neighborhood in
the western part of the ciiy; bathroom, washbowls,
Sebago and gas, with a fine cemented cellar. Lot
130 feet deep, good room for stable.
MERRILL & KILBY,
Inquire of
247 Spring Street,

true, but my courage remains to me, my good
conscience sustains me, my enemies themselves are forced to recognize that fate overwhelms me unjustly.” He talked to me ab-

Cheap

ruptly iu this same way tor a loug timo>
walking back and forth, and I who have not
tear since the burial of my child.
burst into tears.

shed

a

Then ha said that the moment had

I

come

sight of the Prusthat he would give me a
letrer of recommendation to one of his good
friends in Paris, that I could obtain there a
little place, perhaps on the railroad or elsewhere, and that thus my pension being paid
I could live In peace—not happy—but far
from all that which recalled to me unceasingly my misfortunes.
t was ready to do everything he could have
wished,George,but he wished nothing but my
happiness. I went away, and here I am
since three years, guard at the Eastern station.
Arriving in the midst of the great confusion
after the siege, I had yet the grief to see more
fearful scenes, the rememberance of which
Frenchmen fighting
adds to my sufferings.
Frenchmen, the great city iu flames, aud the
Prussians watching this spectacle with the defor

me

T

TM_1.

they could

cheap.

,1,

find comlortable

1

*

1.

lodgings.

I rendered them all the little service

that we can give to those friends of a day,
who will cherish a long time a pleasant remembrance of one who gave them a helping
hand. And in the evening in my little roomunder the eaves dreaming of these things I
am happy, not to be entirely useless in this
world, it is my only consolation. Sometimes

brings

me

sweet

sleep.

Other days when the weather Is bad, when
it rains,or is very cold, or when I meet in the
street the coffin of a young girl with the
white crown 1 then the sad thoughts overpower me. I put on my old cloak, and walk
the street at hazard among people busy with
their own affairs, who pay no attention to
any one. I go far away, sometimes towards
Arc de Triomphe, sometimts to the Jardin
des Plantes, and I come hack worn out with
fatigue, I sleep putting aside the thoughts
of the beautiful days of tbe past, for these remembrances even

in my

dreams make

my

heart beat, and I awake covered with persperation crying—It is all over, you have no
child, you are alone in the world!” I am

forced to rise lighting a lamp, and open the
window to calm and quiet myself a little.
Sometimes also I dream that I am at the forest house with Jean and Marie Rose. I see
them, speak to them, we are happy, but
when I awake!
Hold, let us leave that; that which is dead
I shall not be buried
can never live again!
among my ancestors, or near my daughter;
This thought troubles
we shall be dispersed.
me also.
1 must acknowledge, George, that our
brothers have been well received in Paris;
they have given us assistance, aided us in a
thousand ways; they have done all they could
for us.
But in such a great disaster, having been
so sorely tried themselves, the suffering was
still very great. Eor a long time in tbe attics
of Yillette, la Cbapelle, and other faubourgs

they suffered from cold and hunger.
To-day the great wave of emigration has
passed, almost all the workmen have some
employment, the women and the old people
shelter, and the children are taught in the
schools.
Others are coming every day; immigration
will continue as long as annexation, for the
French cannot bow tbe head like the Germans under Prussian despotism; and annexation will be long, if we continue to quarrel
over party interests instead of uniting for the
love of country. But do not let us speak of
that which divides us; it is too sad!
The only thing that I wish to say yet, in
order to finish this lamentable story, is this—
that in the midst of all my miseries, I do
not accuse the Eternal. No, God is just. We
[rave deserved our sufferings! From whence
From one single
:ame all our troubles?
man who had sworn before God to obey the
laws, and who trampled them under foot,
xnd caused the death of all who defended
them, who transported to tbe islands, and

foreign lands,

thousands of his fellow crea-

of whose good sense and courage he
afraid. Well! well, this man we have
sustained, we have voted for him, not once
jnly, but twenty times, we have in this way
tures

was

ONLY 9 HOURS FROM ST. LOUIS,

$4 TO $15 PER ACRE.
SUMNER CUMMINGS, Agent,
ATLANTIC A- PACIFIC

35 and 37 Broad St., New York.

dim-

my 6

Residence (or Sale.
ofters for sale her residence

undersigned
THEPleasant
large,
St., Brunswick, consisting ot
frame
with

on

house,

con-

The
large lot of land.
cisterns, furnace and gas
sale
beof
at
Unless
private
disposed
throughout.
fore that date, the property will be sold at public
auction.ou the premises on the 30tli day of June,1875.
For particulars apply at the house, or by letter to
MRS. L. A. BOUTELLE.
subscriber, Box 118.
Brunswick, May 1, 1875.my4deodtju30
venient outbuildings and
house has cemented cellar,

Farm for Sale.

TOE

my!2dtf__
An Elegant Suburban Residence
for Sale.
hear Morrill’s Corner, Deering, £ mile
House has 11
from Horse and Steam Cars.
room,with all modern improvements,Bathing rooms,
house
cold
warmed
and
by furnace.
hot
water, gas,
First class stable with cemented cellar, 7 acres of
suitable
for
a
early
gardening, and a
land, portion
choice variety of fruit, apples, pears, plums, cliet ries.
and
The buildings
cranberries.
grapes, iaspberrios
ou this property cost $7500,aud could not be replaced
Will
a bargain as
sold
at
sum
be
that
to-day.
for
the owner is to leave the State. Apply to F. G.
in
Williams’
Dealer
Real
Estate,
PATTERSON,
an29d3w
Block, second east of City Hall.

SITUATED

House

Elm

Naples, Maine,

(or

Sale.

popular Hotel situated at

the finest
summer resorts in the State with ample faciliand
for
ties
bathing, sailing, fishing,
gunning, on the
direct line of Lake Sebago Steamers and daily stage
in
for
sale
season for the
is
offered
to Portland,
Bummer travel. 1,arge two story house, good cellar,
in
abundance.
trees
Shade
Large stables.
water, &c
An excellent opening for a livery and Fale stable,
Terms
Price
in
the
none
$3500.
villiage.
there being
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Erq.. Strout and Gage,
Win.
Allen,
Chas. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney,
Jr„ and many other well known citizens of Portland.
Real
in
Dealer
F.
G.
PATTERSON.
Estate,
At ply to
Portland, Me or to N. A. CHURCH, Naples.
dtf

THIS

THE

one

of

ap29_

to Let*
ONE AND HALF STORY COTIAGE HOUSE,
situated
at
Cape ElizabethJDepot,
nearly new,
six finished rooms, good cellar under the whole
house, large woodshed with nice stable attached,
well of good water, one acre ot laud, Isome fruit
trees, within three minutes’ walk ot toe Eastern
railroad depot an 1 post office, wbeie the rains stop
four times a day. The above property will be sold
at a good bargain, or let on reasonable terms.
For particulars apply to HENRY NUTTER, opposite the premises, or to S. \V. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Agent, 205 Middle Street, Portland.
eod2w
myt3

For Sale

or

A

For Sale
CAAATr.li/Miaa

A

c

or

to Let.

toliln nn/1 olinii I 1 1

aPtDQ

nFlatuI

in Deering, near Woodford’s Corner, will be
sold for a bargain.
Inquire of J. H. REED, Ocean
Woodford’s
Corner.
my6d2w*
St.,

Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, 1£ story House, small stable,
and two acres land, 2£ miles from City Hall,
For

IN

main road to Ocean House, three minutes walk
from Baptist Church, two Stores, Primary and High
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
at store of J. L.
For terms
an Oak Grove.
Parrott, near the premises, or E. C. Robinson at C,
E. Jose & Co’s., 140 Middle St., Portland.
dtf
my4

Centre.

CONSISTING

A House for $8500!
NEARLY new 1J story house, in the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago.
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
with sewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
go with the house. Sunny location and convenient
to horse cars. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer
in Real Estate, Williams Block, second building east
of City

A

Hall.__ap8dtf

$500 cash,
House rents for $512, per annum.
balance on time. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, second buildapldtf
ing east of City Hall.

Small Houses lor Sale.
«n MuujoyHill in a good neighborhood, just completed, li story house, 7 rooms,
lot 36x100 for $2,000. Terms $000 cash, balance on
mortgage at 6 percent. 1J story house, 7 rooms,
lot 41x80, price $1,800. Terms $800 cash, balance at

14 story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
0 per cent.
$2,000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer in Real
Estate, Williams Block, second building east City
Hall.

publicly or privately in the interest of suffering mankind. I am willing to be interviewed personally by
any one desiring to know’ the above facts from me;
and 1 feel tully c nvii c *d that the thousands who are
to-day suffering in torments from|the effects of Rheumatism and Gout,if they but knew how ready a relief
and cure was at hand would at once resort to this
sure ami simple remedy, and would bless with benedictions of praise the name of the physician who'gave
to suftering humanity this truly effective remedy the
DIAMOND RHEUMATIC CURE, I remain gratefully

For Sale.
two story and a half house corner Bramhall
St. and Western promenade, with 10 finished
Good stable and
rooms, cemented cellar and gas.
plenty ot yard room. Very pleasantly located aud
convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.

11HE

dtf

aprl5

Valuable Real Estate for »Sale.
well-known Deane

AGENTS WANTED.

elpeJjJw*

Ar2 page book explaining
the Wall Street Review

wu'iurr vpru

W. W. WHIPPLE &

__d4wt

LIFE AND LABORS OP

LivinusTUJiA:.
By Rev. J. E. CHAMBLISS, who from his personal icritinos (including the **Labt Journals,” unfolds vividly bis Grand Achievements, also the
curiosities,'W on tiers and Wealth of that marvelous country, bruits, Minerals, Jteptiles,
*05 pages, lOO rare.
Kensts, Savages, &c.
Ill’s. Only $3.00. Rich iu Interest, Low
in Price. Outsells everything. 3000 first 3 weeks.
Address, HUB BARR BRO*., Publishers, 53
apr29d4wt
Washington Street, Boston.
FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THltOAT DISEASES,
usk

Wells’ Carbolic

St.,

Terms easy.

Apply

on

Cumber-

High St., Portland.

to

JORDAN BROTHERS,
No. 11 Danforth St.

my8dlm*

For Sale

or

to Let.

buildings formerly oocupied by
art & Melcber,
West Commercial St.
THE
The
excellent chance to start
lot and

on

a

Stew
An

manufactory.

mam

is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is near&
300
feet
MATTOCKS
FOX,
square.
ly
183 Middle St.
my8dtf

building

DISTILLERY FOR SALE.
We offer the well-known First Class

“Portland Maine New England Rum”
DISTILLERY

DR. KENISON,

THE PIONEER.
handsome illustrated newspaper containing information for everybody. Tells how and where to
Sent free to all parts
secure a home cheap.
OF THE WORLD.

Send for it at once!

It will only cost you a Postal Card.
New number for April just out.
O. F. DAVIS,
Address,
Land Commissioner U. P. R. R,
umaiia, Neb.
npr29d4wt

good

(jualhy

ane iui cum.iiiip auuut

icet

iy,uuu p»ju;jiu

of valuable land, title perfect ami guaranteed.
The J. G. True & Co. New England Rum Distilery will be sold on moderate Terms, including all the
rights and good will of this well established house.
Address:
HENRY T. CARTER,
or UPH AM & GARDINER, 73 Fxchange St..
apr20dlmPortland, Me.

Pergonal Estate.
private sale the homestead of

Exeeutor’ci Male of Real &
HEREBY offer at

1 Charles Moxeey, late ofofYarmouth,deceased,
land
the westerly side
sisting of about tw

con-

o

on

acres

of Pleasant St., in Yarmouth, lower village, with
house, shops, barn and outbuildings thereon.
Also
1-16 of Sell. Ca?co Lodge: 3-16 of S"lr. L. \V. Pierce,
and 1-16 of Sloop M. D. Sawyer. If not previously
sold I shall otter said property for sale at public auction, on tho above named premises, on Tuesday, June
1st, 1875, at 10 o’clock A. M. PEREZ B. LORING,
Executor of the Will of Charles Moxeey.

Yarmouth, April 20,1875.

apr20*lni

Valuable Iron Works
FOR

SALE.

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
Works are ottered for sale.
This property occupies about an acre of land cn tide water on Commercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Seon. Boiler
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
Thecoticcrn having been long established ba^a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
fulltime on orders, a more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. II. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

THE

ja!2dtf

For Sale I

support to his wickedness, we have
;iven
jut aside justice and honor, we have thought:

fflHE subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
X business, offer for sale their entire business consisting of their two etory Brick Building on Union
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually lound
In a first clacs bakery. The above property is located
In the business part of the city,and is a very desirable
location for business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads aud Boats from all directions. Any
person wishing to eugage in the business will find
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well established. Address or apply to,

SiUAKDON, SCAMMAN & CO.,
>n

the premises.

mar23rtt f

SPECULATIONS.

Conducted by us iD every form, on Commission only.
Puts and Cails, on best bouses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $500© PROFIT.
Pamphlet, explaining how Wall Street speculations
are conducted, sent free. Send for a copy.

&

GO,,

BANKERS & BROKERS,

9 Wall Street, IV.

apr29d4wf

BIOPJG

_

EVER."

Agents Wanted for Best Selling “StereoNcopU; View*,” ChromoN, Mapu* Charts and
Fnmi.y Bibles. Take no Agency till you
see our Circular.
Address, 1>. JC. CJuerasey,
myl0t4w
l*ub., Concord, IV. H.

AGENTS WANTED Keta&‘
and
extra
published.

Send for circular

our

Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,
mylOtlw
Philadelphia Pa.

terras to

WHEREVER

IT HAM BEEN

TRIED,

JURUBEBA

.

established itself as a perfect regulator and
for disorders of the system arising
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
IT Em IVOT A PHYSIC, but by stimulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes

lias

sums REMEDY

..11 im.mritiaa

i n IS
but is a

anil

mmi

IllO PTltirD RTRf*T».

NOT A DOCTORED BITTERS,

VEGETABLE TONIC
which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite tor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives strength to all the vital
forces.
RECOMOWN
IT CARRIES ITS
MEN RATION, as the large and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
vour jdruggist for it. GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,

boslon, Mass., Wholesale Agents.

myl2d4wt

SAMPLE to Agents. Ladien’ ComJT IlJLiJu bination Needle Bools, with ChroSend stamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
mos.
TiTl I? I?

Mass.my!4Nw
SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLS^f REVOLVERS,

my 184wt

sate

BOSTON STEAMERS.
ARRANGEMENT.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

the advance on ice

has

rooms

Daily, o« 7 o’clock P. M.. and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at 7 P. M

&c.
Instant communication with the stewards by elec
trie bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from leo and
to
Rates of Passage— 8*0 and 8100, gold, according
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Roan 1 Trip Tickets—8145 and 8175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE, Agent,
15 Broadway, New York.
01. H CIIEAGII, A*t. fnlt. B-Mlale.,
102 State St., Boston.

Jogs.

FAKE

tfkpglinnnPD

City SJabshal’s Office, I

April 26,1875. I
permitted to go at large, or loose.
in any street, lane, alley, conrt or travelled
or in any uuluclosed or public place in this city,

NO
wav,

dog shall

be

until the owner or keeper of f»ueh dog, or the head of
the family, or the keeper of the houie, store, shop,
office, or other place where hucb doe is kept or harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two dollars for a license for such doe to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
cititen for his or her dog to run at large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall expire on
the first day of May next after tiro same is given.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
The City Marshal will be at his office on the third
day of May next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
to grant licenses.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
apr27-d6w

City Marshal’s Office, l
Portland, April 19,1875. I
kept In the City shall at all times
wear a strap around the neck, of not less than
three inches in width, with the name of the owner
and place of residence legibly painted or printed
thereon, and for every cow found running at large
without a strap, the owner of said cow shall lorfeit
and pay a sum not less than five dollars Dor more
than ten dollars, to be recovered by cbm plaint before the Municipal Court, one-half for the use of the
complainant and the other half to the city.
The above Ordinance will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
ap20
Cow

HOTELS.

$1.00.

Passengers by this Line arc reminded that they secomfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston lata

VISITORS TO BOSTON.

HARPSWELL,

Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails, etc.,
removed without pain and immediate relief guaranteed.

O A. M. till 8
Saturday till O P. Mi

I*.

CLARENDON HOTEL,

Mi

eod3t

improvements, is the most centrally located of the PIB8T CGA8S
Horse cars pass the
hotels lu the city.
door to the centre of business, all places of
all modern

new

the above

name

places.

S.

RICKER, Agt.,

131 Coin

mercial St.my8dtf

Norfolk, Baltimore

Washington

&

STEAMSHIP I.INE
a

and railroad depots.
Transient, board #3 50 to $1 CO per day (including
parlor with sleeping room) according to location.
J. PICKERING DRAPER.

amusement

Proprietor.

—

Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
A Message to the

Suffering.

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies iu its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. This
consideration has actuated the proprietor WM. M.
GILES, to bring before the public his LINIMENT

IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cure9 it lias effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism* Gout, Fronted Feet* Chilblains,

Braises and
Wore Throat, Frynipelas,
Wounds of every nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications aie almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

"DEWITT house,

week.

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine anil Park Streets,
II. D. WING, Proprietor.

For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
of the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and lound no relief until I tried vour Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Ain now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt,

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.
New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
on
Dr. Giles:—While
duty as fireman on engine
47. about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
off against a rock,
thrown
Road, was accidentally
train under full head, about tbiity-tive miles an
Your agent was on
bruised.
hour. Was very badly
board. He iurnisbed me with two bottles of Linifrom
which I receive.!
ment Iodide of Ammonia,
the greatest possible benefit, in four days I was able
to
work. My
readv
commence
now
to sit up, and am
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
GAFFNEY.
JOHN
which it cured.
Barnum’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
anythingfequal IoGiles’Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
bruises, wouuds stiffness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
just wliat we long wanted, aud we now use nothing
else. In thirty years’ experience in Europe aud
America I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,
Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.
New York, June 1st.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
iu the limbs or
anything for splints, strains, lameness
shoulders, &c., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.
Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
play.il July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left kneecap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
Boston. Sept. 14, 1874.
Dear Sir—
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist:
Your Agent. Mr. Guy S. Frazev, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great
variety ot articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that l had a horse I was using for private that had a
1 told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that hunch, I would try it.
Suffice It to say that I have used it very persistently

Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 210 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keitb, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore He Ohio
umpiey, .Agem,

A.

K., U.
Boston.

Through

ziv

w

lading given by the above

bills of

named

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K. I

no2dtl

Fairbanks' Scales,
Higbe.1

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

fi

-—-

n

every respect worthy of the most implicit confidence
ALSO

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,

DIRECT!

ALSO-

Drawer.

connections to Prince Edward Island, Cope Ereton and Mt* Johus, N. P.

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo rthe
route) W. A. Colby Commander
will leave Kallroaa Wharf, foot of
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to»- Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, anti steamers
for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow.
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and
at. Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
{J3P*RETURN1NG will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received atter 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
JOHN POUTEOUS, Agent.
oct28dtf
________

WAREHOUSES—3 Milk Street Bo.ten.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.
311 Broadway, New York.
<Sc CO.

FAIRBANKS

MT. DESERT &

WEEK

PER

TRIP

OWE

MACHIAST

ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt. Charle*
Peering' will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every THIJRSDAW
EVENING, AT IO O’C LOCK, For Rockland,
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. So. W. and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jouesport and Macliiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
VI or (I in 42 at 5 o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor BosThe

ton and the West.
For further particulars

Portland.

Portland,

inquire

at

Railroad Wharf,

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tf
5, 1875.

March

PORTLAND^

JUST PUBLISHED.

BANGOR.

Now ready.
Adapted (or Opening and Closing
Exercises In Schools and Seminaries, for Congiegational, Social and Home SingiDg, 128 pages, 2t0
choice tunes. 310 hymns. Price but 40 cents. $33.00
per Hundred.

Clarke’s Eeed

TENDERS

application

Portland.

v

tender, with list ot stores, c.;ii lie had on
at tlie Office ot the Deputy Storekeeper,
ltl

'J enders endorsed, “Tender for Stores will be received by the undersigned on or before Monday, 31st

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

May.

Montreal, May

1st.

my5J2tawW,&Std

Organ Companion.

valuable, useful and brilliant collection of Exercises, Airs, Songs and Pieces tor Reed Organs. Price
00.
$2
A

Strauss’ Bance Music. Violin and
*1.00
Piano.
Winner’s Party Dances. Violin and
Piano.
1.00
Winner’s Violin and Flute Darts.

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors
For Reed Organa. For Piano. For Violin. Useand
ful cheap, Instructive Books with Exercises
numerous attractive Airs for practii e.
Sold by all the principal music dealers. Sent postpaid for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H.

my5

DITSON & CO., 711 Broadwav, H. T
d&w2w

_

Tbo fast Steamer, CITY OF R1CHHOMD,
Capi. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday aud Friday Eve-

ning;!*,

at

0^W)

lO o’clock.

For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday .and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at

j&ocKmnu,

auu

umer

laiming.-.

lor

ueignuurmg

towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox and
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. R. K., Bangor with E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.
dtf
Portland, April 17th, 1875.

STEAMSHIP
MEW

YORK.

Y Q R K.

N E W

CO

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

MANUFAC TUBED BY

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

MAINE

FOK

W.W.

SALE

Blf

Whipple & Co.,

PORTLAND, ME.

_d3m

CONSULATE OF Sl’AIN.
To jnerchonts and Shipmasters.
fcrou

Elennora, Franconia
Chesapeake

and

Invited for Stores required by the
Company during the year, commencing* July

*1.30
8 30

Clarke’s Organ Voluntaries.
Batiste’s Organ Voluntaries.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Strainers

arc

u9m

fe24

tlt

_fehl?d«fcwt>m

TENDERS FOR STORES.

C KITED

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money

debdily,

1st. 1875.
Forms of

THE (MOST DURABLE.

/ 'ZZ

ap3

CANADA.

1867.
Vienna, (Montreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.
THE S108T ACCURATE.

With

A victim of youthfnl imprudenco, causing premature decay, nervous
etc., having tiied in
vain every known remedy, has found a simple selfhis fellow sufferers
to
ho
v
ill
send
which
free
cure,
Address J. H. REEVES,78 Nassau street New Yor k
P. O. Box 5153-

OK

WORLD.

Prize, at Paris in

cos.

•

THE

Designed for and adopted by tbe
STATES GOVERNMENT.

MAIL LINE TO

Restored.

THE PEERLESS.

marl3-dt

THE STANDARD OF

abumgtuu bucci,

Agents.
Passage $15.00. Excursion Tickets $25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

removed, and think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or liurses
afflicted m this way. I would further say that, while
using it for the above, the same liorse started another bunch on the off leg; the Liniment was aphas disappeared.
1plied immediately, and the bunch
J. H. HATHORNF,
Proprietor of Citizens* Line Coaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN
CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
cod&wCm
(lei2
Jlnnliood

public.

In

K.

A first-class Hotel in every respect, arwith a view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

ranged especially

—

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
ami McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and

valuable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment, in all well-regulated stables,
aud where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to tbe visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is

In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.

AND

TSATSm

myI3

Cla.« Steamship
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE.
TUESDAY
From Bouton direct every
and SATURDAY.

GILES’

St., Boston.

Tremont

THIS POPULAR HOUSE. Improved
throughout, with passenger elevator and

Steamer Henrietta, will leave Portland Pier, daily at 6 o’olock a. m., and 3 o’clock
p. m., for Harpswell, touchiug at Long Ifriaud,
Kittle Chebengue, Great Clicbeaguo and
CouHeni* Inland. Returning will leave Harpswell
at 8 o’clock a. m., and 5 o’clock p. m., touching at

THE

WEEK.

Office Louis from

The Cool and Elegant

Commencing Monday* May 10th.

U. S. HOTEL
THIS

night.

FOR

In nil Styles, Grades and Sizes.
argest ami Best Assortment in the State.
Combining all the latest Improvements, called

For Sale.
milE Trustees of Pine Street M. E. Church offer for
the
church
sale
A
building now standing on thier
lot, to be removed on or before the first day of May,
1875. Also organ, carpets, settees, chairs, furnace,
stove, clocks, etc. Parties desiring any of the above
named property cau get particulars by enquiring ot
CHAUNCEY BARRETT.) Committee
for
N. S. FERNALD,
}
A. J.PETJCENGtLL.
"V
) Trustees.
mar20
+

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Sundays excepted).

at the

The l

may26dtf

AND LIVERPOOL,

from

EVERY

Dry Air Refrigerators
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ea«e of Mnnngremeiit, Durnhiliiy, DryneMM nud I'uritv
of Air nud ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buyUg.
,1. F.itIFRKII.L.
Salesroom i/.T-I Fore
Manufactory, Beat* of No. 10 C’roaa St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

,

Ordinance.

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
oet!874
J, B. COYLE, J Ko.General Agent.

CHIKOPODIST,

1

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for CatalOKUO. Address Great Western Gun
Mid Pistol Worhs, IMTTSBL'HGU, PA.

QUEENSTOWN

CITY

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TE1V DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent*
70 Kong Wharf, Bouton.
jn23-ly

SUMMER

L IN E

New York on SATURDAY of each
week, from Pier 43, North River.
CITY OF LONDON
CITY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF LIMERICS,
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF MONTREAL
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF BRUSSELS
CITY OF RICHMOND
CITY OF CHESTER
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitte
and roomy.
up, while the State-rooms are light, airy
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and siluated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms. Ladies’ Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber s Shop,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

at

TESTIMONIALS-

A

TUMB RIDGE

INMAN

cure a

Joints

ever

For sale. This distillery is capable of producing from
5( the smallest) to 40 (the largest number) barrels of
Rum per day. The building is of brick, has good boilers, engine, pumps, &c., &c., all in
repair and
ready to put in operation immediately. There is a
new brick and stone fire proof bonded warehouse,
with a capacity of about 1200 barrels on the premises.
for distilling,
Plenty of pure water of the best
tr^ra an artesian well in the Engine Room.
The Distillery is situated on the westerly portion of
Commercial Street, the principal business street of
the City, contiguous to the Railroads, Steamboats and

deod6m&wlyll

__dly

&pr8d3m

Wharfage.

&©

Monday,

Woil\’v Ar SflfM’v

ovorv

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal iavor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

Free! Free!! Free!!!

room

oiuppmg.

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATBIBDAND MURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN «s CO., Boston, Mass.
dlwt
ap2S

STOCK

o'Will n/iri

anvfl

NO, 38 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.

uitkling

joiin

It contains the new Homestead and Timber
Laws, with other interesting matter found only in

French Roof House with all

%two story
modern improvements, situated
ANEW
between Green and

often leads to fortune.
and copy of

500 Agents Wanted for Genuine Edition

this paper.

Stpumvhip Line.
T

Leaving

George C. Goodwin & Co.,
marI3

—

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

CO.,

Square, Portland.

Market

everything,

O-CiiNl rilliL, & CO., Bankers and
Brokers, 73BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
api29

B O 8 T O N
AND

OTHERS.

except

Sailing

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
communication to ana
direct
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
rates are given to
andbevond.
Turongh
Philadelphia
Philadelphia and all points reached ay the Penn.
Cential and the Phil. & Reading K. R*s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Fall mitormation given by I). D. C. MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., BostoD, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware A venue Philadelphia.
anil lv

—

ALl

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston front Bo#ton & l rovidence K. K. I>ei>ot daily,
Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, Airiving in New Fork alw«)» iw advance of all other linen. Baggag
cheeked through.
Tickets procuted at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins A Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49* Exchange St.
L. w. FILE iNS.
I>. s. BABCoCK.
Gen. Pasenoer Ag’t. New York.
President.

First

invested in Wall street

OF

This is I tip only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

FOR

Line of Steamers

Iron

Pnnilu Mmo

_

sale.

land

R

N.H.

FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys
Address, G. S. WALKER,
ap28t4w

tpXvf#

Clyde’s

it

Sold by Agents.
A
Erie, Pa

com-

House for Sale !

our?

AND

Four time,

State street

for
good repair,
dwelling
The house < an be seen every Thursday aud
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. M ORSE,
corner of Pearl aDd Middle Sts.
jat5dtf

Oomliriilffonnpt

fob9

Mon or women. $34 a week.
Proof farnished.Business pleasant and honorable with no riskA10 page circular and Valuable
yonrad*
[Samples free. C37"SendDon
t
dress on postal card.
lay but write at onco to
F. M. REKD.9tu£T..new voms

property
12000 teet of land, with
THEcontaining about
is offered
bouse in
modious
on

Ctrnot

Blow made—n° capital required.
Address, Lohman & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.
Daily to A sent*. 85 new articles and
the best Family Paper in America, with
AM. M’FG CO.. 300
two $5.00 Cbromos, free.
ap28t4w
Broadway, N. Y.

FOR NKW YORK,

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

P1IILA DELPIIIA.

T. J. STEVENS.

ALL.

FOR

—

disease.
In simple cases sometimes one or two doses suffice.
In most chronic cases it is sure to give way by tho
use of four or five bottles.
By this efficient and simple remedy hundreds ot dollars are saved to those
who can least afford to throw it away, as surely it is
by the purchase of useless prescriptions.
Let any suflorer who reads this purchase a small
b )ttle and take it according to instructions around
the package, and it will not take long to convince
him that paying doctor’s fees is money throwu away
—Liniments of all kinds are useless.
This medicine is for sale by all Druggists throughout the United States and Canada. If it happens
that your Druggist has not got it in stock, ask him
to send for it to tho Wholesale Agents. SMITH,
DOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont Street, GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., No. 38 Hanover Street, Boston;
103 Main Street, Concord,
C. H. MARTIN & CO

lT'V F0K agents in
iTAv-kjLY JCi A ten New Noveltiesjustout;
needed in every house; sample and circulars free by
mail. H. B. WHITE & CO., Newark, N. J.
Mw
apr27

A FORTUNE

PORTLAND-

vours

Street Boston.
The above testimony ought to convince the most
skeptical Rheumatic that a sure cure has been discovered in the DIAMOND RHEUMATC CURE.
The proprietor of this medicine has walked the
aisles ot the hospitals of London. England, for the
past twenty years, making Rheumatism a specialty,
and the prescription from which this remedy is compounded is all he ever used in tho treatment of this

our

$TV*Y'HV

mar24dtf_____

CAPT. STEVENS of tbe “Boston Lancers’* says:
Boston, March 9, 1875.
Prof. Atphonse Hiller: Dear Sir—Accent my
for
tbe
benefit
whicn myself ami
lasting gratitude
wife have experienced from the use of the wonderful
Diamond
medicine called
Rheumatic Cure.
For several years past I have been suject to regular attacks of Inflammatory Rheumatism, and each
succeeding attack much more severe than its predecessor.
The last visitation from the terrible scourge
lasted three months. The best medical talent of Cambridge was called in, but no relief was experienced.
I was so low on several occasions that my life w as despaired of. When at last I rallied sufficient to discern
win t was transpiring about me, 1 learned that my
wife was also afflicted with the same fearful disease.
A friend learning of our helpless condition, brought
her six bottles of the DIAMOND RHEUMATIC
CURE. By taking of two doses of this invaluable
remedy she was entirely relieved. I then commenced
to take it, and rapidly improved until in about a week
1 was completely restored. Siuce then I had auother
attack and one dose dispelled it. 1 no longer fear
Rheumatism or its baneful effects. About two weeks
ago, I recommended it to a friend who was likewise
Buttering, and the result was a certain cure by the
Yon can mention my name either
use of one bottle.

_apr3dtt

on

apply

St. Andrews

The Results

OA T?ln,

of good two story house, eight
rooms, and some iorty acres of land, orchard of
200 trees—small wood lot, soil clay and sandy loam.
1 his property is situated within one mile of Depot,
and five minutes walk of church, post office, and
Greel.v Institute. Price $3500—terms easy. Apply
to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Portlatnl.
_m>’6dtf

plenty

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Ilahiax, N. S., Sliediac,
Amherst,‘Pictou, Lrcderickton. of
sailing unt l 4
53?~Freight received on days
o’clock, p.m.
R.
STUBBS,
Ageut
A.

As a Proof
Notice

apr27t4w

well-known Homestead Farm of the late
Gersliom Mann in Cape Elizabeth, three miles
from Portland, containing about 80 acres, about 35
under cultivation, with good 1J story house, wood
and carriage house new, good barn 40 x 50 with celand
lar.
Buildings all connected, water
handy. The variety of soil and close proximity to
the city, make this one of the most desirable farms in
the vicinity, both for early market gardening and for
hay. Persons intending to buy would do well to examine this farm before purchasing elsewhere. Price
S4500. For particulars call on or address
•
J. MANN,
No. 45 Preble St.,
mar23eod&wtf
Portland, Maine.

leave

..

a

three-story, French-roofed,

Railroad Wharf foot oi
at 6.00 p.m.,
Stale St., every Monday and Ihursday
John.
St
for Eastport and
...
on the
Returning will leave St. John and Last port

neat little’

a

SITUATED

LAND CO.,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
On ami after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brunswick,
V Capt. D. S. Hall, ami the Steamer
&>City of Portland, Cant. S. II.l'ike,

POSITIVE.

Exchange.

or

farm of 17 acres, with
good house and outbuildings, situated near
Reform School, Cape Elizabeth, would sell at a bargain. or exchange tor desirable property in Portland.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, dealer in Real Estate,
Williams Block, second building east of City Hall.
of

on

the line

ARRAN GEMENT S.

SPRING

CONTAINING

owner

NTOxY1i\GT«N line

CO.

Eastport, Calais and Ht. John, Digby
Windsor and Halifax.

AND

A Small House to Let.
furnace.
seven
rooms, Sebago,
cemented cellar, good drainage. Will be leased
to a small family, one year for $300. Situated in
western part of the Cltv. Convenient to horse cars.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate.
dlw
~rayl3

unsur-

on

OTEHIfATIONA£STEAMSHIP

;__

House lor Sale.

sheep
raising,
40,000 acres of choice lands immediately
of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad,

Certain

ON

For Sale

STEAMERS.

AHEAD

lo Loan.
first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &e.f on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Healer tu Real Estate. Office3791
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle aud
Pearl Sts.oc5dlt

—

passed

Rheumatism Cured

Money

story house In the Western part of the city,
MISSOURI,
for two families,
A2Jnearly new,12 rooms,arranged
for culture of all kinds of fruits, good
both floors, cemented
Sebago and water closets,
Price $4800.
wheat
well
and
furnace.
watered
SUITABLE
timbered,
lands,
cellar, bouse warmed by
mild climate.
tor
aud stock
Terms

our

‘In trust is everything,—this man Is a knave
—he has succeeded—we must sustain him 1”
When I remember that I voted for this poor
vretch, knowing well that It was not just,
>ut for fear of losing my place, when I recall
I hat, I say to myself, “Frederic, may God
have lost friends, relatives,
] >ardon you. You
Confess that you have merited
< ountry, all.
You were not ashamed to support the
i t.
nan who caused thousands of Frenchmen as
1 lonest as you, to lose at a blow the same

Lands

Farm
IN

me

of savages.
“There is no longer a Paris,” they said,
The horrible wishes
“no more Paris 1”
which filled these people were satisfied.
Tes, I saw that 1 I believed that our end
had come. I trembled and said to myself,
“God has decreed that France shall go
down into the abyss 1” But that, thanks be
The remembrance alone
to God, is all past.
remains, let us hope that it will never perish.
But this was not all. In the train of these
great calamities I must see as I performed
the duties of my little place, passing day by
day before my eyes the great emigration of
our brothers of Alsace and Lorraine, men,
women and children aud old people by thousands going to seek their bread far from their
native land, in Algeria, America everywhere.
Our poor compatriots all recognized my
face, they said, “He Is one of us I”
The sight of them soothod me, it was like
a breeze from home, a fresh wind blowing.

it

mylldlw*__

to go away, that the

light

where

A

Estate

0. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

F.

ISTEAMERS.

_MEDICAL.

REAL ESTATE.

bow

so

sians,irritated

said:

Ana irom

shade of the old beeches—came to make us
a little visit, while I forgot my sorrows, as
the monotonous noise of the

had hindered her from

about it.

Oar neighbor is waiting for news from his
It will not be long. The mails
son also.
were delayed during the siege, letters remaining piled up in the offices. The Germans
wished to discourage us. Now that the armistice is agreed upon, the letters will come.”
The satisfaction of having these good words
made her fair face radiant. I did not allow
her to go down into the city. I took the baskket myself, In order to make our little purchases. The good women recogonized me.
“That is the old brigadier, they said, whose
pretty daughter is sick. They are alone. He
No one of them ever sold me
comes now.”
vegetables too dear. I thought no longer of
the affairs of the country, I only wished to
save my child; the reports of elections, of the
national assembly at Budeare had no interest
for me, my only thought was, “Provided that
Marie Rose lives.”
Thus passed the last days of January; then
came the treaty of peace. We were abandoned!

you, leading you by the arm, you with

in order to avert the

me

“We shall receive news one of these

crown on

in t.hp rli«fanpf*

injury to
anything

“This is very serious.

improving as I hoped, it grew worse, day by
day. At night especially, when I heard in
the midst of the deep silence, this dry cough,
sharp aud deep, it seemed to me as it it would
tear her to pieces. I sat up in my bed, aud

see

blood; but that the fear of my wrath on
heariug of this insult, and the fear also of

and the misfortunes of the

country touched her as deeply and perhaps
more, cvea than me, but she concealed it
from me. But she could not hide the bad
Cxugh, which made me anxious. Far from

Sometimes.

shoulders, knocking her down,
suddenly her mouth was filled with

between her

father!” But it was ouly the light which
flickered across her face. She did not move.
From moment to moment I watched her
breathing growing feebler, I watched her
cheeks, her forehead growing paler, at last
giving one sigh she raised her head a little,
and her eyes of a pale blue slowly opened. A
kind woman who was watching near me took
a little mirror from the table and held it near
her mouth, no mist appeared on the glass.
Marie Rose was dead 1
I said nothing, made no complaint, and followed like a child those who would have led
me into the next room.
I sat down in the
dark, my bauds on my knees; my couiage
was broken.
And now George it is ended. I ha/e told
Do I need to tell of the tapers, the
you all.
coffin, the cemetery! and then of my return
to the little chamber where Marie Rose and I
had lived; of my despair, seeing myself there
alone, without relations without country,
without hope, and to say to myself, “you
will remain thus always, always, until the
worms shall eat you!”
No I caunot. I have
said enough! You shall know ouly that I
with
was crazed, that I was possessed
thoughts of vengeance! It was not I
George who nourished these ideas, it was
the poor being abandoned of heaven and
earth, out of whom they bad torn the heart
bit by bit, and who knew not where to lay
his head. I wandered in the streets, the

Will until furtht-r notice leave Franklin W’harf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSPAYand SATURDAY, at 5 l\ M., and leave Pier 3H Fast River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY junl
TiTUKSPAYat 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, Just built for this
I route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable roiPe for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwaided to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are lequested to send their freight to the
Steamers os early as 4 P. M., on the days
leave
Port laud. For further information api ly to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
,1. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
oci
dtf

E3^*Freight

they

PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at tki» OUice.
5

are

hereby notified that

on

aud after the first

JL day ot September. 1874. the new regulation
of the KepubUc ot
prescribed bv tbu Government
S'liiin in regard to Consular lees will take eftect.
'The fees for clearance of vessels are as lollows:
For Vessel, with Cargo*
Certitving Manifest
913.00
Bill of Health... 4.00—$ 19.0
For Vrssels without (largo:

Certifying Manliest.97.00
Bill of Health.
4,00—911.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
®2dtf

Spanish Consnl

W. B.

NUTTER’S

HORSeT

ION MORRIS,
make the season ot 1875 at tlie stable of
WILL
Win. c. BROWN, 84 Federal »l.f

May 1st to July 1st,
ap24deodtjyl

rom

Knox

In

Stallions,

ot
II. RICHARDSON.

care

Llirlittoot
Hiram.

and

Knox Stallions, LIGIITFOOT AND HIRAM,
rfUIE
JL will make the reason of 1875 at the stable ot
LOVE ITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Street. Portland, Me. For further particulars address JOS. W.
LOVE1TT or EBEN G. PERRY, Box 1?II, Portland,
Me.
ap2ikltt
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